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ABSTRACT
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Doctor of Philosophy

LOW-COST TEST FOR CORE-BASED SYSTEM-ON-A-CHIP

by Paul Theo Gonciari

The availability of high level integration leads to building of millions of gates systems-
on-a-chip (SOC). Due to the high complexity of SOCs, testing them is becoming increas-
ingly difficult. In addition, if the current test practises are maintained, the high cost of test
will lead to a considerable production cost increase. To alleviate the test cost problem, this
research investigates methods which lead tolow-cost test of core-based systems-on-a-chip
based on test resource partitioning and without changing the embedded cores. Analysing
the factors which drive the continuous increase in test cost, this thesis identifies a number
of factors which need to be addressed in order to reduce the cost of test. These include
volume of test data, number of pins for test, bandwidth requirements and the cost of test
equipment. The approaches proposed to alleviate the cost of test problem have been vali-
dated using academic and industrial benchmark cores.

To reduce the volume of test data and the number of pins for test, the new Variable-
length Input Huffman Coding (VIHC) test data compression method is proposed, which is
capable of simultaneously reducing the volume of test data, the test application time and
the on-chip area overhead, when compared to previously reported approaches. Due to the
partitioning of resources among the SOC and the test equipment, various synchronisation
issues arise. Synchronisation increases the cost of test equipment and hence limits the
effectiveness of test resource partitioning schemes. Therefore, the synchronisation issues
imposed by test data compression methods are analysed and an on-chip distribution ar-
chitecture is proposed which in addition to accounting for the synchronisation issues also
reduces the test application time.

The cost of test equipment is related to the amount of test memory, and therefore
efficient exploitation of this resource is of great importance. Analysing the memory re-
quirements for core based SOCs, useless test data is identified as one contributor to the
total amount of allocated memory, leading to inefficient memory usage. To address this
problem a complementary approach to test data compression is proposed to reduce the
test memory requirements through elimination of useless test data.

Finally, a new test methodology is proposed which combines the approaches pro-
posed in this thesis into an integrated solution for SOC test. The proposed solution leads
to reduction in volume of test data, test pins, bandwidth requirements and cost of test
equipment. Furthermore, the solution provides seamless integration with the design flow
and refrains from changing the cores. Hence, it provides a low-cost test solution for core-
based SOC using test resource partitioning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Driven by the high level of integration the industry is capable of building an entire system

into a single chip [1, 2, 3, 4]. Systems-on-a-chip (SOC) are composed fromembedded

cores, which make it easier to import existing technologies and shorten the time-to-market

through design reuse [1]. The new market driven by the SOC revolution comprisescore

vendorsas providers, andcore usersas customers. While the core vendor has full knowl-

edge about the core’s functionality and its internal structure, the core user is often knowl-

edgeable only about the core’s functionality. Therefore, besides the immediate advantages

of core based SOCs, the SOC paradigm brings forth new problems from the design and

test perspective [5, 1, 6, 2], which require new test strategies for testing the core itself as

well as the entire system [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Due to the continuous increase in chip complexity and transistor density, the cost of

testing the chips will approach and even exceed the cost of manufacturing them [13].

Therefore, if the cost of test is not lowered, testing will have a negative impact on the

cost of the design [14, 9, 15, 13] leading to an increase in the overall production cost of

the chip. Addressing the cost of test problem in a core based SOC environment requires

solutions which refrain from changing the cores. This is of great importance since if

core redesign is required, then the very purpose of core based SOC, short time-to-market

through core reuse, can be defeated. Considering this constraint imposes the usage of

basic knowledge about the cores when addressing the cost of test problem. Therefore, the

topic of this dissertation is to provide methods which contribute toward reduced cost of

test providinglow-cost system-on-a-chip testsolutions assuming only basic knowledge

about the cores, and hence leveraging the core based SOC environment.
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Figure 1.1. System-on-a-Chip, an example

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section1.1the differences between the tradi-

tional printed circuit board (PCB) and the new SOC design flows are illustrated, empha-

sising the implications on testing SOCs. Section1.2, illustrates the SOC DFT challenges,

and Section1.3 investigates the main factors which drive the continuous increase in test

cost, motivating the work of this thesis. Finally, Section1.4 outlines the main contribu-

tions of this work and presents the organisation of the thesis.

1.1 Core based System-on-a-Chip design

To understand why testing in the new core based SOC paradigm becomes such a major

problem, and why it is important to address it without imposing changes to the cores, one

must understand the differences between the SOC and the traditional PCB design flows

and how these differences influence the testing of the entire system. Therefore, in this

section a generic integrated circuit (IC) design flow is described, and the various types of

cores and their influences on the design flow are illustrated.

There are two main types of components is SOCs: the cores and the user defined

logic (UDL). This is exemplified in Figure1.1 where the cores (which in the figure are

represented by memories (DRAM, ROM) and the RISC and DSP processors) and UDL

are illustrated considering a fictive system. Acore is a pre-designed, pre-verified sili-

con circuit block, usually containing at least 5,000 gates, that can be used in building

a larger or more complex application on a semiconductor chip [1]. Similar to ICs on a
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PCB, cores can perform a wide range of functions (e.g., digital signal processors, RISC

processors, or DRAMs) and can be found in a number of technologies (e.g., complemen-

tary metal-oxide-silicon (CMOS) logic, DRAM and analog circuits). Furthermore, the

more complex cores come in hierarchical compositions (i.e., complex cores comprise a

number of simple cores). Often these cores are products of technology, software, and

know-how that are subject to patents and copyrights. Hence, a core block represents in-

tellectual property (IP) that the core builder licenses to the core user [1]. Therefore, the

core user is not always entitled to do changes to the core and is forced to reuse it “as is”

(as a black box), being knowledgeable only about the core’s functionality, however, not

about the implementation details. In addition, while ICs are delivered to the customer in

a manufactured and testedform, cores are delivered in a range of hardware description

levels (soft, firm, and hard). These two fundamental differences will influence not only

the design of the SOCs (as shown in Section1.1.2) but also the testing of the SOCs (as

shown in Section1.2).

UDL is added by the system integrator to the SOC to customise or to interface the

different cores such that the desired functionality is obtained. While the cores are IPs

delivered by third party vendors and are reused within the design, the UDL is custom logic

specific to the SOC under development. Hence, the system integrator has full knowledge

about its functionality and its implementation details. The UDL is a required investment

from the design point of view, however, testing the UDL gives way to new issues in system

test [16, 17, 18].

1.1.1 Design flow

In this section a generic IC design flow is illustrated. Starting from the initial require-

ments definitions, i.e., the specifications of the desired chip functionality described in a

formal form, the design follows a number of phases which transform these specifications

into the final chip in a chosen technology. This is illustrated with the left hand side of the

generic core based SOC design flow in Figure1.2. The term technology (or fabrication

technology) refers to the semiconductor process used to produce the final chip, i.e., it

denotes the type of semiconductor (e.g., silicon), the type of transistor (e.g., CMOS) or

the details of a certain transistor technology (e.g., 0.18 micron CMOS) [19]. Each design

phase corresponds to a level of abstraction, i.e., the level of dependence on the fabrication
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technology. There are four levels of abstraction:behavioural level, where the specifica-

tions are described using generic methods, no structural constraints are considered (e.g.,

a variable is of type integer; a conditional assignment is represented by an IF statement);

register transfer level(RTL), where generic functions and variables are replaced by struc-

tural blocks (e.g., the variable is replaced by a register of a given size; an IF statement is

represented by a multiplexer, the arithmetic operations are replaced with arithmetic logic

units (ALUs));gate level, where the structural components are mapped to netlists – inter-

connection of building cells, gates – in a specific cell library (e.g., a 2 : 1 multiplexer is

represented by two AND gates and an OR gate); andmask level(or physical level), where

each cell is represented by the layout of the transistor model counterpart. The specifica-

tions of the desired chip functionality are described at the various levels of abstraction

using hardware description languages (HDL). For example, at the behavioural level of

abstraction, the HDL can be VHDL [20, 21, 22, 23], Verilog [24], C and C++ [25, 26],

and SystemC [27, 28, 29]; at the RTL level of abstraction, the HDL is usually VHDL and

Verilog. From the initial specifications to the final chip, the design goes through a number

of translation and verification steps. The translation of the descriptions from one level of

abstraction into the other is referred to assynthesis. Verification is used to check whether

the design in the current level of abstraction is correct, conforming with the specifications.

Both steps are performed using computer aided design (CAD) tools [30].
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Synthesis A synthesis process aims at finding the best equivalent representation in the

next level of abstraction which guarantees the same functionality as the design in the cur-

rent level of abstraction considering the constraints given by the designer (e.g., the area

occupied by silicon should not exceed 300 sq-mils; the design should work for frequen-

cies up to 100 MHz). Corresponding to the above four levels of abstractions, there are

three synthesis steps: behavioural synthesis, logic synthesis and physical synthesis. These

transform the initial specifications from behavioural to RTL, then from RTL to gate level,

and finally from gate level to layout.

Verification Verification in hardware design mainly consists of validation and formal

verification. Validation, verifies the design through simulation and testing. Formal veri-

fication, on the other hand, uses rigorous mathematical reasoning to show that a design

meets all or parts of its specification [31, 32]. However, it does not necessarily guarantee

correct operation with respect to timing, power, noise and routability [33]. At the different

levels of abstraction, validation and formal verification take different shapes. For exam-

ple, they are represented by property checking [31, 34] or RTL/cycle simulation [32] at the

RTL level; and equivalence checking and physical verification at the gate and layout (or

mask) level [35]. The verified design at mask level will then go through manufacturing.

Manufacturing The manufacturing of an IC implies wafer fabrication and packaging.

Wafer fabrication involves printing of geometric shapes corresponding to the layout onto

wafer layers [19]. As each wafer contains a number of chips, the wafer is cut and then

packaged. Each of the above processes involved in wafer fabrication can introduce defects

into the chip. For example, particles (material which is not removed in the areas exposed

by the masking process) may cause bridges between two or more lines; incorrect spacing

between connections may cause circuit shorts; holes (exposed areas that is unexpectedly

etched) may lead to open interconnects. These manufacturing defects (or physical faults)

affect the functionality of the circuit and hence lead to faulty chips. To avoid shipping bad

chips to customers, and at the same time correct the manufacturing process which caused

the defects, hence improving yield, testing of the manufactured circuit is required.

Testing After wafer manufacturing, testing is also referred to as manufacturing test. The

wafer is first subjected to wafer sort, where most of the faulty chips are identified, and then
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the packaged chips are further tested in order to eliminate the defects which escaped wafer

sort (due to electrical limitations), and in order to accelerate infant mortality through burn-

in (which is a high-voltage, high-temperature stress of the device) [36, 37, 38]. Finally, the

device is tested for conformance with the specifications. Because of the high complexity

of the chips, testing is done using automated test equipment (ATE). The ATE is a precision

measurement tool which provides the environment required to test the chip. There are two

main types of testing: functional test and structural test. The former checks for the correct

functionality of the manufactured chip. The latter, verifies that the chip was manufactured

correctly [38]. If not specified differently, the term testing and manufacturing test will

refer to structural testing as introduced above. Testing implies applying test stimuli (or test

vectors), and inspecting the circuit responses (or test responses). If the circuit response

is not correct then a defect was identified. While during verification, at the previous

levels of abstraction, access to the entire model was available, during manufacturing test,

the access to the chip’s internals is limited by the inputs and outputs of the circuit. To

increase the access to the chip internals and increase the effectiveness of testing, design for

testability (DFT) has been introduced as a mandatory step in the design process [36, 38].

While DFT features are embedded in various design stages of the IC (e.g., at the RTL

or the gate level of abstraction [39, 40, 41]), they are exploited after the manufacturing

of the wafer and the packaging of the chip. In order to ensure the effectiveness of DFT,

the manufacturing test problem has to be modelled at the higher levels of abstraction.

Therefore, faults models were developed corresponding to the physical defects [36, 37,

38]. Based on the fault models, the problem of identifying a defect is equivalent to finding

the circuit’s input values (test stimuli) which will provoke a faulty and fault free output

(test responses) depending on the existence of the fault. This process is performed by

automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) [42, 43, 44] tools. ATPG tools can determine

a list of faults, the test vectors which detect the faults, and the corresponding fault free

responses. In addition, using fault simulation ATPG tools can estimate the fault coverage

(how many from the total modelled faults can be detected), and they can also be used for

fault diagnosis (which was the root cause of the defect). The test vectors generated by

ATPG can be completely specified (e.g., “1100”) or incompletely specified (e.g., “1x0x”)

in which case they are referred to as test cubes. For the different types of defects various

fault models have been proposed (e.g., bridging fault models, open fault models, delay

fault models, stuck-at fault models [36, 45, 37, 38, 46]). For example, the stuck-at fault

model assumes that a given node has always a fixed value, either logic 0 or logic 1, i.e., the
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node is assumed to be either connected to the power line (stuck-at-1 fault) or connected

to the ground line (stuck-at-0 fault).

1.1.2 Core based design

The hardware description levels in which core providers deliver their cores can be related

to the levels of abstractions described in the previous subsection. Hence,

• softcores consists of a synthesisable representation that can be re-targeted for dif-

ferent technologies and system constraints. As a HDL description (behavioural or

RTL), these cores leave much of the implementation to the designer, however they

are flexible and process-independent;

• firm cores usually consist of gate-level netlist representation ready for place and

route. They give some flexibility to the designer, are accompanied by simulation

models and fit into standard HDL design methodologies;

• hard cores include timing information and technology dependent layout, i.e., phys-

ical level description of the core. While they are optimised for predictable area and

performance, they lack flexibility.

The three types of cores offer various trade-off opportunities, each of them having

different modelling and test requirements [1], affecting the design at the corresponding

level of abstraction. This is illustrated on the right hand side of Figure1.2 (see Page4),

where the entrance of the different types of cores in the design flow is shown. Core based

integration within the design flow is possible if electronic design automation (EDA) com-

panies provide tools which are capable of embedding cores at their corresponding level

of abstraction, considering not only their functionalities but also their DFT features [1].

As mentioned in the beginning of Section1.1, there are two factors which fundamentally

differentiate PCB design and core based SOC design: the IP factor and the manufacturing

factor. The former will forbid the core user to do any changes to the core. This will impact

the design cycle of the SOC, since the changes have to be done by the IP/core vendor [1],

and the testing of the design, as the system integrator is forced to use the DFT embedded

with the IP even if this does not suit the DFT methodologies adopted for the rest of the

SOC. The latter will mainly influence the testing of the SOC as illustrated in the following

section.
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Figure 1.3. Board vs. SOC design [ 2]

1.2 Core based System-on-a-Chip test

Due to the high complexity of SOCs two main problems are identified with respect to test.

Firstly, the test infrastructure for the SOCs, and secondly, the cost of test, which if current

trends continue will have a negative impact on the total production cost of the chip. The

former is illustrated in this section, while the latter is detailed in Section1.3.

To illustrate the challenges in testing SOCs, firstly the difference between the PCB

and SOC design flows is analysed. The two design flows are shown from the system in-

tegrator’s perspective, illustrating only a high level view of the two design processes, in

Figure1.3. In the traditional PCB design (see Figure1.3(a)) each IC has been designed

and developed, manufactured and tested for manufacturing faults. The system integrator

had merely to put the system together and test for interconnect faults between the ICs on

the PCB. In the core base SOC design (see Figure1.3(b)) the cores are only designed and

developed, the manufacturing and testing of the cores is the job of the system integrator.

The system integrator in this case has to manufacture the SOC (and not assemble the sys-

tem as in PCB like systems), test each core for manufacturing faults, test the interconnects

and the entire system. Hence, even though conceptually the difference between the two
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designs is small, the issues in testing core based designs differ considerably from testing

PCBs. The problems related to core based SOC test [2] are detailed next.

Core level test deals with the testing of the core itself. Since the system integrator

is usually forced to deal with the core as a black box, the core vendor has to provide the

model, the DFT (e.g., scan based DFT or built-in self test (BIST) based DFT1) [36, 47, 38]

structures and the corresponding test vectors.

Test access provides the electronic test infrastructure for accessing the cores. This is

required since contrary to PCBs where the ICs primary inputs and outputs were accessible,

and thus during test direct physical access to the IC is available, in SOCs the cores are

embedded within the chip and thus, no access to the cores terminals is available. In

addition to providing the means to access the cores, the test access needs to isolate the

core under test (CUT) from its surroundings, facilitating inter-core test [48]. Furthermore,

test scheduling is also required to run intra-core and inter-core tests such that initialisation

and final content of the individual cores is not affected.

System level test addresses the test of the entire system. Compared to conventional

PCB test, system level test is far more complex. The system chip test comprises: tests for

the individual core, tests for the UDL and tests for interconnect logic and wiring. This

composite system level test requires adequate test scheduling which must meet several

chip-level constraints, such as, test application time (TAT), area overhead, and power

dissipation [49].

Driven by the above challenges two conceptual architectures for SOC test have been

proposed [2], illustrated in Figures1.4 and1.5. Characteristic to both architectures are

thesource and sink, thetest access mechanismand thecore test wrapper, described next:

• thesource and sinkare responsible for providing the test stimuli and analysing the

test responses. Depending on the location of the source and the sink, an external-only

(Figure1.4) or internal-only (Figure1.5) solution has been envisioned. The former

is referred to as external deterministic test where the source and the sink are rep-

resented by the automatic test equipment (ATE), detailed in Section1.2.2. For the

1For scan based and BIST based DFT the reader is referred to AppendixA
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latter the internal source and sink are represented by BIST structures. The test in

this case is initiated by an off-chip test equipment, which also receives the result of

the test;

• test access mechanism (TAM)provides the mechanism to transport the test stimuli

from the source to the CUT, and the test responses from the CUT to the sink. In

general, having a wide TAM will reduce the test application time, however, it will

also increase the wiring overhead. Hence, designing a TAM involves making trade-

offs between the bandwidth and the test application cost. In addition, the type of

test architecture (internal-only or external-only) must also be consider, since, when

the external test is performed, the TAM width should not exceed the number of ATE

I/O channels (see Section1.2.2);

• core test wrapperprovides an interface between the embedded core and its envi-

ronment. The core test wrapper connects the core terminals to the rest of the chip

and to the TAM. A core test wrapper, must support the following mandatory modes

[49, 50, 51]: Normal operation: when the core test wrapper is transparent and the

core is connected to the chip environment;Core-internal test: when the core test

wrapper connects the TAM to the core such that the test patterns can be applied,

and the test responses observed;Core-external test: when testing of the intercon-

nect logic and wiring is allowed by the core test wrapper.

With respect to DFT, the above can be divided intocore level DFT, which includes

scan based and BIST based DFT; andsystem level DFT, which provides the SOC test
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infrastructures, i.e., the core test wrapper and the TAM. System level DFT comprising the

core test wrapper design and TAM design are illustrated next.

1.2.1 System level DFT

It should be noted that the core wrapper design can be performed by both the core vendor

and the system integrator. If not specified differently, it is considered in this dissertation

that core wrapper design is the responsibility of the system integrator. This is motivated

by the flexibility obtained in this case as detailed in the next section.

Core test wrapper design

It has been illustrated in the previous section that the core test wrapper provides an in-

terface between the embedded core and its environment. Because the core user rarely

participates in a core’s architectural and functional development, the core appears as a

black box with known functionality and I/Os [11]. To integrate the core into a design and

to exploit the DFT features of the core, the core test access interface and the core test

knowledge must be available to the core user. To provide a common basis for core test

knowledge exchange and core test access design, the emerging IEEE P1500 [52] working

group is focusing on standardising:Core Test Language(CTL), capable of representing

all test related information [53, 50, 51, 54], and a scalable and configurablecore test

wrapperto allow easy test access to the core in a SOC [49, 53, 51].
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The IEEE P1500 standard for embedded core test (SECT) does not cover the core’s

internal test methods or DFT, nor SOC test integration and optimisation. These are com-

pletely in the hands of the core provider or the core user respectively, and not suited for

standardisation due to the fact that their requirements differ for different cores and SOCs

[49, 53, 51]. Hence, in the emerging P1500 standard [52], it is assumed that the core

provider performs DFT (scan design, BIST) [36, 47, 38] and supplies all the information

required for the proper test of the core [49, 53, 51]. Currently the IEEE P1500 SECT

is focusing on “non-merged”2 digital logic and memory elements. In order to provide

the flexibility required to test various types of cores, the IEEE P1500 SECT allows “two

levels of compliance”.(i) IEEE 1500 Unwrapped Core, this level will allow the core to

be delivered without a complete IEEE 1500 wrapper however, it does have the IEEE 1500

CTL program. Using this program, the core user can develop its own IEEE 1500 wrapper.

In this scenario, the CTL will describe the core test knowledge at the bare core terminals.

(ii) IEEE 1500 Wrapped Core, this level requires the complete IEEE 1500 wrapper and

the IEEE 1500 CTL to be delivered with the core. In this scenario, the CTL describes the

core test knowledge including how to operate the core wrapper.

The P1500 core wrapper is a shell which allows various configurations at its inputs

and outputs, i.e., various operating modes. A IEEE P1500 core wrapper is illustrated

in Figure1.6. The wrapper has as inputs the wrapper parallel input (WPI), the wrapper

2“Non-merged” refers to cores that are tested as separate entities with test patterns developed for each
core as stand alone [51]
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serial input (WSI) and the functional inputs (I), and the wrapper interface port (WIP).

The outputs are the wrapper parallel output (WPO), the wrapper serial output (WSO) and

the functional outputs (O). The core wrapper comprises two wrapper boundary registers

(WBR), the wrapper bypass register (WBY) and the wrapper instruction register (WIR).

The WBRs provide the interface between the test environment and the core, facili-

tating the test modes noted in Section1.2: normal operation, core-internal test and core-

external test. The WBR is a register formed out of wrapper boundary scan cells. The

wrapper cell assigned to the inputs are referred to as wrapper boundary input cells, while

those assigned to the outputs are referred to as wrapper boundary output cells. The cell

illustrated in the top-left part of Figure1.6is a wrapper boundary input cell. The function-

ality of the cell is similar to the scan cell (see AppendixA). One difference is the output

multiplexer controlled by the wrapper control input (wci) which differentiate between the

test mode and the normal functional mode.

The WIP facilitates the load of instructions corresponding to the above modes into

the WIR. For each of the above modes there can be different configurations. For ex-

ample, there can be a serial internal test, when the test stimuli are provided through the

WSI (serial access), and the test responses are observed at the WSO; or a parallel inter-

nal test when the test stimuli are provided through the WPI (parallel access), and the test

responses are observed at the WPO. It should be noted that this dissertation targets core

internal tests, for both the serial and the parallel configurations. However, the method-

ologies presented are also applicable to core external tests. While the behaviour of the

core wrapper and its interface are standardised, the design of the core wrapper itself can

be adapted for the system integrator’s necessities. The usage of the serial and parallel test

access are illustrated next for a fictive core.

Core wrapper design implies the construction of wrapper scan chains (WSCs). A

WSC comprises a number of wrapper boundary input cells, scan chains and wrapper

boundary output cells. Corresponding to the two types of access (serial or parallel) the

WSC construction is either a simple concatenation of scan chains, or an optimisation

problem with respect to minimum test application time. This is illustrated in Figure1.7

where for the core in Figure1.7(a), a core wrapper design for a serial test access is given

in Figure 1.7(b), and a possible WSC configuration for a parallel test access is given

Figure1.7(c). The core illustrated in Figure1.7(a)has four inputs (i1, i2, i3 and i4), four

outputs (o1,o2,o3 ando4) and four scan chains (s1,s2,s3 ands4) of length 5,8,11 and 12
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FFs respectively. In Figure1.7(b), the internal scan chains and the WBCs are connected

together into a long scan chain, while in Figure1.7(c) a four bit wide WPI port is as-

sumed, and the four WSCs have been constructed accordingly. For example, in the case

of WSC1, four wrapper boundary input cells are chained together withs1, and with four

wrapper boundary output cells. Similar to multiple scan chain designs, using a greater

number of WSCs can lead to a smaller test application time (TAT). It can be observed

in Figure1.7(b)that the length of the WSC is considerable greater than the length of the

WSCs in Figure1.7(c). Hence, the advantage of reducing TAT when parallel test access is

available. While apparently simple, the core wrapper design problem for parallel test ac-

cess has been shown to be anNP−hard problem [56, 57] (an optimum solution is found

in at least exponential computational time [58, 59]). The maximum number of WSCs is

dictated by the width of the parallel test access mechanism, as it will be seen next.
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Figure 1.8. SOC with P1500 based cores wrappers [ 55]

Test access mechanism (TAM) design

It was illustrated previously that the core wrapper can be connected to either a serial test

TAM, or a parallel one. In both cases, the system integrator has to ensure proper access

to the core. Based on the IEEE P1500 core wrapper, in Figure1.8 a SOC test scenario

is illustrated when both, a serial and a parallel TAM are defined. The serial TAM is a

one bit bus connected to the WSIs and WSOs of each core. The parallel TAM on the

other hand is optional, its width is the system integrator’s choice. The parallel TAM is in

effect a bus of a given width connected to the WPIs and WPOs of the cores. The figure

also shows the user defined test control which based on a known test scheduling scheme

starts the test sessions corresponding to the various cores. The source and sink can be

on-chip divided across multiple TAMs, each of them having different widths. The width

of the TAM and the number of TAM lines used to connect the various cores may differ.

This is illustrated in Figure1.9, for a SOC comprising four cores connected to two TAMs.

The test control and the WSIs/WSOs have been omitted for clarity. As it can be seen in

Figure1.9, the 40 bit TAM originating from the source is divided into two TAMs of 16

and 24 bits respectively. Cores 1 and 3 are using the maximum available TAM width – 8

TAM lines for WPI and WPO in the case ofCore1, and 12 TAM line for WPI and WPO

in the case ofCore3. Cores 2 and 4, on the other hand are using only 6 and 10 TAM lines

respectively. Determining the widths of the TAMs and the assignment of cores to TAMs

depending on the system integrator’s constraints, e.g., the maximum TAT, the maximum

TAM width, and routing constraints, is known as TAM design. The TAM design problem
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Figure 1.9. SOC with multiple TAMs

has been also shown to beNP− hard [60, 61]. As illustrated in both Figures1.8 and

1.9, the TAM is connected to the source and sink. These can be on-chip (BIST source

and sink) and off-chip (ATEs source and sink). The ATE is illustrated in the following

section.

1.2.2 Automated test equipment (ATE)

As emphasised in Section1.1.1and illustrated with the conceptual architectures in the

beginning of Section1.2, regardless of the embedded DFT method, each chip after man-

ufacturing has to be tested using an automated test equipment (ATE). Testing implies

applying a set of test stimuli to the device under test (DUT) and verifying the correctness

of the test responses. The ATE is a precision measurement tool which is responsible for

providing the required test patterns to the input of the DUT and for comparing the DUT

responses to the fault free test responses [19]. A generic ATE – DUT interface is illus-

trated in Figure1.10. The ATE is connected to a device interface board (DIB) which is

connected to a wafer prober for testing of uncut and unpackaged wafers, or to a socket

for testing packaged chips [38]. Due to the high precision electronics on the ATE the

cost of these machines is considerable. It is estimated in the international roadmap for

semiconductors (ITRS) [13] that the cost of an ATE can exceed $20M. In addition, as it

will be seen later in Section1.3, the cost of the DIB can also considerably influence the

overall cost of the ATE, and hence of the design. Thus, it is desirable to reduce the inter-
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action and the changes required to the DIB, through elimination of this component from

the cost of test. The test stimuli are applied to the DUT using the driver, and the DUT

responses are compared to the fault free responses using the comparator as illustrated in

Figure1.10. The channels are the connection between the ATE and the DIB. The generic

ATE illustrated in the figure comprises: memory – to store the test stimuli and required

timing information; power module – to generate the required high and low voltages and

precisely measuring the circuit outputs; format module – to prepare the data, to be sent

to the DUT, considering the test stimuli and the timing information; timing module – to

define the clock edges for each pin; and control unit – a computer which monitors the

entire process, and stores the test result: good/bad chip. There are a number of parame-

ters which characterise the ATE. These include: the number ofATE channels(or ATE test

pins) – the number of chip pins which can be connected to the ATE; theATE frequency–

the frequency with which the ATE is capable of supplying data on the ATE channels; the

ATE accuracy– the accuracy of the device to provide test data with respect to the ATE

clock, e.g., for an ATE frequency of 1GHz the accuracy is of±200ps– the data will be

accurate within±200psfrom the rising edge of the clock.

The amount of time required to complete one test set is referred to as test application

time (TAT). In this dissertation it is considered that the TAT is given in ATE clock cy-

cles. As it will be seen in the following section, where the cost of test is analysed, the

ATE has a substantial contribution to the overall cost of test. The main reason for this is

that regardless of the type of methodology embedded within the chip, the chip has to go

through the manufacturing testing process. And hence, it has to be tested using an ATE.

In addition, due to the fact that ATEs are built using previously available technology, they

are limited in providing the performances required by cutting edge chips.
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1.3 Cost of test

Testing SOCs requires the insertion of SOC DFT which facilitates the test of the embed-

ded cores and the entire system. In addition to the SOC DFT problems illustrated in the

previous section, another important issue is the cost of test. It is anticipated in the ITRS

that, if the current trends are maintained, the cost of testing a transistor will approach

and may even exceed the cost of manufacturing it [13]. This is illustrated in Figure1.11,

where the test curve will intersect the manufacturing curve by 2015. To motivate the

work described in this thesis and at the same time highlight the importance of considering

low-cost SOC test, in this section the cost of test and the main parameters which drive its

continuous increase are analysed.

Conceptually the cost of test (Ctest) [62] can be computed as given below:

Ctest = Cprep+Cexec+Csilicon+Cquality (1.1)

where:

• Cprep - the fixed cost of test preparation. It captures fixed costs of test generation,

tester program creation, and any design efforts for incorporating any test related

features, i.e., it includes all non-recurring costs, including software systems;

• Cexec- the cost of test execution. Consists of test related hardware and it includes:

tester setup time, tester execution time, capital cost of the tester and capital equip-

ment depreciation rate;

• Csilicon - is the cost required to incorporate DFT features;
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• Cquality - is the cost of imperfect test quality. That is, the profit loss from perfor-

mance degradation caused by the added DFT circuitry, the test of cost escape (the

relation between fault coverage and fault occurrence - or simply yield), and cost of

good dies being deemed faulty by imperfect test;

With SOCs comprising cores at different levels of abstractions provided by third party

vendors, none of the above components are directly under the control of the system inte-

grator. That is, both the core user and the system integrator influence them. For example,

the system integrator ensures the proper TAM and on-chip test pattern source and sink

through SOC DFT, however, the core vendor incorporates the core level DFT to ensure

the required fault coverage (see Section1.2). These two are related since the core level

DFT influences the system level DFT requirements. In addition, the test quality (Cquality)

depends on the fault coverage and the types of faults targeted by the core level DFT [37],

hence these must be in concordance with system integrators’ necessities [48], i.e., man-

ufacturing process. Therefore, the more information the core vendor has about the final

manufacturing process used by the system integrator the greater the chance the delivered

core is suitable for the system integrator’s needs. Driven by the need for high quality

test and the assurance that the core performance is in concordance with the specifications,

the system integrator prefers hard cores [1]. As noted in Section1.1.2, these come with

predictable area and performance, however, they lack flexibility. This lack of flexibility

restricts the system integrator from performing fault simulation and ATPG, hence it is

constraint to accepting the core’s DFT and test information delivered with the core “as

is”. As it will be seen in Section1.3.1, the cost of test execution (Cexec) is also dependent

on the test time of the cores which is influenced by the core DFT methodology and the

SOC DFT. Hence, this cost is also, to some extend, dependent on both the core vendor

and the system integrator.

While in order to reduce the cost of test, all the four parameters are sought small,Cprep

is a fixed cost per design,Cquality is directly dependent on the core DFT methodology, and

Csilicon is a requirement for providing core level DFT. Hence, cost reduction in manufac-

turing test is possible if theCexecis reduced. This is because each chip, regardless of the

area overhead or the fault coverage obtained by using DFT, has to be physically tested.

Therefore, while all the parameters are sought small, this work will address the issue

of reducing the overall cost of test with special emphasis on thecost of test execution,

detailed in the next section.
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1.3.1 Cost of test execution

As shown in Equation (1.1), the cost of test execution is part of the cost of test and it

includes: tester setup time, tester execution time, capital cost of the tester and capital

equipment depreciation rate. The cost of test execution can be approximated using the

following equation:

Cexec≈Chw+Ttester×Ctester (1.2)

whereChw represents the cost of necessary hardware to perform the test (excepting the

cost of the tester),Ctester represents the cost of the tester, andTtester represents the time

spent on the tester. These three components are analysed next.

Cost of extra hardware Chw represents a recurring cost per design, and comprises the

cost of the probes and sockets, and the cost of extending the device interface board (DIB)

to accommodate for different DFT features. The cost of the sockets and probes is bounded

by the physical handling of the DUT. The DIB, due to the mix of high and low frequency

signals, requires special design techniques in order to provide the DUT with unaltered

signals [63, 64]. In addition, the various extension required by various DFT techniques –

e.g., external clocks, serialisation units, are also implemented on the DIB [65]. Therefore,

the DIB can considerably influence the cost of the design, especially since the DIB is cus-

tom built for the exact pin specification of the DUT [13]. While the cost of the DIB cannot

be eliminated completely from the cost equation, it is desirable to reduce the interaction

and the changes required to the DIB, hence reducing the cost ofChw.

Test time The semiconductor industry is building 300nm fabs capable of producing up

to 2000 wafers per week. With the average test time of a wafer of up to 24 hours [9],

the test execution time clearly becomes an important factor in the overall test cost. To

illustrate the importance ofTtester, Figure1.12shows the increase in test time relative to

1999. It becomes clear from the figure that the increase in test time is considerable, and

the trend is an ascending one.Ttester from the Equation (1.2) can be further detailed as

illustrated below:

Ttester≈ Tinactive+Tactive (1.3)

where, the time spent on testerTtesteris divided into the time when the tester is just provid-

ing a socket for the DUT, since it is inactive (Tinactive), i.e., like in the case of internal-only
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Figure 1.12. Test time increase relative to 1999 [ 15]

testing where the interaction between the tester and the DUT is reduced to a minimum;

and the time when the tester is actively testing the DUT (Tactive). Tinactive is mainly due to

inefficient tester usage, for example, when a BIST session is started the LFSR will gener-

ate patterns for a given number of clock cycles. In this time, the tester is not used, leading

to inefficient tester usage. Therefore,Tinactivemain increase the cost since the DUT has to

physically remain connected to the tester until the entire test process is finished.

Tactive, on the other hand, is determined by the volume of test data (VTD), needed to

test the DUT, and the ATE parameters, as illustrated below:

Tactive=
VTD

nate× fate
(1.4)

where,nate represent the number of ATE channels used for testing the DUT, andfate

represents the ATE operating frequency. The productnate× fate is also referred to as

the bandwidth. The test time increase illustrated in Figure1.12is due to the continuous

increase in VTD and the insufficient ATE bandwidth when compared to the requirements.

These are illustrated next.
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The VTD for single scan chain designs can be approximated using equation (1.5):

VTD≈ scan_chain_length×no_patterns (1.5)

i.e., the VTD is given by the length of the scan chain multiplied with the number of

scan patterns [9]. Since, the number of scan cells is directly related to the number of

gates (typically, 1 scan cell to every 20 gates) [9], the number of scan cells will increase

directly proportional to the number of gates. The number of gates, according to Moore’s

“law”, doubles every 18 months, and hence, the number of scan cells will double every 18

months as well. Since, the VTD is proportional with the number of scan cells, it will also

double every 18 month, and therefore, the ATE memory requirements will alsodouble

every 18 month. This is illustrated in Figure1.13, where the increase in VTD (given in

giga bytes) with the increase in design size (given in million of gates) follows the above

rule. In addition to the above, further increase in VTD is expected due to DFT methods’

dependencies on scan to deliver their test vectors. For example, delay and open faults

require pairs of scan test vectors when tested. In order for the ATE to account for the

continuous increase in VTD, up to 60% of the invested capital for ATE upgrade is needed

to meet the new memory capacity requirements.

From the above discussion a potential solution to reduce test time, and hence reduce

one of the factors that contribute toCexec, is to reduce the VTD and inefficient ATE usage.
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The alternative solution, of increasing the bandwidth, is analysed next.

It is immediately derived from Equation (1.4) that the test time can be reduce if the

bandwidth is increased. This however, encounters the following limitations. Firstly, the

available ATE bandwidth does not increases at the same rate as the IC bandwidth [14].

And secondly, not all the chip pins can be used for testing, and therefore, there is a gap be-

tween the required bandwidth and the available bandwidth for test [15] (see Figure1.14).

Finally, increasing the available ATE bandwidth is followed by an increase in ATE cost,

hence, reducing test time at the expense of an increase inCtester. The cost of the tester is

analysed next.

Cost of tester The cost of the tester (Ctester) from Equation (1.2), can be further divided

into the cost of the test equipment itself (Cate), and the various cost of handling the test

equipment (Chandling)

Ctester≈Cate+Chandling (1.6)

The increase in pin count and the mixture of various technologies in system chips, causes

ATE costs - for running the tests as well as the equipment itself - to increase significantly

according to [13]. Furthermore, ATEs with higher accuracy are much more expensive

than lower accuracy ATEs [11]. Thus, increasing the ATE operating frequency and the

number of ATE pins, hence the bandwidth, does not provide viable solutions for low-cost

system test, as they increase the cost of the ATE itself. Therefore, in order to keep the

cost of ATE low,reduce pin count test (RPCT)methodologies, and methods whichreduce

the bandwidth requirementsare needed. It should be noted that there is a clear distinction

between RPCT and reduced bandwidth requirements. The former refers to reducing the
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number of pins for test, while the latter refers to reducing the amount of time needed to

transport data from the ATE to the CUT using the available ATE channels and fully ex-

ploiting the features of the ATE. With constant changes in the VTD and required accuracy,

the ATE lifespan is considerably reduced. Therefore, avoiding ATE upgrades and reusing

existing ATE infrastructure will also considerably contribute to cost reduction [67].

From the issues outlined above, a methodology which has the potential to providing

a low-cost solution for SOC test, will have: low volume of test data, reduced pin count

test (RPCT), reduced bandwidth requirements and will efficiently use the ATE resources

without requiring any DIB extensions. In addition, when addressing the above factors care

must be taken to ensure core reuse by leveraging the IP based SOC design, hence refrain-

ing from changing the core. Therefore, an additional condition in a low-cost methodology

for testing core-based SOC is seamless design integration and core reuse.

1.4 Thesis contributions and organisation

Providing a low-cost test solution for core based SOC does not only require the under-

standing of the factors which drive the cost, but it also imposes the need to comprehend

the implications and limitations of previous approaches which addressed these factors.

Therefore, a comprehensive analysis of previous work is given in Chapter2, which mo-

tivates the usage of test resource partitioning [68], i.e., the partitioning of some test re-

sources on-chip and some off-chip alleviating the burden on the ATE, with main focus on

test data compression. Based on this analysis, and with the prime focus on reducing the

cost of test the next four chapter represent the contributions of this dissertation.

Chapter3 presents a detailed characterisation of test data compression methods with

respect to test application time, volume of test data and area overhead and proposes a new

test data compression method. The proposed compression method is based on a new cod-

ing scheme, named Variable-length Input Huffman Coding (VIHC), and a novel on-chip

decoder. The proposed VIHC compression/decompression method leads to simultaneous

improvement in application time, volume of test data and area overhead when compared

to previous work. With respect to the cost factors detailed in the previous section, this

chapter addressed the issue of volume of test data, bandwidth requirements and on-chip

overhead.
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Due to the resource partitioning, various synchronisation issues arise. These can in-

crease the cost of the device interface board (DIB) and they can lead to a recurring cost per

design. This issue is addressed in Chapter4, and a generic on-chip test solution for single

scan chain based cores is proposed. The proposed solution leads to complete elimination

of DIB extensions, hence eliminating this component from the cost of the design. There-

fore, when combined with the solution proposed in Chapter3, a low-cost test solution for

single scan chain core based SOCs is proposed.

While Chapters3 and4 focus on test data compression, Chapter5 provides a com-

plementary solution to reducing the volume of test data in core based SOCs without the

need for on-chip area overhead through elimination of useless test data. Useless test data

is identified as one of the contributors to the total amount of test data, comprising the

padding bits necessary to compensate for the difference between the lengths of different

chains in multiple scan chains designs. Therefore, Chapter5 investigates the sources of

useless test data and proposes a new test methodology which combines careful core wrap-

per design and ATE memory management capabilities to reduce the memory requirements

for multiple scan chains designs.

Chapter6, provides an integrated solution for deterministic SOC testing. The pro-

posed solution is based on an on-chip test data decompression architecture which ex-

ploits the advantages of the distribution architecture proposed in Chapter4, leading to

elimination of the synchronisation overhead. It reduces the volume of test data, test ap-

plication and the power dissipation during scan by exploiting the features of the core

wrapper design algorithm proposed in Chapter5. The proposed solution is scalable and

programmable and, since it can be considered as anadd-onto a test access mechanism of

a given width, it provides seamless integration with any design flow. Thus, the proposed

integrated solution leads to an efficient low-cost test methodology for core based SOC

addressing all the factors outlined in the previous section.

Finally, Chapter7 summarises the presented work and concludes this thesis. The

contributions outlined in Chapters3, 4, 5 and6 resulted in original work published, or

submitted for publication, in [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76] and itemised in AppendixG.



Chapter 2

Previous work

As illustrated in the previous chapter, the problems brought forth by the high level of in-

tegration are, on the one hand, the SOC test challenges (also introduced in the previous

chapter as SOC DFT issues), and on the other hand, the high cost of test. To provide an

overview of previous work which aimed at mitigating these two problems, in Section2.1

a comprehensive review of SOC DFT approaches is provided, and in Section2.2 ap-

proaches which aim at reducing the cost of test with the main focus on volume of test data

reduction are detailed. Finally, Section2.3provides concluding remarks for this chapter.

2.1 SOC DFT

Testing complex SOCs requires new design and test techniques. These range from simply

providing a direct access to the core terminals [77], to complete test access mechanism

design under various system constraints [61]. To provide a comprehensive overview of

work undertaken in this area, previous approaches are categorised in:(i) system test

driven, which exploit various particularities of the cores interfaces, and(ii) core wrapper

driven, which require a core wrapper and a test access mechanism (TAM).

System test driven approaches The simplest approach to test cores is to simply mul-

tiplex the core terminals to the existing SOC pins [77]. While this apparently solves the

TAM problem, due to a large number of cores and high number of core terminals, it in-

curs large routing and area overhead. Furthermore, with the increase in the ratio of core

terminals to chip pins, the approach is reaching its limits.
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Another approach is to exploit isolation rings. An isolation ring is a boundary scan

chain which provide test isolation for the core. Since the isolation rings add logic on

the functional interconnect between cores they may affect critical timing paths between

cores. Exploiting these isolation rings, Touba and Pouya [16, 18] provided a method for

designing partial isolation rings which avoid adding logic on critical timing paths without

affecting the fault coverage. As illustrated in the previous chapter, user defined logic

(UDL) is an unavoidable component of the SOCs. Exploiting the UDL another solution

for testing embedded cores has been provided [17], where the UDL is modified to allow

easy access of test data to the CUT. In [78], the inputs and the outputs of the cores are

isolated using “test collar” cells. These cells can then be connected to variable-width

buses for test data and control. A disadvantage of this approach is that if the test buses are

widened, then the routing overhead can adversely influence the routability of the ICs.

A different system test strategy has been proposed in [79], which assumes the exis-

tence of core transparency for test data transport. While, core transparency will reuse

most of the existing test infrastructure, the cores need to be made transparent by the core

provider in order for this approach to be effective. If this is not the case, the system inte-

grator requires knowledge of the core internals and will resort to core redesign. Hence, in

core based SOC environments the applicability of this approach is somewhat limited. A

similar approach has been proposed in [80], where the cores are equipped with a bypass

mode. This mode will facilitates data transfer from the core’s inputs to its outputs similar

to core transparency. While the approach eases the problem of finding paths from the

SOC inputs to the CUT, it adds multiplexers and serialisation/de-serialisation units to the

cores. These, incur extra area and routing overhead.

Since cores are based on ICs, which in order to be tested on a board required an IEEE

1149.1 [36] compliant test port, in [81] a test access architecture has been proposed which

exploits the IEEE 1149.1 test port. In [8] the addressable test port has been proposed. The

addressable test ports provide the capability of addressing the cores to be tested and, once

addressed, effectively test the addressed core [8].

Assuming a given access mechanism to the cores, the order of testing the cores, also

referred to as test scheduling, is required to ensure minimum TAT. Therefore, approaches

which address test scheduling considering cores with multiple test sessions have been pro-

posed, e.g., one core can have one (or more) BIST session(s) and one (or more) external

test session(s). In [82] a test scheduling algorithm has been proposed where each BIST-ed
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core has been assumed with its own BIST controller, and the external test was limited to

only one core at a time. The above restrictions have been removed in [83], where a mixed

integer linear programming model has been provided. The proposed solution can handle

cores which shared BIST logic as well as cores that have multiple test sets.

The above presented approaches allow testing of embedded cores by exploiting their

various features, e.g., the UDL, the isolation rings and transparency. However, to ease

the interoperability between the core provider and the core user, standard and scalable

mechanisms are required. Core wrapper driven approaches are detailed next. Note that

some of the above approaches can be also applied in a core wrapper driven environment,

e.g., [8].

Core wrapper driven approaches The core wrapper design approaches begun with

the effort to develop a standard for easing the interoperability between the core provider

and the core user. The “TestShell” proposed in [84] represents the basis for the P1500

core wrapper. The TestShell is scalable and supports the operating modes required by

the IEEE P1500. Since the initial approach [84] presents the disadvantage of unbalanced

wrapper scan chains (i.e., the scan chains formed by the internal scan chains and the core’s

inputs/outputs, tend to have unequal lengths), heuristics have been proposed, in [56] and

[57], to balance the wrapper scan chains with focus on TAT.

Imposing a core test wrapper splits the SOC test issues from a system integrator prob-

lem into a joint core provider – core user problem. While the former has to provide the

core test wrapper or at least the CTL description necessary to construct it [53, 50, 54],

the latter has to design the test access mechanism. In [85] three test architectures for test-

ing multiple scan chain cores have been proposed:multiplexing architecture- where one

test bus is multiplexed between multiple cores;daisy chain architecture- where multiple

cores are daisy chained to one test bus; and,distribution architecture- where the test bus

can be divided (distributed) among different cores. With respect to the above, two main

research directions have evolved. The first one is based on using “TestRail” [84], which

combines the daisy chain and a distribution architecture; while the second one is using

test buses as TAM, hence combining the multiplexing and the distribution architecture.

Using these two types of buses a number of approaches have emerged targeting TAM

design when different design constraints are targeted, such as minimising TAT, routing

overhead, power dissipation, and memory requirements.
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With respect to TestRail, the work in [61] addresses the TAM design problem in con-

junction with minimising TAT considering problem formulations ranging from assuming

fixed width test buses to the design of the entire TAM under given maximum test bus

width constraint, using the core wrapper design from [84]. In [60], place and route and

the power dissipation constraints have been also considered in the TAM design problem

with primary focus on TAT minimisation. The approach in [86] provides a TAM design

algorithm which restricts the TAM width to be greater or equal to the number of cores

in the system. This limitation has been removed in [87], where theTR-ARCHITECT

algorithm has been proposed.

With respect to TAM design based on test buses, in [88], by managing the number

of bridges (e.g., MUXes, controllable buffers and bypass routes) between the cores, the

TAM is designed for minimum TAT and bridge area overhead. In [57] the approach

in [56] has been generalised such that the wrapper design, TAM and TAT minimisation

have been combined into a unified problem formulation. Various heuristics with differ-

ent computational complexity, and considering various constraints, have been proposed

in [89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. In [89], rectangle packing has been used to model the TAM de-

sign problem and heuristics have been provided to solve the defined problem. In [90], the

volume of test data (VTD) has been added as a new parameter in the cost function for

TAM design, while in [91] the ATE memory depth has been considered as a constraint for

multi-site testing. 3D-rectangle packing has been proposed in [92], where the approach in

[89] has been extended with power dissipation as an additional constraint in the TAM de-

sign problem. Since, rectangle packing requires complex algorithms when the dimensions

of the packing problem increase, in [93], k− tupleshave been introduced to efficiently

model the various constraints for TAM design.

As noted above, the problem of VTD reduction has been addressed in conjunction

with TAM design [87, 91, 90]. In these approaches, the VTD has been taken into account

in the cost function which drives the TAM design heuristic. However, there is an inherent

trade-off, in core wrapper design, between the volume of test data and TAM width, and

consequently between the volume of test data and the TAT. Hence, targeting TAT and test

data volume minimisation will produce a TAM design which provides a trade-off between

the two as illustrated in [90]. This trade-off leads to inefficient ATE memory utilisation,

and it is due touselesstest data, which can adversely influence the memory requirements

for a given test bus width as it will be seen in Chapter5.
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Designing the core test wrapper and the TAM is performed once for a SOC, and hence

it is related to the cost of preparation (Cprep). However, it also influences the cost of

execution (Cexec) due to the memory requirements and the TAT. In the following section

test resource partitioning is overviewed.

2.2 Test resource partitioning

With respect to the two conceptual SOC test architectures illustrated in Figures1.4and1.5

(see Section1.2 on Page10), two types of approaches have emerged:(a) external-only

approaches (no on-chip overhead is required) and(b) internal-only approaches (no off-

chip interaction is required). The external-only approaches(a) target volume of test data

(VTD) reduction. These include test data compaction [42, 94, 95] and methods which

reduce the amount of data transfered from the workstation to the ATE [96, 97]. While

these approaches effectively reduce the VTD, they do not reduce the ATE bandwidth

requirements. The internal-only approaches(b) are based on built-in self-test (BIST), i.e.,

pseudo-random and/or deterministic BIST. The interaction between these and the ATE is

kept to a minimum, and therefore, BIST is one of the advocated solutions for SOC test

[13]. However, to increase the fault coverage of pseudo-random BIST intrusive techniques

such as test point insertion are required [98]. Such techniques are not acceptable in a core-

based SOC environment since they lead to a major core redesign effort, defeating the very

purpose of core based SOC design: short time-to-market through core reuse. In addition,

when intellectual property (IP) protected cores are targeted, intrusive techniques cannot

be applied. To alleviate the problems related to pseudo-random BIST, deterministic BIST

[99, 100, 101, 102, 103] approaches have emerged. These, however, trade-off test quality

and area overhead [104], and as also illustrated in [15] the test time can be considerable.

As the above approaches have their disadvantages, in this dissertation test resource

partitioning [4] is investigated. Test resource partitioning implies the allocation of some

test resources on-chip, and some test resources off-chip, on the ATE. This is illustrated in

Figure2.1. The ATE memory will hold test data (for both test stimuli and test responses)

and test control information. The SOC will have an on-chip decoder to decode the data

from the ATE, and an on-chip compactor, which will encode the test responses sent to

the ATE. The amount of test data sent from the ATE to the on-chip unit is desired much

smaller than the amount of test data sent from the on-chip unit to the CUT; this is en-
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sured through test data compression. Similarly, the amount of data going into the on-chip

compactor is desired much larger than the amount of data sent to the ATE; this is ensured

through test response compaction. Test response compaction and test data compression

are detailed in the following sections.

2.2.1 Test response compaction

Test response compaction, is the process which reduces the volume of test responses sent

from the CUT to the ATE. This process is usually performed using signature analysers

[38]. Due to the fact that signature analysers may suffer from aliasing (i.e., the case when

the information comprised in the signature is not enough to differentiate between a fault

and a fault free response), special schemes may be required. One common solution to the

aliasing problem is to have the entire (or part of the) signature analyser’s content regularly

sent to the ATE. This will increase the amount of information known about the circuit

responses, and therefore decrease the aliasing probability [38]. In addition to the above,

alternative methods have been proposed for memories [105, 106] and for logic circuits

[107, 108]. The approaches in [105, 106] compress the responses obtained when memory

testing is performed, while the methods in [107, 108] proposed output compactor methods

which are capable of generating viable responses even in the presents of undefined values

in the circuit responses. These undefined values are due to uninitialised flip-flops and due

to multi-clock domain crossing.
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2.2.2 Test data compression

Test data compression (TDC) is a test resource partitioning scheme whose main target is

the reduction of volume of test data sent from the ATE to the CUT. TDC implies the usage

of a compression scheme during test set preparation, and an on-chip decompression unit

during test set application. By introducing on-chip decompression hardware it reduces

the load on the ATE, and therefore it simplifies the ATE channel capacity and speed

requirements. A variety of TDC methods have been proposed. These can be classified

into approaches(i) which extend deterministic BIST,(ii) which exploit the spareness of

care bits in the test set, and(iii ) which exploit the regularities within the test set.

(i) Extending deterministic BIST The first category [109, 110, 111, 112, 113] (i) en-

hances deterministic BIST approaches, thus alleviating some of their drawbacks (e.g.,

area overhead, test application time). In [109], an approach which combines external

and BIST generated patterns is proposed, alleviating the need for long pseudo-random

sessions. In [110] by using variable length re-seeding, a solution is proposed which has

less area overhead and shorter test application time than convectional re-seeding tech-

niques. In [111], weighted pattern BIST is combined with external test sources to account

for the large area overheads incurred by the conventional weighted pattern BIST. While

these approaches [109, 110, 111] effectively reduce the volume of test data, they have two

main disadvantages when viewed from the system integrator’s perspective. Both disad-

vantages, are because these approaches rely on pseudo-random BIST to cover the easy to

detect faults. Therefore, they require fault simulation in order to ensure the test quality,

and, they incur a long ATE inactivity period which leads to inefficient ATE usage. To

alleviate the fault simulation problem, the approaches in [112, 113] considered a differ-

ent approach: instead of letting the pseudo-random session run freely, the on-chip LFSR

is controlled such that the generated test set covers a predetermined deterministic test

set. While shown to be effective, these approaches can also lead to long ATE inactivity

periods. Long ATE inactivity leads to inefficient ATE usage and it may also adversely

influence the cost of test [114].

(ii) Exploiting care bit spareness The second category [115, 116, 114, 107, 117] (ii),

by exploiting care bit spareness, can reduce the volume of test data when the percentage

of “don’t care” bits is high. The underlining idea behind these approaches is that using a
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simple structure, which can be easily mapped into linear equations, the input values of the

structure are determined such that the generated outputs can be mapped over a determinis-

tic test vector. To implement this idea, the approach proposed in [115] uses the scan chains

of a providing core; and [116] uses a network of XORs driven by multiple ATE channels.

In [114] an LFSR and an XOR network are used to implement the approach, while [107]

uses a ring generator and a phase-shifter, and [117] uses multiple LFSR structures. While,

these architectures can efficiently reduce the VTD and test application time (TAT), they

suffer from lock-out situations [99], i.e., the inability of the on-chip decoder to generate a

given test pattern. These lock-out situations can degrade test quality, increase test control

complexity, as well as negatively influence TAT. When the percentage of “don’t care” bits

decreases, these lock-out situations can increase significantly. While the approaches in

[114, 107, 117] can handle the increase in care bit density at the expense of extra on-chip

circuitry and less volume of test data and TAT reduction, the approaches in [115, 116] are

embedded into the ATPG procedures. The usage of ATPG may be prohibited in the core

based design flow where the system integrator cannot access the structural information

of the embedded cores, and hence, the applicability of these approaches from the system

integrators perspective is limited.

(iii ) Exploiting test set regularities The third category [118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,

124, 125, 126] (iii ), exploits the regularities within the test set and does not require any

ATPG re-runs. Since, ATPG procedures require fault simulation, which may be prohibited

in IP environments, and long ATE inactivity periods can increase the cost (see(i) and(ii)

above), this thesis investigates test data compression methods with prime focus on the

third category. Methods which use test set regularities exploit different features of the

test set, such as runs of ’0’s, and/or small differences between consecutive test vectors.

These methods are based on data compression coding schemes (e.g., run-length, Huffman,

Golomb [127]) [118, 119, 121, 122, 123, 126] and custom coding schemes [120, 124,

125]. These coding schemes are implemented using on-chip hardware decoders or on-

chip software decoders, as detailed next.

With respect to on-chip hardware decoders, Iyengar et al. [118] proposed a new built-

in scheme for testing sequential circuits based on statistical coding. Results indicate that

the method is suitable for circuits with a relatively small number of primary inputs. To

overcome this disadvantage a selective coding (SC) algorithm has been proposed [121].
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The method splits the test vectors intofixed-lengthblock size patterns1 and applies Huff-

man coding to a carefully selected subset. In [119], test vector compression is performed

using run-length coding. The method relies on the fact that successive test vectors in a test

sequence often differ in only a small number of bits. Hence, the initial test setTD is trans-

formed intoTdi f f , a difference vector sequence, in which each vector is computed as the

difference between two consecutive vectors in the initial test set. Despite its performance,

the method is based on variable-to-fixed-length codes and, as demonstrated in [122], these

are less effective than variable-to-variable-length codes. Chandra and Chakrabarty [122]

introduced a compression method based on Golomb codes. Both methods, [122] and

[119], use the difference vector sequence, hence, in order to generate the initial test set

on-chip, a cyclical scan register (CSR) [119, 122] architecture is required (see Figure2.2).

In [123], a new method based on frequency-directed run-length (FDR) codes is proposed.

The coding scheme exploits a particular pattern distribution, and by means of experimen-

tal results it is shown that the compression ratio can be improved when compared to [122].

In [125], a method which exploits the correlation between two consecutive parallel loads

into multiple scan chains has been proposed. Since the method uses multiple scan chains

it reduces the testing time, however, the required control signals may negatively influence

the compression ratio and control complexity. Recently, in [126] a method which employs

the LZ77 compression algorithm has been proposed, which by using the boundary scan

of the chip and adding on-chip decompression hardware reduces the volume of test data.

In addition to the above approaches, which require anon-chip hardware decoder,

methods which assume the existence of an embedded processor [120, 124], hence anon-

chip software decoder, were also proposed. The method in [120] is based on storing the

differing bits between two test vectors, while the method in [124] uses regular geometric

shapes formed only from ’0’s or ’1’s to compress the test data. Regardless of their benefits,

in systems where embedded processors are not available or where embedded processors

have access only to a small number of embedded cores, these on-chip software decoder

based methods are not applicable.

A particular advantage of methods which use data compression coding schemes is that

they are capable of exploiting the ever increasing gap between the on-chip test frequency

and the ATE operating frequency. While in the past this gap has been exploited at the

1It should be noted that throughout the thesis, apattern refers to aninput patternused in the coding
scheme and not to atest pattern. A coding scheme usesfixed-lengthpatterns if all the input patterns have
the same length, otherwise, it usesvariable-lengthpatterns.
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cost ofmultiple ATE channels[128, 65], hence increasing the bandwidth requirements,

approaches which use data compression coding schemes can leverage the frequency ratio

without the penalty of extra ATE channels. This leads to feeding data to the cores using

the on-chip test frequency instead of using the external ATE operating frequency as in

conventional approaches.

2.3 Concluding remarks

SOC DFT has been addressed in previous work as illustrated in Section2.1. However,

as noted in [90] minimum test application time and volume of test data reduction are

conflicting optimisation objectives in test access mechanism (TAM) design. This leads to

the investigation of memory requirements for core based SOCs in Chapter5, which also

provides a novel test methodology to address this problem.

Test data compression is a test resource partitioning scheme which provides a possible

solution for cost of test since it reduces the volume of test data and the burden on the ATE.

However, previous approaches have focused only on some of the factors which drive the

cost of test (e.g., volume of test data), while others have been omitted (e.g., additional test

hardware due to synchronisation requirements). As will be seen in this dissertation all the

factors which drive the cost of test need to be accounted for, otherwise a partial low-cost

test solution is developed. Therefore, Chapter3 simultaneously reduces the volume of test

data, test application time and area overhead when compared to previous work; Chapter4

eliminates the additional test hardware imposed by synchronisation requirements; and

Chapter6 provides an integrated solution for low-cost core based SOC test.



Chapter 3

Volume of test data reduction through

compression

Test data compression is a test resource partitioning scheme whose main target is the

reduction of volume of test data. By introducing on-chip decompression hardware it re-

duces the load on the ATE, and therefore it simplifies the ATE channel capacity and speed

requirements. As illustrated in Chapter2, a number of approaches for test data compres-

sion have been proposed (e.g., [121, 123, 122]). Therefore, two aspects are targeted in

this chapter. Firstly, in order to understand the factors which influence the performances

of the previously proposed compression methods, an analysis of compression methods

based on data compression coding schemes is given. The test data compression environ-

ment (TDCE) is introduced and previous work is characterised with respect to the three

TDCE parameters: compression ratio, area overhead and test application time. Secondly,

a new coding scheme named Variable-length Input Huffman Coding (VIHC), and its cor-

responding parallel on-chip decoder are proposed. The two combined attain simultaneous

improvement in all the three TDCE parameters when compared to previous work.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section3.1provides the taxon-

omy on test data compression and the previous work analysis with respect to the presented

taxonomy. Sections3.2and3.3give the proposed compression algorithm and the associ-

ated decompression architecture. Section3.4provides extensive experimental results and

comparisons with previous approaches. Finally, Section3.5concludes this chapter.
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3.1 Test data compression environment

To better understand how the volume of test data, the area overhead and the testing time

can be simultaneously reduced, this section introduces the test data compression envi-

ronment (TDCE) and characterises the TDCE with respect to the factors which influence

it. Three previous approaches are also analysed from the TDCE parameter’s standpoint.

Testing in TDCE implies sending the compressed test data from the ATE to the on-chip

decoder, decompressing the test data on-chip and sending the decompressed test data

to the core under test (CUT). There are two main components in TDCE: thecompres-

sion method, used to compress the test set off-chip, and the associateddecompression

method, based on anon-chip decoder, used to restore the initial test set on-chip. The

on-chip decoder comprises two units: a unit to identify a compressed code and a unit to

decompress it. If the two units can work independently (i.e., decompressing the current

code and identifying a new code can be done simultaneously), then the decoder is called

parallel. Otherwise, the decoder is referred to asserial (i.e., when, while decompressing

the current code, no new code can be identified)1.

3.1.1 TDCE characterisation

Testing in TDCE is characterised by the following three parameters:(a) compression ra-

tio which identifies the performance of the compression method, and the memory and

channel capacity requirements of the ATE;(b) area overheadimposed by the on-chip

decoder (dedicated hardware or on-chip processor); and(c) test application timegiven

by the time needed to transport and decode the compressed test set.

There are a number of factors which influence the above parameters: themapping

and reordering algorithm, which prepares the test set for compression by mapping the

“don’t cares” in the test set to ’0’s or ’1’s, and by reordering the test set; thecompression

algorithm, which based on a coding scheme compresses the initial test set; thetype of

input patternsused as input by the coding scheme, which can be of fixed or variable

lengths; thelength of the pattern, which is the maximum allowed length of the input

pattern for the coding scheme; and thetype of the on-chip decoder, i.e., serial or parallel.

The relationship between these factors and the two components of the TDCE is illus-

1The reader is referred to Chapter4 Section4.1.1for more detail about the two types of decoders
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trated in Figure3.1. As it can be seen in the figure, thecoding schemenot only determines

the compression factors (i.e., mapping/reordering and compression algorithm), but it also

influences the decompression factor (i.e., on-chip architecture). Hence, the selection of

the coding scheme is akeyelement that determines the factors that influence the three

TDCE parameters, which are discussed next:

(a) Compression ratio Using patterns of various types and of variable lengths, the com-

pression algorithms exploit different features of the test set. Mapping and reordering the

initial test set emphasises these features. Therefore, the compression ratio is influenced

firstly by themapping and reordering algorithm, and then by thetype of input patterns

and thelength of the pattern, and finally by thecompression algorithm.

(b) Area overhead Area overhead is influenced firstly by thenature of the decoder, and

then by thetype of the input patternand thelength of the pattern. If the decoder is serial

then the communication between the two units (code identification and decompression)

is already at hand. However, if the decoder is parallel, then communication between the

two units must be explicitly provided, which can lead to increased control complexity

and consequently to higher area overhead. Depending on thetype of the input pattern

different types of logic are required to generate the pattern on-chip. For example, if the

coding scheme uses fixed-length input patterns, then a shift register is required to generate

the patterns, however, if variable-length input patterns (runs of ’0’s for example) are used,
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then counters can be employed to generate the patterns. Since thelength of the pattern

impacts the size of the decoding logic, it also influences the area overhead.

(c) Test application time (TAT) TAT is firstly influenced by thecompression ratio,

and then by thetype of the on-chip decoder, and thelength of the pattern. To illustrate

the factors that influence TAT, consider the ATE operating frequency as the reference

frequency. Minimum TAT (minTAT) is given by the size of the compressed test set in

ATE clock cycles. However, this TAT can be obtained only when the on-chip decoder

canalwaysprocess the currently compressed bit before the next one is sent by the ATE.

In order to do so, the relation between the frequency at which the on-chip decoder works

and the ATE operating frequency must meet certain conditions. Thefrequency ratiois the

ratio between the on-chip test frequency (fchip) and the ATE operating frequency (fate).

Consider that theoptimum frequency ratiois the frequency ratio for whichminTAT is

obtained. Since theminTAT is given by the size of the compressed test set, increasing the

compression ratio would imply further reduction in TAT. However, this reduction happens

only if the optimum frequency condition is met. Since real environments cannot always

satisfy the optimum frequency ratio condition, then a natural question is what happens if

this condition is not met? TAT in these cases is dependent on thetype of on-chip decoder.

If the on-chip decoder has a serial nature, then the TAT is heavily influenced by changes

in the frequency ratio. However, if the decoder has a parallel nature, the influences are

minor. Thelength of the patterndetermines the pattern distribution and the number of

clock cycles the on-chip decoder requires to generate a pattern. Therefore, thelength of

the patterndetermines the optimum frequency ratio and, hence, it also influences the TAT.

3.1.2 Analysis of previous approaches in TDCE

In this section three representative previous approaches [121, 122, 123] are analysed from

the TDCE parameter’s standpoint and it is shown that they have improved some of the

parameters at the expense of the others.

(i) Selective coding (SC) [121] This method splits the test vectors into fixed-length

input patterns of sizeb (block size), and applies Huffman coding to a carefully selected

number of patterns while the rest of the patterns are prefixed. The SC decoder has a
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parallel nature. Although, due to this parallelism, the on-chip decoder yields good TAT,

the use offixed-lengthinput patterns and prefixed codes requires shift registers of length

b, which lead to a large area overhead. In addition,fixed-lengthinput patterns restrain the

method from exploiting ’0’-mapped test sets. Hence, special pre-processing algorithms

[129, 130] were proposed to increase the compression attainable with SC. However, these

algorithms, which target the SC fixed-length input pattern principle, further increase the

computational complexity of this method. It should be noted that using SC withTdi f f

allows good compression when the block size is increased. Hence,due to a fixed-length

input patternthe method is restrained from exploiting ’0’-mapped test sets, and the main

drawback of this approach is its large area overhead.

(ii) Golomb coding [122] This method assigns a variable-length Golomb code, of group

sizemg, to a run of ’0’s. Golomb codes are composed from two parts, a prefix and a tail,

and the tail has the length given by log2mg. Using runs of ’0’s as input patterns, the

method has two advantages: firstly the decoder uses counters of length log2mg instead

of shift registers, thus leading to low area overhead; and secondly it exploits the ’0’-

mapped test sets improving the compression ratio. Golomb codes are optimum only for a

particular pattern distribution, hence the coding scheme yields the best compression only

in particular cases. Furthermore, since the method in [122] uses a serial on-chip decoder,

the TAT is heavily influenced by changes in the frequency ratio. Therefore, the method’s

main drawback is its large TAT.

(iii) Frequency-directed run-length (FDR) coding [123] The FDR code is composed

of two parts, a prefix and a tail, where both parts have the same length. In order to

decompress a FDR code, the on-chip decoder has to identify the two parts. Because

the code is not dependent on a group size, unlike the Golomb code, the decoder has to

detect the length of the prefix in order to decode the tail. In order to do so, the FDR

code requires a more complicated decoder with fixed area overhead. The code being

developed to exploit particular pattern distributions common to most test sets yields good

compression ratios. However, despite the good compression ratios, having a serial on-chip

decoder a large TAT is the main disadvantage of the FDR method.

As illustrated above, current approaches for test data compression, efficiently address

some of the test parameters at the expense of the others. Therefore, this chapter proposes
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a new coding scheme and a new on-chip decoder, which when combined allow simulta-

neous improvement in the three TDCE parameters: compression ratio, area overhead and

test application time, when compared to previous work.

3.2 Compression

As illustrated in Section3.1.1, the coding scheme is the key component in the TDCE. This

section introduces a new Variable-length Input Huffman Coding scheme (Section3.2.1)

and a new compression algorithm which combines the new coding scheme with a mapping

and reordering algorithm (Section3.2.2).

3.2.1 New Variable-length Input Huffman Coding (VIHC) scheme

The proposed coding scheme is based on Huffman coding. Huffman coding is a statisti-

cal data-coding method that reduces the average code length used to represent the unique

patterns of a set [127]. It is important to note that the previous approach [121] which

uses Huffman coding in test data compression employs only patterns offixed-lengthas

input to the Huffman coding algorithm. As outlined in the previous sectionfixed-length

input patterns restrict exploitation of the test set features for compression. This prob-

lem is overcome by the coding scheme proposed in this section which uses patterns of

variable-lengthas input to the Huffman algorithm, allowing an efficient exploitation of

test sets which exhibit long runs of ’0’s. Thisdistinctioninfluences not only the compres-

sion, but it also provides the justification for employing aparallel decoderusingcounters

(see Section3.3.1). This will lead not only to significantly lower area overhead, but it

will also facilitate TAT reduction when the compression ratio and frequency ratio are in-

creased (see Sections3.3.2and3.4). The following two examples illustrate the proposed

coding scheme and highlight some of its properties.

Example 3.1 Figure 3.2 illustrates the proposed coding scheme for a group size of 4

(mh = 4). The group size represents the maximum acceptable number of ’0’s contained

in a run of ’0’s. Using the group size, the initial test vector (tinit ) is divided into runs of

’0’s of length smaller than, or equal to, 4, which are referred to as patterns (Figure3.2(a)).

These patterns are used as input to the Huffman coding scheme, where for each pattern
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Figure 3.2. VIHC for mh = 4

the number of occurrences is determined. Having obtained the patterns and the number

of occurrences, the first two columns of the dictionary are filled (see Figure3.2(b)). Us-

ing these two columns, the Huffman tree2 is built as explained next (see Figure3.2(c)).

First, the patterns are ordered in the descending order of their occurrences. Then, the

two patterns with the lowest number of occurrences (L0 andL1) are combined into a new

node(L0,L1) with the number of occurrences given by the sum of the two patterns’ occur-

rences. This step is repeated until all the nodes are merged into one single node. Initially,

patternsL2 andL3 are merged into(L2,L3), then nodes(L0,L1) and(L2,L3) are merged

together, and finally, nodeL4 is merged with node((L0,L1),(L2,L3)). This process is

illustrated in Figure3.2(c), where the occurrences of the patterns are also given between

brackets. After the tree is created, the Huffman code is obtained by assigning binary ’0’s

and ’1’s to each segment starting from the nodes of the Huffman tree (Figure3.2(c)). The

codes are illustrated in the third column in Figure3.2(b). Using the obtained Huffman

code, the initial test vectortinit is compressed intotcmp. It should be noted that ordering

2For a detailed description of the Huffman algorithm, the reader is referred to [127]
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the patterns in the ascending or descending order of their occurrences does not affect the

Huffman tree building algorithm. It is important, however, to always combine the patterns

with the smallest number of occurrences.

One interesting property, which can be easily observed when the proposed VIHC

scheme and the Golomb coding scheme [122] are compared, is that Golomb codes repre-

sent a particular case of VIHCs. This is illustrated in Figure3.2(d), where the codes ob-

tained for the runs of ’0’s fromtinit in Figure3.2(a), are the same for both coding schemes.

Because of this particularity, the compression ratios of the Golomb coding scheme will be

upper bounded by the compression ratios of the VIHC coding scheme for a given group

size. This is illustrated in the following example:

Example 3.2 Consider the scenario illustrated in Figure3.3, where a simple change in

thetinit from Figure3.2(a)is performed: the 24th bit is set from 0 to 1. The dictionary and

the Huffman tree for this new scenario are shown in Figure3.3(b)and3.3(c)respectively.

The Golomb and the VIHC codes for this case are given in Figure3.3(d). Whentinit is
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Figure 3.4. Huffman tree when the Golomb code and the VIHC are equal

encoded using Golomb coding, the encoded test vector is 19 bits long (tG
cmp). If the test

vector is encoded using the proposed VIHC scheme, then the encoded test set is 17 bits

long (tVcmp), which shows the reduction in volume of test data.

In the following the proposed coding scheme and the properties illustrated using the

previous examples are formalised. Letmh be the group size, andL = {L0, . . . ,Lmh} be a

set of unique patterns obtained after the test set was divided into runs of ’0’s of maximum

lengthmh. For the computed set of patternsL, the set of number of occurrencesP =

{n0, . . . ,nmh} is determined.n = ∑mh
i=0 |Li | ∗ni is the size of the test set, where|Li | denotes

the length of patternLi . The Huffman codes are obtained usingL andP. For a pattern

Li the Huffman code is denoted byci , and the length of the code is given bywi . The

minimum codeword lengthmin{wi} is referred to aswmin. The size of the compressed

test set using a group size ofmh is denoted byH(mh) = ∑mh
i=0ni ∗wi . It should be noted

that the terms “Huffman code” and “codeword” will be used interchangeably and the term

“group size” is preferred to “block size”. It is interesting to note that there are at most

mh +1 patterns and thusmh +1 leafs in the Huffman tree. There aremh patterns formed

from runs of ’0’s ending in 1 (L0 . . .Lmh−1) and one pattern formed from ’0’s only (Lmh)

as illustrated in Figure3.2(b)for mh = 4.

Example3.1 illustrated that Golomb coding is a particular case of VIHC. Hence, for

a given group size and for a particular pattern distribution the VIHC will reduce to the

Golomb code. Consider the following pattern distribution:(a) nmh ≥ ni0 + ni1 + . . . +

ni mh
2 −1

,∀ distinct i0 . . . i mh
2 −1 < mh and(b) nk ≥ ni +n j ,∀i, j,k < mh, i 6= j 6= k, wheremh

represents the group size andni is the number of occurrences of patternLi . Based on

the above conditions, the Huffman tree illustrated in Figure3.4 is constructed. Condition
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(a) guarantees that the patternLmh will be the left-most leaf in the tree (as shown in

Figure 3.4). Condition (b) ensures that the Huffman tree construction algorithm will

merge all the simple patterns first, while the merged patterns are processed afterwards,

i.e., it will ensure that the simple patterns (L0 . . .Lmh−1) are on the last level of the tree

as illustrated in Figure3.4. It should be noted that even if the patternsLi , with i < mh,

appear in a different order than the one illustrated in the figure, then as long as the above

conditions are met, swapping and rearranging the nodes in the Huffman tree will lead to

the tree presented in Figure3.4with no penalties in compression ratio3 [127]. Using the

convention that the left leaf of a node is assigned a ’1’ and the right one a ’0’, it is found

thatcmh = 1 andci = 0 followed byi represented onlog2mh bits. It is clear that if a run

of ’0’s of length lower thanmh is compressed, then the code is the same as Golomb’s. If

the length of run of ’0’s (l ) is greater thanmh, then the assigned Golomb code is given by

1. . .1︸ ︷︷ ︸
bl/mhc

0tail , wheretail = l −
⌊

l
mh

⌋
represented onlog2mh bits. The same representation

is obtained if the code is derived using the proposed VIHC method. Since the proposed

method can produce other codes as well, depending on the pattern distribution for a given

group size, the Golomb code is a particular case of the proposed coding method.

It is interesting to note that the above observation ensures that the VIHC decoder pro-

posed in Section3.3.1can be used to decompress a Golomb compressed test set. Further-

more, if the VIHC coding obtains the same code as Golomb, the minimum code length is

1, orwmin = 1. This derives from the previous observation and can be easily seen in Fig-

ures3.2(c)and3.4. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure3.3, Golomb coding leads to smaller

compression ratios in comparison to the proposed VIHC scheme. This is formalised in

the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 For a given group size, the compression ration obtained by the Golomb

coding is lower than, or equal to, the compression ration obtained by VIHC.

Proof: The above can be easily shown by using the fact that the Huffman code is an

optimal code ([127, Theorem 5.8.1]), i.e., any other code will have an expected length

greater than the expected length of the Huffman code. Since the Golomb code is a partic-

ular case of VIHC (the VIHC in this particular case is referred to asVIHCG), it is optimal

3It should be noted that whennk = ni +n j in condition(b), the Huffman algorithm may construct a tree
different to the one shown in Figure3.4. However, by rearranging the leafs, the tree in Figure3.4 can be
obtained without any penalties in compression ratio [127]
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only for a particular pattern distribution. For other pattern distributions theVIHCG code

is not optimal, thus the expected length of theVIHCG code is greater. Based on this

fact, and using the same reasoning as in [127, Theorem 5.8.1] the proof of the theorem is

immediate.

3.2.2 Compression algorithm based on VIHC

This section presents the compression algorithm which employs the VIHC scheme for

compressing the test set. In this work, both the compression of the difference vector se-

quence (Tdi f f ) and the compression of the initial test sequence (TD) is taken into account.

The initial test set (TD) is partially specified and the test vectors can be reordered. This is

because automated test pattern generator (ATPG) tools specify only a small number of bits

in every test vector, thus allowing for greater flexibility duringmapping. In addition, since

full scan circuits are targeted,reorderingof test vectors is also allowed. The mapping and

reordering occurs in a pre-processing step, which prepares the test set for compression by

mapping the “don’t cares” to ’0’s or ’1’s and reordering the test set such that longer runs

of ’0’s are generated. This is, then, exploited by coding schemes based on runs of ’0’s

leading to increased compression ratio (as illustrated in Section3.4). The compression

algorithm has three main procedures:i) prepare initial test set,ii) compute Huffman code

andiii ) generate decoder information. The first two procedures are used for compression

only and the last one determines the decoding architecture described in Section3.3. The

compression algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm3.1. The inputs to the algorithm are

the initial test set (TD) and the type of performed compression (compression_type), which

can be eitherdiff, if the reordered difference vector sequence is compressed, orvar, if the

reordered initial test set is compressed. It is important to note that the MinTest dynamic

compacted test sets [131] used in this thesis have on average 27% specified bits, with up

to 100% specified bits per test vector.

i) Prepare initial test set As illustrated in the previous section the VIHC method uses

runs of ’0’s as input patterns. The length of these patterns can be increased using this

pre-processing procedure. The procedure consists of two steps. In the first step, for the

compression ofTdi f f the “don’t cares” are mapped to the value of the previous vector on

the same position; for the compression ofTD, the “don’t cares” are mapped to ’0’s (Set-
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Algorithm 3.1 VIHC compression

CompressTestSet(TD, compression_type)
begin
i). Prepare initial test set
1. Mapping

SetDefaultValues(TD,compression_type)
2. Reordering

TR
D ={ tmin}, Remove(tmin,TD), previous_solution=tmin

while not TD empty
tmin = DetermineNextVector(TD,compression_type)
if compression_type <> diffthen TR

D =TR
D ∪ tmin

elseTR
D =TR

D ∪xor(tmin, previous_solution)
Remove(tmin,TD), previous_solution=tmin

ii). Huffman code computation
(L,P)=ConstructDictionary(TR

D )
HC=GenHuffmanCode(L,P)

iii). Generate decoder information
BC=AssociateBinaryCode(HC,mh)

end

DefaultValuesin Algorithm 3.1). In the second step the test set is reordered and denoted

by TR
D in the algorithm. The reordering process is illustrated in the algorithm in step2.

Starting with the test vector which has the minimum number of ’1’s, the next test vector

tmin is determined (procedureDetermineNextVectorin the algorithm) such that the follow-

ing conditions are met. ForTdi f f , the next test vector is selected such that the number of

’1’s in the difference between the test vector and theprevious_solutionis minimum, and

the length of the run of ’0’s obtained by concatenating the two vectors is maximum (i.e.,

if there are more test vectors which lead to the same number of ’1’s in the difference with

previous_solution, then the one which has the longer run of ’0’s, when the two vectors

are concatenated, is selected). ForTD, the next test vector is selected such that the length

of the run of ’0’s obtained by concatenating the two vectors is maximum. Further on, if

thecompression_typeis diff, the difference betweentmin and the previous solution (pre-

vious_solution) is added to the reordered test set (TR
D ), otherwise, the selected test vector

(tmin) is added toTR
D . The reordering algorithm has a complexity ofO(|TD|2), where|TD|

represents the number of test vectors in the test set. The mapping and reordering per-

formed in this procedure will be exploited by thevariable-lengthinput patterns used for

Huffman code computation in the following procedure.
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mh HC BC

4 000 (001,0)
001 (010,0)
010 (011,0)
011 (100,0)
1 (100,1)

Table 3.1. Core user/vendor information exchange

ii) Huffman code computation Based on the chosen group size (mh) the dictionary of

variable-length input patterns (L) and the number of occurrences (P) are determined from

the reordered test set (ConstructDictionaryin Algorithm 3.1). This is a mandatory step

for VIHC because, in contrast to Golomb which has the codewords precomputed for a

given group size, the codewords are determined based on the group size and the pattern

distribution. UsingL andP the Huffman codes (HC) are computed using the Huffman

algorithm [127] (GenHuffmanCodein the algorithm). Having determined the Huffman

codes, the last procedure generates the information required to construct the decoder.

iii ) Generate decoder information This procedure is performed byAssociateBina-

ryCodein Algorithm 3.1. For each Huffman codeci a binary codebi is assigned. The

binary code is composed from thelengthof the initial pattern ondlog2(mh +1)e bits and

a specialbit which differentiates the cases when the initial pattern is composed of ’0’s

only, or it is a run of ’0’s ending in 1. Thus,bi = (|Li |,0) for i < mh, andbmh = (|Lmh|,1)

(|Li | denotes the length of patternLi , see Section3.2.1). It should be noted that if the

core provider supplies a test set compressed with the VIHC method, then the group size,

the Huffman codes and the corresponding binary codes are the only information required

to generate the on-chip decoder. For the example in Figure3.2, Table3.1 illustrates the

required information. The following section shows how the binary code is used by the

proposedVIHC decoder.

3.3 Decompression

This section introduces the new on-chip VIHC decoder (Section3.3.1) for the VIHC

scheme and provides the TAT analysis for the proposed decoder (Section3.3.2). For the

remainder of this chapter a generic decompression architecture as shown in Figure3.5 is
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Figure 3.5. VIHC generic decompression architecture based on [ 122]

assumed. The VIHC decoder, proposed in Section3.3.1, uses a novel parallel approach

contrary to the Golomb [122] serial decoder. It should be noted that for the decompression

of Tdi f f , a CSR architecture [119, 122] is used after the VIHC decoder in Figure3.5. This

work assumes that the ATE is capable of external clock synchronisation [65].

3.3.1 VIHC decoder

A block diagram of the VIHC decoder is given in Figure3.6. The decoder comprises a

Huffman decoder[118] (Huff-decoder) and aControl and Generator Unit(CGU). The

Huff-decoder is a finite state machine (FSM) which detects a Huffman code and outputs

the corresponding binary code. The CGU is responsible for controlling the data transfer

between the ATE and the Huff-decoder, generates the initial pattern and controls the scan

clock for the CUT. Thedata in line is the input from the ATE synchronous with the

external clock (ATE clock). When the Huff-decoder detects a codeword, thecodeline is

high and the binary code is output on thedata lines. Thespecialinput to the CGU is

used to differentiate between the two types of patterns, composed out of ’0’s only (Lmh)

and runs of ’0’s ending in 1 (L0 . . .Lmh−1). After loading the code, the CGU generates the

pattern (data out) and the internalscan clockfor the CUT. If the decoding unit generates

a new code while the CGU is busy processing the current one, theATE syncline is low

notifying the ATE to stop sending data and thesync FSM clkis disabled forcing the Huff-

decoder to maintain its current state. Dividing the VIHC decoder in Huff-decoder and

CGU, allows the Huff-decoder to continue loading the next codeword while the CGU

generates the current pattern. Thus, the Huff-decoder is interruptedonly if necessary,
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Figure 3.6. VIHC decoder

which is in contrast to the Golomb [122] and the FDR [123] serial decoders. This leads

to a low TAT in comparison to the Golomb and the FDR methods, as will be shown in

Section3.4. It should be noted that if the ATE responds to the stop signal with a given

latency (i.e., it requires a number of clock cycles before the data stream is stopped or

started), the device interface board between the ATE and the system will have to account

for this latency using a first in first out (FIFO) - like structure. This issue will be detailed

in Chapter4. TheFSM clocksignal ensures that the FSM will reach a stable state after

one internal clock cycle, therefore it is generated as an one internal clock cycle for each

external clock cycle period. This can be achieved by using the same technique as in [65]

for theserial scan enablesignal. An additional advantage of the proposed on-chip parallel

decoder is having the two components working in two different clock domains (the Huff-

decoder changes state with the ATE operating frequencies, and the CGU generates data

at the on-chip test frequency). This will leverage the frequency ratio between the on-chip

test frequency and the ATE operating frequency, hence, facilitating data delivery to the

CUT at the on-chip test frequency using onlyoneATE channel.

The FSM for the Huffman decoder corresponding to the example from Figure3.2 is

illustrated in Figure3.7. Starting from stateS1, depending on the value ofdata in the

Huff-decoder changes its state. It is important to note the following:

• after the Huff-decoder detects a codeword it goes back to stateS1; for example,

if the data in stream is “001”, the Huff-decoder first changes its state fromS1 to

S2, then fromS2 to S3 after which back toS1, and setsdata andspecialto the

corresponding binary code ((010,0) in this case), and thecodeline high;

• the number of ATE clock cycles needed to detect a code is equal to the length of

the code; for example, if thedata instream is “001”, the Huff-decoder needs three

ATE clock cycles to identify the code;

• the Huff-decoder has a maximum ofmh states for a group size ofmh; the number of

states in a Huff-decoder is given by the number of leafs in the Huffman tree minus
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one; since there are a maximum ofmh+1 leafs for a group size ofmh, the maximum

number of states ismh.

A high level view of the CGU is given in Figure3.8(a). There are two main compo-

nents of the CGU: the binary code processing block and the synchronisation block. The

binary code processing block comprises a counter which will hold thelengthof the initial

pattern, and a flip flop which holds thespecialbit (see the binary code representation in

Section3.2.2). Since it is a parallel decoder there are two issues to be considered. Firstly,

the binary code processing block should be loaded only when a new code is identified; and

secondly, the load of new data is done only when the pattern corresponding to the already

loaded binary code was fully processed. These tasks are controlled by the synchronisation

block (sync) illustrated in Figure3.8(b). As noted earlier, when the Huff-decoder iden-

tifies a code, it will output the associated binary code and set thecodeline high. When

thecodeline is high, thesyncblock will determine the values ofsync FSM clk, load and
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ATE sync. The key element in the synchronisation block is theload controlFSM, the

state diagram of which is detailed in Figure3.8(c). The inputs into the load control FSM

are thecnt_clearand theFSM clock. Thecnt_clearwill notify the FSM when the cur-

rent code has been processed (i.e., the counter’s value is either zero or one) and there is

a new code available (i.e., the code line is high). TheFSM clockis used to synchronise

the load control FSM with the Huff-decoder FSM. Whencnt_clear is 1, the FSM will

change its state fromS0 to S1 and setload to 1. After one clock cycle, the FSM will set

load to 0. If FSM clockis 1, the FSM will return to stateS0, otherwise it will remain in

stateS1. This last condition was added since a new code can only occur after theFSM

clock was 1 (this is how the Huff-decoder is controlled). When the FSM is in stateS0,

theS0 line in Figure3.8(b)together with the logic driving the multiplexer will ensure that

the Huff-decoder continues the load of data from the ATE once the data has been loaded

into the binary code processing block. Hence, the stream of data from the ATE to the

Huff-decoder is stopped only when necessary. The load control FSM can be implemented

using one FF and additional logic. A detailed implementation of the proposed decoder is

given in AppendixB.

When compared to the SC decoder [121], which has an internal buffer and a shift

register of sizeb (the group size), and a Huffman FSM of at leastb states, the proposed

decoder has only adlog2(mh + 1)e counter, two extra latches and a Huffman FSM of at

mostmh states. Thus, for the same group size (mh = b) significant reduction in area over-

head is obtained, as will be seen in Section3.4. Similar to SC [121], the synchronisation

channel to the ATE can be eliminated if the VIHC codes are manipulated at the expense

of reduced compression ratio. In addition, both VIHC and SC can eliminate the synchro-

nisation channel if the frequency ratio is greater or equal to their corresponding optimum

frequency ratio. These issues are detailed in Chapter4. For VIHC this is illustrated in the

following section.

3.3.2 Test application time analysis

Because the on-chip decoder has two components working in two different clock domains

(i.e., the Huff-decoder is receiving data with ATE operating frequencies and the CGU

generating data at the on-chip test frequencies), the TAT is influenced by the ratio between

the two frequencies: the on-chip test frequencies and the ATE operating frequencies. To
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Figure 3.9. VIHC decoder timing diagram

understand the effects of the frequency ratio on the TAT, this section provides a TAT

analysis with respect to the frequency ratio. It is considered that the data is fed into the

Huff-decoder FSM with the ATE operating frequency and that the FSM reaches a stable

state after one on-chip test clock cycle. Analysing the FSM for the Huffman decoder it

can be observed that the number of ATE clocks needed to identify a codewordci is equal

to the size of the codewordwi (see Section3.2.1). On the other hand, the number of

internal clock cycles needed to generate a pattern is equal to the size of the pattern.

In order to illustrate the functionality of the CGU unit and to provide an example for

the TAT analysis described next, Figure3.9shows the timing diagram for a frequency ratio

of α = 4, consideringmh = 4. The diagram corresponds to the generation process of the

first two “0000” patterns in Figure3.2(see Example3.1 in Section3.2.1). This case was

chosen to illustrate the parallelism of the proposed VIHC decoder and the overlap between

generating the last bit of the pattern and loading the next binary code. A gate level timing

simulation for Example3.1 is given in AppendixB. TheATE clock, thechip test clock

at a ratio of 4 : 1 with respect to theATE clock, and thesync FSM clkrequired to drive
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the Huff-decoderare shown in the upper part of Figure3.9. Thedata in row illustrates

the data send from the ATE to the VIHC decoder. As detailed in the previous section,

the Huff-decoder reaches a stable state after one internal clock cycle. Hence, thedata

signals which are loaded into the CGU unit are valid after one internal clock cycle. The

time intervals in which the Huff-decoder identifies the last bit of a codeword and outputs

the binary code (see Section3.3.1) are highlighted in theHuff-decoderrow with dashed

areas. With thedatasignals valid, the CGU sets theload signal high and loads100 into

the counter (cntr row in Figure3.9clock cycle 2). For the next fourchip test clockcycles,

the CGU is busy generating pattern “0000” as illustrated in the figure with the dashed

areas in rowCGU. Thecntr is decremented and thedata-outoutputs the patterns’ bits.

While cntr is not zero, thescan clkis generated. At clock cycle 4, theHuff-decoderwill

identify the next codeword. Again, theload signal is high and thedatasignals are loaded

into the counter. It is important to note that this occurs simultaneously with the output of

the last bit from the previous pattern. Hence, between two consecutive counter loads, for

α = 4, there are effectively 4 clock cycles in which data can be generated.

Formally, if α = fchip
fate

is the ratio between the on-chip test frequency (fchip) and the

ATE operating frequency (fate), then after a Huffman code is identified,α− 1 internal

clock cycles from the current ATE cycle can be used to generate a pattern. Thus, in order

for the Huff-decoder to run without being stopped by the CGU, the CGU must be able

to generate the patternLi in the number of internal clock cycles remaining from the ATE

clock in which it was started plus the number of internal clock cycles needed for the Huff-

decoder to identify the next codeword. Or,|Li |< (α−1)+1+α∗ (w j −1), wherew j is

the length of the next codeword in bits. Withmax(|Li |) = mh andmin{wi} = wmin, the

frequency ratio to obtain the smallest TAT is given byαmax = mh
wmin

(optimum frequency

ratio). The lowest TAT is given byH(mh)+ δ, whereH(mh) is the number of bits in the

compressed test set in ATE clock cycles andδ is the number of extra ATE clocks needed

to decode the last codeword. When theα ≥ αmax an increase in compression ratio will

lead to a reduction in TAT.

To compute the TAT for the compressed test set for frequency ratios smaller than the

optimum frequency ratio, an approximation function with respect toα = fchip
fate

is given

next. The function to compute the TAT for the VIHC decoder in Section3.3.1is given by

τ(α) = H(mh)+δ+
mh

∑
i=dwmin∗αe

ni ∗
⌈
|Li |−wmin∗α

α

⌉
(3.1)
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Figure 3.10. Pattern distribution for s5378 with mh = 16

when each pattern is followed by the codeword with the smallest decoding time (wmin in

ATE clock cycles). In order to give an approximation to the above function the pattern

distribution is analysed. For example, for the full scan version of the s5378 ISCAS89

benchmark circuit, Figure3.10 illustrates the pattern distribution formh = 16 for the

MinTest [131] test set. It can be observed that the patterns with length smaller than 4 and

greater than(mh−1) are the most frequent. Therefore the function can be approximated

with

τ(α)≈ H(mh)+δ+no∗
⌈

mh−wmin∗α
α

⌉
(3.2)

whereno is the number of patterns with lengthmh (the patternsLmh−1 andLmh). It should

be noted thatδ will be ignored sinceδ � H(mh). In the worst case scenario, forno =[
n

mh+1

]
(each run of lengthmh is assumed to be followed by a run of length 1)

τ(α)≈ H(mh)+
n

mh +1
∗ mh−wmin∗α

α
(3.3)

To show that formula (3.3) provides an approximation for the TAT of the decoder, in Fig-

ure 3.11a comparison between the TAT obtained using the above formula and the TAT

obtained by simulating the compressed test set for circuit s5378 using a group size of 16 is

illustrated. The TAT reported in the figure is in ATE clock cycles. As it can be observed,

the difference between the two curves is small. Note that the TAT is minimum for a fre-

quency ratio of 8 since the minimum code length is 2 (wmin = 2) in this case. In addition,

for frequency ratios greater thanαmax the TAT equalsτ(αmax) and the synchronisation

channel which notifies the ATE to start/stop the data stream is no longer necessary.
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Figure 3.11. TAT for s5378 with mh = 16

3.4 Experimental results

To validate the efficiency of the proposed method, experiments have been performed on

the full-scan version of the largest ISCAS89 benchmark circuits [132]. The test sets

used in these experiments have been obtained using MinTest [131] dynamic compaction

(also used in [122]). The experiments have been performed on a Pentium III 500MHz

workstation with 128 MB DRAM. Details about the tools and the benchmark circuits

used in the experiments are given in AppendixF. SC [121], Golomb [122], FDR [123]

and the proposed VIHC method have been implemented in C++. Firstly, the proposed

compression method is analysed from the compression ratio’s point of view. Secondly, an

area overhead comparison between the four on-chip decoders (SC [121], Golomb [122],

FDR [123] and the proposed VIHC method) is given. Finally, the TATs obtained by

simulating the four methods’ on-chip decoders are compared. The experiments have been

performed for both the difference vector sequence (Tdi f f ) and the initial test set (TD).

Since SC [121] did not report compression ratios for the test sets used in this chapter

the results reported in this section have been computed by implementing the SC method

and applying it to the MinTest [131] test sets. It should be noted that SC was applied on

the same test set as VIHC after the mapping and reordering algorithm proposed in this

chapter (see Section3.2.2). In addition, the number of patterns considered for selective

coding is given by the group size plus one, i.e., for a group size ofmh = 4, 5 patterns

have been considered. This is motivated by the pattern distribution obtained with the

considered mapping and reordering algorithm, which formh = 4 usually leads to the

patterns: “0000”, “0001”, “0010”, “0100” and “1000”, as being the most frequent.
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Compression ratio Size of
Group size Size of Size of MinTest

Circuit 4 6 8 12 14 16 Max H(Max) Tdi f f [94]
s5378 51.52 54.46 55.23 55.85 56.66 57.33 60.73 9328 23754 20758
s9234 54.84 58.12 58.75 58.45 58.76 59.02 60.96 15332 39273 25935
s13207 69.02 75.90 79.07 82.03 82.69 83.21 86.83 21758 165200 163100
s15850 60.69 65.67 67.48 68.65 68.86 68.99 72.34 21291 76986 57434
s35932 40.35 49.92 56.97 61.08 62.54 66.47 71.91 7924 28208 19393
s38417 54.51 58.57 59.96 60.86 61.22 61.98 66.38 55387 164736 113152
s38584 56.97 61.21 62.50 63.01 63.00 62.97 66.29 67114 199104 104111

Table 3.2. VIHC for Tdi f f

Compression ratio Size of
Group size Size of Size of MinTest

Circuit 4 6 8 12 14 16 Max H(Max) TD [94]
s5378 41.13 42.15 42.85 44.85 45.73 46.94 51.78 11453 23754 20758
s9234 45.27 46.14 45.27 46.14 46.02 46.14 47.25 20716 39273 25935
s13207 67.60 74.12 76.92 79.49 80.03 80.36 83.51 27248 165200 163100
s15850 58.01 62.43 63.73 64.42 64.28 64.06 67.94 24683 76986 57434
s35932 29.76 38.73 44.24 47.07 47.89 51.84 56.08 12390 28208 19393
s38417 37.19 40.45 43.78 46.97 47.34 47.79 53.36 76832 164736 113152
s38584 54.43 57.89 58.81 58.90 59.17 59.62 62.28 75096 199104 104111

Table 3.3. VIHC for TD

Compression ratio Prior to providing a comparison with previous approaches the per-

formances of the proposed method are analysed. The experiments performed using the

Tdi f f andTD test sets are summarised in Tables3.2 and3.3 respectively. For each IS-

CAS89 benchmark circuit, the tables list the compression ratio obtained for different

group sizes (columns 2 to 8), the maximum obtained compression (Max), the size of

the maximum compressed test set (H(Max)), the size of the initial test set in bits, and

the size of the fully compacted MinTest [94] test set. It should be noted that sinceTdi f f

is derived fromTD by making the difference between consecutive test vectors, it has the

same size. However, as will be seen next, since the content of the two test sets differ,

the compression ratio differs as well. As it can be observed in the tables, the maximum

compression ratio is up to86.83for circuit s13207 in Table3.2, and up to83.51for circuit

s13207 in Table3.3. Analysing the compression ratios vs. group sizes in the tables, it can

be observed that the compression ratio tends to increase with the increase in group size.

This is illustrated in Figure3.12for circuit s5378. However, after a group size of 16, the

increase in compression ratio up to the maximum compression ratio is less than 3%. It is

interesting to note that this is contrary to the Golomb [122] compression ratio vs. group

size trend that tends to have a good compression ratio for one group size, after which by
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Figure 3.12. Compression ratio vs. group size for s5378 with Tdi f f

SC Golomb FDR
Circuit [121] [122] TR

D ∆% [123] TR
D ∆% VIHC

s5378 52.33 40.70 51.00 10.30 48.19 59.00 10.81 60.73
s9234 52.63 43.34 58.08 14.74 44.88 58.85 13.97 60.96
s13207 77.73 74.78 82.34 7.56 78.67 85.50 6.83 86.83
s15850 63.49 47.11 66.58 19.47 52.87 71.02 18.15 72.34
s35932 65.72 N/A 23.28 23.28 10.19 49.78 29.59 71.91
s38417 57.26 44.12 56.72 12.60 54.53 64.32 9.79 66.38
s38584 58.74 47.71 61.20 13.49 52.85 65.27 12.42 66.29

Table 3.4. Best compression ratio comparison for Tdi f f

increasing the group size, the compression ratio decreases. This can be explained by the

fact that the particular pattern distribution for which Golomb leads to an optimum code,

and hence to good compression, is generally not respected (see Section3.2.1).

A comparison between the four compression methods (SC [121], Golomb [122], FDR

[123] and the proposed VIHC method) is given next. The comparison is summarised in

Tables3.4 and 3.5 for the Tdi f f and TD test sets respectively. It can be observed that

except for circuit s35932 in the case ofTD (see Table3.5on the following page), the pro-

posed method obtains constant improvement in compression ratio. For example, for cir-

cuit s38417, in the case ofTdi f f (see Table3.4), the proposed method obtains an increase

in compression ratio of 9%, 22% and 13% over SC [121], Golomb [122] and FDR [123],

respectively. Similarly, for circuit s38417 in the case ofTD, the increase in compression

ratio is 8%, 15% and 10% over SC [121], Golomb [122] and FDR [123], respectively. It

should be noted that in the case of circuit s35932, for theTD test set, the SC [121] obtains

better compression due to the regular nature of the test set, however, this is an isolated

case as it can be seen in the table. To illustrate the improvement in compression ratio

when using the proposed reordering algorithm over the one proposed in [122], the table
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SC Golomb FDR
Circuit [121] [122] TR

D ∆% [123] TR
D ∆% VIHC

s5378 43.64 37.11 37.13 0.02 48.02 48.03 0.01 51.78
s9234 40.04 45.25 45.27 0.00 43.59 43.53 -0.06 47.25
s13207 74.43 79.74 79.75 0.01 81.30 81.30 0.00 83.51
s15850 58.84 62.82 62.83 0.01 66.22 66.23 0.01 67.94
s35932 64.64 N/A N/A N/A 19.37 19.36 -0.01 56.08
s38417 45.15 28.37 28.38 0.01 43.26 43.26 0.00 53.36
s38584 55.24 57.17 57.17 0.00 60.91 60.92 0.01 62.28

Table 3.5. Best compression ratio comparison for TD

also illustrates the compression ratios obtained when applying Golomb and FDR on the

test sets mapped and reordered with the algorithm given in Section3.2.2. These results

are given in the table under theTR
D heading for Golomb and FDR in the case ofTdi f f (see

Table3.4) andTD (see Table3.5) respectively. As it can be seen, in the case ofTdi f f the

increase in compression ratio when compared to the results reported in [122] and [123]

for the two methods is considerable (see column∆% in Table3.4). For example, for cir-

cuit s35932, 23.28% and 39.59% improvement in compression ratio is obtained. In the

case ofTD, the increase in compression ratio is small or negligible (see column∆% in

Table3.5). This is because, on average, the distribution of the runs of ’0’s in the case of

TD is dependent mainly on the mapping, while the reordering has smaller influence. In

order to provide a fair comparison, the results obtained using the proposed mapping and

reordering algorithm will be used for the remainder of this chapter. Since, as illustrated

in Figure3.12, the increase in compression ratio for group sizes larger than 16 is small

(less than 3% on average), the maximum group size for all the remaining comparisons is

considered 16.

To show that the proposed method exploits better the test set for a given group size,

a comparison between SC, Golomb and VIHC for the group sizes for which SC and

Golomb obtain the best compression ratio is given next. The maximum group size for all

comparisons is 16. The comparison between SC and VIHC is given in Table3.6 on the

next page and the comparison between Golomb and VIHC is given in Table3.7 on the

following page. Both tables list the group size and the compression ratio for which the

corresponding method obtained best compression for theTdi f f andTD test sets. Analysing

Table3.6, it can be found that, for theTdi f f test set, the proposed compression method

(VIHC) always obtains better compression ratios than SC. For theTD test set, with the

exception of the s35932 circuit, the VIHC compression method always obtains better

compression ratios. A similar behaviour can be observed in Table3.7, where the pro-
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Tdi f f TD

Group SC Group SC
Circuit size [121] VIHC size [121] VIHC

s5378 12 52.33 55.85 12 43.64 44.85
s9234 10 52.63 58.79 8 40.04 45.27
s13207 16 77.73 83.21 16 74.43 80.36
s15850 16 63.49 68.99 16 58.84 64.04
s35932 16 65.72 66.47 16 64.64 51.84
s38417 12 57.26 60.86 10 45.15 45.25
s38584 14 58.74 63.00 12 55.24 58.90

Table 3.6. Comparison between SC and VIHC

Tdi f f TD

Group Golomb Group Golomb
Circuit size TR

D VIHC size TR
D VIHC

s5378 8 51.00 55.23 4 37.13 41.13
s9234 8 58.08 58.75 4 45.27 45.27
s13207 16 82.34 83.21 16 79.75 80.36
s15850 8 66.58 67.48 8 62.83 63.73
s35932 4 23.28 40.35 4 N/A 29.76
s38417 8 56.72 59.96 4 28.38 37.19
s38584 8 61.20 62.50 8 57.17 58.81

Table 3.7. Comparison between Golomb and VIHC

posed VIHC compression method always obtains better compression ratios than Golomb

[122]. The improvements are up to 20% forTD in the case of s35932, and up to 29%

for Tdi f f for the same circuit. These comparisons have illustrated that for a given group

size the proposed compression method yields better compression ratios, and hence it bet-

ter exploits the test set than the previous approaches. It should be noted that in the case

of SC, better results might be obtained at the cost of extra computational complexity if

other mapping algorithms are used. An area overhead comparison between the proposed

on-chip decoder and the three previously proposed on-chip decoders (SC [121], Golomb

[122], FDR [123]) is given next.

Area overhead The four on-chip decoders have been synthesised using the Synopsys

Design Compiler [133]. The results are summarised in Table3.8. For all methods, the

entire decoder including buffers, shift registers and counters was synthesised. For SC,

VIHC and Golomb, the area overhead was computed for group sizes of 4, 8 and 16.

Without loss of generality the decoders for s5378 have been synthesised. As shown in

Table3.8, the area overhead for SC isup to 3 times greaterthan the area overhead for

VIHC. The area overhead for Golomb is almost equal to the one of VIHC, and the area
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Compression Area overhead in tu∗

Method Group size
4 8 16

SC [121] 349 587 900
Golomb [122] 125 227 307

FDR [123] 320
VIHC 136 201 296

∗ technology units for the lsi10k library (Synopsys Design Compiler)
1tu is equivalent to the area of an inverter in lsi10k

Table 3.8. Area overhead comparison for s5378

overhead for FDR is constantly greater than the area overhead for VIHC. It is important

to note that even though the Golomb decoder [122] has lower area overhead for a group

size of 4, when compared to the proposed decoder, by increasing the group size the area

overhead of the Golomb’s decoder is greater than that of the proposed decoder. This is

because, in order to decode the tail part of the code, the Golomb decoder implements

the behaviour of a counter within the Golomb FSM. It should be noted that for the case

when theTdi f f test set is used, a CSR architecture is required. Since the CSR must

be of the length of the scan chain fed by the decoder, the CSR overhead is dominated

by the length of the internal scan chain of the targeted core (e.g., for core s5378 the

CSR comprises 179 scan cells), and it is independent of the chosen compression method.

Hence, a CSR is needed by all four approaches and therefore not considered in the area

overhead comparison given in Table3.8. In addition, it has been shown in [119] how

the internal scan chains of neighbouring cores in a SOC can be used to eliminate the

need for the CSR. The comparisons provided until now show that the proposed method

improves on the first two TDCE parameters: compression ratio and area overhead. The

last parameter, the TAT, is compared with previous work next.

Test application time To provide an accurate TAT comparison between the four meth-

ods the following experimental setup has been considered: the maximum frequency ratio

is α = 8 and the maximum acceptable group size is 16. To compute the TAT, a simulator

was implemented based on the TAT analysis for SC [121], Golomb [122], FDR [123] and

the VIHC decoder (Section3.3.1). For all decoders it was assumed that the data is fed into

the decoder at ATE operating frequency and the internal FSM reaches a stable state after

one internal clock cycle. In order to provide a fair comparison, firstly the test sets have

been mapped and reordered, then the compression methods have been applied. Using

these compressed test sets the simulations for each method were performed. The TATs

resulting after the simulation are reported in Table3.9. Analysing columns 3 to 6 and 7 to
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Circuit Comp. TAT (ATE clock cycles) forTdi f f TAT (ATE clock cycles) forTD

Method α = 2 α = 4 α = 6 α = 8 α = 2 α = 4 α = 6 α = 8

s5378 SC [121] 15835 12412 11323 11323 17259 14323 13387 13387
Golomb [122] 20649 16020 13782 13782 23529 19232 14935 14935
FDR [123] 22263 14678 12968 11679 24933 16803 15259 14039
VIHC 15868 11569 10777 10137 17668 13740 12914 12782

s9234 SC [121] 24815 20675 18605 18605 27459 23547 23547 23547
Golomb [122] 31186 23555 19894 19894 35580 28537 21494 21494
FDR [123] 36135 24128 21381 19001 42066 29206 26675 24086
VIHC 24895 17994 16905 16095 27235 23860 21154 21154

s13207 SC [121] 89368 53490 45137 36784 91369 57455 49847 42239
Golomb [122] 104440 66381 47783 47481 106169 69190 51272 50847
FDR [123] 107059 63011 49858 41989 116101 70361 57089 48538
VIHC 89865 52769 44180 36065 90920 55229 47319 40048

s15850 SC [121] 47256 33844 30975 28106 47186 35432 31687 31687
Golomb [122] 57860 41452 33442 33442 64730 48528 32326 32326
FDR [123] 62419 39628 33767 29488 65020 42270 36732 32362
VIHC 47366 32513 29437 26692 48169 34735 31055 30871

s35932 SC [121] 16870 11749 10710 9671 16879 11932 10780 9974
Golomb [122] 31758 26699 21640 21640 42267 38341 34415 34415
FDR [123] 32509 20605 18438 17045 42159 27468 25893 24821
VIHC 17584 12076 10857 9645 19908 15641 14670 13736

s38417 SC [121] 105076 78851 70403 70403 116282 98849 90354 90354
Golomb [122] 136554 103140 86974 86974 177074 147530 117986 11798
FDR [123] 144811 93450 81578 73182 186261 123700 113451 10521
VIHC 104642 74293 67940 62625 118989 92777 87914 87002

s38584 SC [121] 125141 97892 90020 82148 126309 98019 89124 89124
Golomb [122] 156238 115731 96073 96073 161236 122107 103200 10320
FDR [123] 170143 110982 96677 85687 179530 118628 104630 93260
VIHC 126969 92632 83130 82582 127849 92377 85783 80392

Table 3.9. TAT comparison

10, it can be observed that in general for small frequency ratios the SC has slightly better

TAT than the proposed method (e.g., s5378, s15850 and s38584 withα = 2 for bothTdi f f

andTD). However, generally the TATs of the proposed method are better than the ones of

the previous methods (SC [121], Golomb [122], FDR [123]). The reduction in TAT when

compared to previous methods is given for the same experimental setup in Table3.10,

which also reports the TAT reduction when compared to the TAT obtained for the fully

compacted MinTest test set [94]. It should be noted that the TAT for the MinTest test set

was considered to be the time needed to transfer the data to the core under test, hence the

size of the test set in bits. It can easily observed that overall when compared to SC, TAT

reduction of up to 12% is obtained forTdi f f (e.g., in the case of circuit s9234 forα = 4).

Similarly for TD, the TAT is reduced by up to 10% when compared to SC (e.g., in the case

of circuit s9234 forα = 6). When compared to Golomb and FDR, for theTdi f f test set,

TAT reductions up to 54% and 45% are obtained in the case of circuit s35932. ForTD, the
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TAT reduction in % forTdi f f TAT reduction in % forTD

Circuit Method α = 2 α = 4 α = 6 α = 8 α = 2 α = 4 α = 6 α = 8

s5378 MinTest [94] 23 44 48 51 14 33 37 38
SC [121] 0 6 4 1 -2 4 3 4
Golomb [122] 23 27 21 26 24 28 13 14
FDR [123] 28 21 16 13 29 18 15 8

s9234 MinTest[94] 4 30 34 34 -5 8 18 18
SC [121] 0 12 9 1 0 -1 10 10
Golomb [122] 20 23 15 19 23 16 1 1
FDR [123] 31 25 20 15 35 18 20 12

s13207 MinTest[94] 44 67 72 77 44 66 70 75
SC [121] 0 1 2 1 0 3 5 5
Golomb [122] 13 20 7 24 14 20 7 21
FDR [123] 16 16 11 14 21 21 17 17

s15850 MinTest[94] 17 43 48 53 16 39 45 46
SC [121] 0 3 4 5 -2 1 1 2
Golomb [122] 18 21 11 20 25 28 3 4
FDR [123] 24 17 12 9 25 17 15 4

s35932 MinTest[94] 9 37 43 50 -2 19 24 29
SC [121] -4 -2 -1 0 -17 -31 -36 -37
Golomb [122] 44 54 49 55 52 59 57 60
FDR [123] 45 41 41 43 52 43 43 44

s38417 MinTest[94] 7 34 39 44 -5 18 22 23
SC [121] 0 5 3 11 -2 6 2 3
Golomb [122] 23 27 21 27 32 37 25 26
FDR [123] 27 20 16 14 36 24 22 17

s38584 MinTest[94] 21 42 48 48 20 42 46 50
SC [121] -1 5 7 0 -1 5 3 9
Golomb [122] 18 19 13 14 20 24 16 22
FDR [123] 25 16 14 3 28 22 18 13

Table 3.10. TAT reduction obtained with VIHC over previous methods

TAT reduction is as high as 59% and 43% for Golomb and FDR respectively. For the rest

of the circuits, in the case ofTdi f f , the TAT ranges from similar values (when frequency

ratio increases) to reduction of up to 27% in comparison to Golomb (s38417), and reduc-

tion of up to 31% in comparison to FDR (s9234). The same applies forTD, where the

TAT reduction is up to 26% (s38417) in comparison to Golomb, and up to 36% (s38417)

in comparison to FDR. Comparing the TAT with the one obtained by MinTest [94] gives

an idea on how the TAT behaves for different frequency ratios when compared to fully

compacted test sets. As it can be easily seen in the table, when compared to MinTest, the

TAT is reduced as much as 77% for the circuit s13207 in the case ofTdi f f for a frequency

ratio of α = 8. Similarly forTD in the case of circuit s13207, TAT reduction up to 77% is

obtained forα = 8. It should be noted that MinTest should improve its TAT if serialisa-

tion buffers are introduced between the ATE and the SOC. However this implies the use

of multiple ATE channelsfor one scan chain, which is avoided by the proposed approach.
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SC[121] Golomb[122] FDR[123] VIHC

Compression X X
√ √

Area overhead X
√

X
√

Test application time
√

X X
√

Table 3.11. Previous approaches compared to VIHC

Finally the comparisons conducted in this section between the previous compression

methods [121, 122, 123] and the proposed VIHC are summarised in Table3.11. While

FDR [123] gives compression ratios comparable to VIHC, it leads to both higher TAT and

greater area overhead. On the other hand, Golomb [122] has similar area overhead when

compared to VIHC at the expense of lower compression ratio and higher TAT. SC [121],

on the other hand, has overall comparable TAT when compared to VIHC. However, this is

achieved at a high penalty in area overhead which is the main shortcoming of the parallel

decoder based onfixed-lengthHuffman coding.

3.5 Concluding remarks

This chapter has presented a new compression method called Variable-length Input Huff-

man Coding (VIHC) and provided a taxonomy on the factors which influence the three

TDCE parameters: compression ratio, area overhead and test application time. Unlike

previous approaches [121, 122, 123] which reduce some test parameters at the expense

of the others, the proposed compression method is capable of improving all the test data

compression parameters simultaneously. This is achieved by accounting for multiple in-

terrelated factors that influence the results, such as pre-processing the test set, the size

and the type of the input patterns to the coding algorithm, and the type of the decoder.

The results in Section3.4show that the proposed method obtains constantly better com-

pression ratios than [121, 122, 123]. Furthermore, employing the parallel decoder leads

to savings in TAT when compared to serial decoders [122, 123]. Moreover, by exploit-

ing the variable-length input approach, great savings in area overhead are achieved (up to

threefold reduction when compared to fixed-length approach [121]). Thus, it was shown

in this chapter that the proposed method reduces the ATE memory and channel capacity

requirements by obtaining goodcompression ratios, and reducesTAT through its paral-

lel on-chip decoder with smallarea overhead. With small volume of test data and small

TAT, the proposed solution reduces two of the three low cost test parameters: volume of

test data and bandwidth requirements, and hence, it contributes toward low cost SOC test.



Chapter 4

Synchronisation overhead in test data

compression environments

Chapter3proposed the Variable-length Input Huffman Coding (VIHC) compression method

to reduce the volume of test data required for testing. Testing in test data compression en-

vironments (TDCE) implies sending the compressed test data from the ATE to the on-chip

decoder, decompressing the test data on-chip and sending the decompressed test data to

the core under test (CUT). Due to resource partitioning among the ATE and the on-chip

decoder, synchronisation between the two is required, as also illustrated in Figure3.5

(see Section3.3on Page49). Hence, a synchronisation overhead is incurred which limits

the effectiveness of test data compression methods. Synchronisation overhead includes

one or more of the following: the use of multiple ATE channels, adapting ATEs to start

and stop the data stream in real time, on-chip serialisation units and the extensions to

the device interface boards (DIB). This chapter provides an analysis of synchronisation

overhead and a new solution to reduce it. The proposed solution targets parallel on-chip

decoders, it does not impose changes to the existing decoders and it provides easy design

flow integration. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is illustrated using the VIHC

compression method described in Chapter3.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The next section outlines the

importance of synchronisation in TDCE and analyses previous approaches to reduce the

synchronisation overhead. Section4.2proposes the new method for synchronisation over-

head reduction. Section4.3 and4.4 give experimental results and conclusions respec-

tively.
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Figure 4.1. Test data compression environment with synchronisation overhead

4.1 The importance of synchronisation in TDCE

As it will be seen in this chapter, synchronisation overhead includes one or more of the

following: (i) the use of multiple ATE channels;(ii) adapting ATEs to start and stop the

data stream in real time;(iii ) on-chip serialisation units; and(iv) extensions to the DIB.

Each of the above influences the cost of test and diminishes the possibility of a low-cost

methodology using test data compression (TDC), as explained next:

• the use of multiple ATE channels(i), diminishes the effectiveness of reduce pin

count test (RPCT) and lead to inefficient ATE resource usage;

• the adaption of ATEs to start and stop the data stream in real time(ii) requires ATE

extensions, such as source synchronous buses, which can increase cost;

• the usage of on-chip serialisation units(iii ) increases the area overhead on-chip;

• the extensions to the DIB(iv) may lead to prohibitive high DIB costs due to the

complex designs of DIB when high frequency SOCs are tested [63, 64, 13].

When all of the above are included, the ATE – DUT interface is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.1. As noted above, all the extensions will lead to increased test cost, hence, syn-

chronisation is an important issue which requires cost effective solutions in order to take

full advantage of the benefits of TDC. In this section the above issues will be detailed and

an analysis of previous approaches which have targeted synchronisation issues provided.

It should be noted that the synchronisation overhead is addressed with respect to single

scan chain designs.
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4.1.1 Synchronisation overhead

To understand why synchronisation overhead is implied in TDC, in this section a generic

decoder is illustrated and, depending on the type of the decoder, the synchronisation re-

quirements are detailed.

An on-chip decoder can be conceptually seen as comprising acode identifierand a

pattern generatorunit (Figure4.2). Based on the dependencies between these two units,

on-chip decoders can be characterised asserial, i.e., during the decompression of the cur-

rent code, no new code can be identified, orparallel, i.e., the decompression of the current

code and the identification of a new one can be done simultaneously. The “data source”,

in the figure, provides the compressed test set (TE) to the decoder’s “data in” and can

be either on-chip or off-chip. While the primary data source is on the ATE, some de-

coders require on-chip serialisation units which will therefore become their “data source”.

The “sync” lines ensure the synchronisation between the on-chip decoder and the “data

source”, and can be composed of ATE clock signals, start/stop signals from the decoder

to the ATE or to the on-chip source, and special clock signals. The output of the de-

coder (“data out”) drives the internal scan chain synchronously with the “scan clk”. The

compressed data is sent from the ATE to the DIB at the ATE operating frequency (fate),

and the decompressed data is sent from the decoder to the scan chain with the chip test

frequency (fchip).

In order to reduce TAT, when feeding single scan chain designs, the pattern generator

needs to operate at a frequency greater thanfate. This is explained as follows: if the pat-

tern generator is operating atfate, then the time required to generate the initial test set (TD)

will be the same as ifTD is directly transported from the ATE to the CUT. In addition, the

code identifier unit adds its latency, which is the time required to identify a code. Thus,

with the pattern generator running atfate the TAT isnot reduced, rather it is actually in-

creased! Therefore, to reduce TAT the ratio between the on-chip test frequency and the

ATE operating frequency must be exploited (α = fchip
fate

). It should be noted that when the
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Figure 4.3. Serial decoder’s synchronisation overhead

code identifier can identify any code in one ATE clock cycle and the pattern generator

can generate any pattern in one ATE clock cycle, then there is no need to exploit the fre-

quency ratio, since no delay is introduced by the on-chip decoder. However, in order for

this approach to be efficient multiple data inputs are required, and the output of the de-

coder must feed multiple scan chains. For single scan chain designs, the synchronisation

requirements needed to exploit the frequency ratio are decoder dependent as shown next.

(i) When aserial decoderis employed, in order to exploitα the entire decoder op-

erates atfchip. Hence, the “data source” is constrained to providing data atfchip using

techniques like the ones described in [128] and [65]. This implies the usage ofmulti-

ple ATE channelsand a serialisation unit on-chip or on the DIB. This is exemplified in

Figure4.3, where forα = 4, the ATE channels and the serialisation unit are illustrated.

In addition, when the current pattern is generated no more data can be processed by the

code identifier, hence, the “sync” lines need to notify the ATE to stop sending data. Since,

some ATEs are not capable of stopping the data stream immediately and require a number

of clock cycles to change the state of the channel, the DIB must account for this latency.

Therefore, the interface between the ATE and the chip requires a first-in first-out (FIFO)-

like structure to solve this problem. The number of elements in the FIFO is given by the

maximum number of clock cycles needed to start/stop the data stream on the channels.

The FIFO-like structure is marked in the figure as DIB extension. Hence, a serial decoder

will not only requireα input ATE channels, but also anα bit wide FIFO-like structure.

(ii) When aparallel decoder is employed, the code identifier can receive data at

fate, and the pattern generator can generate data atfchip. Hence, the decoder implicitly
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exploits the frequency ratio, and therefore only one ATE channel is required for feeding

data to the decoder as shown in Figure4.4. Despite this advantage, if the frequency ratio

is less than anoptimum frequency ratio, i.e., αmax is the frequency ratio at which the

pattern generator will generate any pattern in the number of ATE clock cycles needed by

the decoder to identify any codeword, the on-chip decoder will notify the ATE to stop

sending data. As also noted earlier, the ATE has a certain latency to starting/stopping the

data stream on a channel and therefore a FIFO-like structure is required, which is marked

in the figure as DIB extension. Hence, when compared to a serial decoder, the parallel

decoder has less synchronisation overhead with respect to the interface between the ATE

and the DUT. However, since the two units (the code identifier and the pattern generator)

can work independently explicit communication between two units is required.

To illustrate the fundamental distinction between serial and parallel decoders, and at

the same time to illustrate the main source of synchronisation overhead in Figure4.5 the

functionality of the two types of decoders is exemplified considering a frequency ratio

of α = 2. The serial decoder receives data at thefchip frequency and it generates data

at the fchip frequency, while the parallel decoder receives data at thefate frequency and

generates data at thefchip frequency. The stopping of the data stream is illustrated for a

serial decoder in Figure4.5(a). It can be seen in the figure that the code identifier (CI in

the figure) works at the on-chip test frequency and that while the pattern generator (PG in

the figure) generates data, the code identifier will not process any new data. This will lead

to stopping the ATE data stream as shown in the figure. The stopping of the ATE data

stream is illustrated for a parallel decoder in Figure4.5(b). It can be clearly seen in the

figure that the code identifier can work independently from the pattern generator, i.e., the

CI can receive data while the PG generates data, and that the ATE data stream is stopped

only when required.
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Figure 4.5. The stopping of the ATE data stream

With the advent of new generation ATEs, one may consider exploiting the source syn-

chronous buses feature to eliminate the DIB extensions introduced by the starting/stopping

of the data stream. However, in addition to being an expensive feature which requires

new investment, the starting/stopping of the data deployment on a channel must be pro-

grammed. Hence, the DIB extensions can be eliminated at the expense of programming

the starting/stopping of the data stream within the ATE memory. In addition, as it will be

seen in Section4.2.1, halting the ATE data stream is not periodical, i.e., it does not hap-

pen once in 3 ATE clock cycles, and therefore, the ATE must know exactly when the data

stream must be started, and stopped. This can lead to prohibitively larger ATE programs,

hence, larger memory requirements, and it will not reduce the TAT.

Summarising, thesynchronisation overheadof a decoder accounts for the number of

ATE channels, ATE adaption to starting/stopping the test data stream in real time, DIB

extensions and on-chip requirements for data transfer and synchronisation. As detailed in

Figures4.3 and4.4 the synchronisation overheadmakes TDC a less appealing solution

for SOC testing, hence, reducing this overhead is animportant issue which necessitates

cost-efficient solutions in order to take full advantage of the benefits offered by TDCE.

4.1.2 Previous approaches to reduce synchronisation overhead

As illustrated in the previous section, pending the type of decoder, different synchroni-

sation schemes are required. In this section the approaches proposed in [121] and [122]

to reduce the synchronisation overhead are analysed. It should be noted that these ap-

proaches are not generally applicable.
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Selective coding (SC) [121] employs a parallel on-chip decoder to decompress the test

set on-chip. The SC decoder, uses a modified Huffman finite state machine (FSM) as the

code identifier, and a serialiser as the pattern generator. The code identifier is receiving

data at the ATE operating frequency, and the pattern generator, generates data at the on-

chip test frequency. Hence, synchronisation with the ATE is required ifα < αmax. To

solve this problem, [121] tailors the compression method to suiteα. With αmax = b
wmin

[121], whereb is the block size andwmin is the minimum length codeword, the synchro-

nisation overhead is reduced ifwmin≥ b
α . Hence, to reduce the synchronisation overhead

for a given block size,wmin has to be increased. This can be done in two ways as follows.

(a) If the number of patterns chosen for selective coding do not yield the requiredwmin,

the number of patterns can be increased. Sincewmin is the code length for the pattern with

the greatest number of occurrences, the number of patterns required to increasewmin can

be very large. While this could increase compression ratio, it also increases the on-chip

decoder area considerably [121]. (b) A second approach, assuming a fixed number of

patterns, is to increasewmin by manipulating the Huffman tree [127] used to obtain the

selective code, and appending bits to the codewords which are shorter than required. This,

however, has a direct impact on the compression ratio since increasingwmin increases the

average codeword length, which reduces compression ratio leading to greater volume of

test data (VTD), as illustrated next.

Consider the four patterns (A,B,C andD) and their number of occurrences given in

Figure4.6(a)in the first two columns. As detailed in Section3.2.1(see Page41) based
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on these two columns the Huffman tree can be built. The corresponding Huffman tree is

illustrated in Figure4.6(b). Based on the Huffman tree, the codes are derived and shown

in the third column in Figure4.6(a). It can be observed thatwmin = 1. If for example,

b = 4 andα = 2, then based on the formula shown previouslywmin ≥ 4
2 = 2, in order

to eliminate the synchronisation overhead. Tailoring the compression method to obtain

wmin = 2 is illustrated with Figure4.6(c), and the codes obtained based on this new tree

are shown Figure4.6(a)in the fourth column. Summing up, the VTD for the two codes

is 25 and 32 bits respectively. Hence, it becomes clear that tailoring the compression

method can lead to an increase in VTD. It should be noted that ifb = 6, awmin of 3 can

only be obtained if the codes are padded.

Thus, the synchronisation overhead is reduced at the expense of increased VTD and

a frequency ratio dependent on-chip decoder. Hence, if testing is sought at different fre-

quencies, the ATE is constrained to operate at a new frequency such that the frequency

ratio, between the CUT and the ATE, remains the same. With already limited ATEs, the

on-chip decoders should fully exploit the ATE capabilities and not further constrain them.

Therefore, Section4.2.1proposes totailor the compressed test set, and not the compres-

sion method, for a given frequency ratio. In addition to obtaining similar and smaller test

sets than the above approach withno changes to the on-chip decoder, tailoring the com-

pressed test set is generally applicable to decoders which require a FIFO-like structure.

Golomb [122] uses a serial decoder to provide decompressed test data to the CUT.

Hence, to reduce TAT the decoderrequiresDIB extensions and/or on-chip serialisation

units, as illustrated in Figure4.3(Section4.1.1). To reduce this synchronisation overhead,

in [122] an interleaving architecture was introduced which decompresses the bit stream

for multiple cores. The architecture is illustrated in Figure4.7. The main idea behind

this architecture is to exploit the particularities of the Golomb decoder, i.e., when a ’1’ bit

is encountered by the Golomb decoder a run of ’0’s of length equal to the group size is

generate, and using a FSM and a de-multiplexer multiple cores can be tested. While the

architecture can use a single ATE channel, it still requires the FIFO-like structure. This

is because, while processing the encoded bit stream, the FSM can notify the ATE that no

more data should be sent [134]. It should be noted that the architecture does not exploit the

frequency ratio, and it reduces TAT by supplying data to multiple cores in an interleaved

manner by activating the corresponding decoder when required. Since Golomb’s decoder
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is a serial decoder, the FSM will have to explicitly control each decoder connected in the

interleaving architecture. In order to synchronise the FSM and the decoders,changesto

the on-chip decoders arenecessary. In addition, the interleaving architecture imposes the

following two restrictions: all the cores which are driven by it have their test sets com-

pressed using the same group size and the number of cores tested using this architectures

is constrained by the group size [134]. These two restrictions are due to the exploitation

of the above mentioned Golomb decoder property. Indirectly, these two restrictions will

eliminate the need for the DIB extension at the expense of imposing constraints on the

system integrator.

To remove the above restrictions for multiple core test, Section4.2.2proposes a distri-

bution architecture which doesnot require any changes to the on-chip decoders, and it is

alsoscalableandprogrammable. The proposed architecture is applicable to any parallel

decoder. Furthermore, when combining the solutions described in Section4.2, a complete

RPCT scenario for SOCs is provided with low storage requirements and low TAT without

any constraints or changes to the test or interface equipment, e.g., ATE or DIB.

4.2 Reducing synchronisation overhead

The solution proposed to reduce the synchronisation overhead is divided into two parts.

The first part, illustrated in Section4.2.1, reduces the FIFO-like structure by introducing

dummybits within the compressed test set, hence tailoring the compressed test set. The

second part, illustrated in Section4.2.2, exploits the inserted dummy bits and provides a

complete solution for system test using a distribution architecture. While the above are
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introduced using the Variable-length Input Huffman Coding (VIHC) scheme illustrated in

Chapter3, they are generically applicable to any method which employs a parallel on-chip

decoder.

The VIHC scheme splits the test set into runs of ’0’s of length smaller than, or equal

to, the group size (mh). The obtained patterns are then encoded using Huffman coding.

This is exemplified, formh = 4, in Figure4.8, where one test vector is processed. Using

VIHC the initial test vector (tinit ) is compressed (tcmp) (see Figure4.8(b)). The dictionary

employed in the compression process is illustrated in Figure4.8(a). The VIHC method

uses a parallel on-chip decoder comprising a Huffman decoder as the code identifier and

a control and generation unit (CGU) as the pattern generator. When the Huff-decoder

identifies a codeword, the CGU starts generating the pattern after two on-chip clock cycles

(see Section3.3 on Page48). For the distribution architecture proposed in this chapter,

the following signals are of interest. TheATE syncrepresents the signal used by the CGU

to notify the ATE to stop sending data, theFSM clk represents the clock used to drive

the code identifier unit, thedec clkrepresents the CGU clock, thedata outrepresents the

data output of the decoder, and thescan clkrepresents the clock generated by the CGU to

control the scan chains.

4.2.1 Tailoring the compressed test set

It was shown in Section3.3.2(see Page52) that the optimum frequency ratio for the VIHC

decoder is given byαmax= mh
wmin

, wherewmin is the minimum codeword length. Hence if

α < αmax, the CGU will notify the ATE to stop sending data. This is illustrated using the

following example for the case considered in Figure4.8.
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Figure 4.9. Timing diagram to illustrate the stopping of the data stream

Example 4.1 Based on Figure4.8, it can be immediately derived thatαmax= 4
1 = 4. To

illustrate the stopping of the data stream, for the remainder of this section,α = 2. For the

example in Figure4.8(b), Figure4.9shows a timing diagram whentcmp is decompressed

using the VIHC decoder. The arrows in the figure point from the compressed test bit

which lead to the identification of a codeword, to the clock cycle when the generation of

the corresponding pattern starts. The diagram captures the activity of the decoder’s parts

starting with the second codeword fromtcmp (001 in Figure4.8(b)). The reference clock

has been considered the on-chip test clock. The time frame of interest is from the 6th to

the 15th clock cycle, where there are two stop cycles in which no data from the ATE is

processed. At the 6th clock cycle the codeword “1” is identified. The CGU, at clock cycle

8, starts generating the corresponding pattern “0000”. However, since the next codeword

is “1” there are not enough clock cycles to generate the pattern, i.e., the code identifier

requires1 ATE clock cycleto determine the next codeword, while the CGU requires4

on-chip clock cycles, or 2 ATE clock cycles, to generate the current pattern. Hence, the

ATE will be stopped for 1 clock cycle. Similar for clock cycle 13.

The reason for stopping the ATE is to make sure that no data is lost while the on-

chip decoder is unable to process it. However, if care is taken to ensure that the data

which could be lost is not relevant, there is no need to stop the ATE in the first place.

To achieve this the compressed test set istailored for the current frequency ratio. This

works as follows. For the number of ATE clock cycles in which the CGU setsATE sync

to low, thus notifying the ATE to stop sending data,dummy(D) bits are inserted in the

compressed test set. For a given frequency ratio (α) the number of dummy bits is ob-

tained usingd |Li |−wi+1·α
α e, where|Li | represents the length of the current pattern andwi+1

represents the length of the next codeword (see Section3.3.2on Page52). Hence, since

there is no need to stop the ATE the FIFO-like structure can be removed thus eliminat-
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ing the synchronisation overhead. This is exemplified, for the time frame of interest, in

Figure4.10where instead of stopping the ATE, the dummy bits are sent to the on-chip

decoder. As these bits will not be processed by the decoder they will not affect the cor-

rect generation of the decompressed test set. Applying this strategy to the entiretcmp,

t
′
cmp = 000 001 1 1D 1D 011 1D 010 is obtained. Note that the Huff-decoder will not

process the dummy bits since it is halted by the CGU when the pattern was not fully

generated (see Section3.3.1on Page49). Since, tailoring the compressed test set inserts

dummy bits into the test set, it increases the VTD, however, the TAT is equal to the TAT

of the initially compressed test set. In addition, since the ATE must not start/stop when

requested by the CGU, the size of the tailored test set will equal the TAT.

As illustrated above this method is easily applicable with no changes to the on-chip

decoder. It will be seen in Section4.3 that this approach is especially suitable when the

ratio betweenmh andα is rather large (e.g.mh
α is 4 or 8). This is due to the large number of

padding bits required, by tailoring the compression method, in these cases. For example

assume that when the test set is compressed usingmh = 16, wmin = 1. If the TDCE has

α = 2, then in order to reduce synchronisation overhead,wmin will be 8. Thus, tailoring

the compression method will increase all the codewords to be of size 8, hence reducing

the compression ratio.

Since the proposed approach does not change the code used for compression nor the

on-chip decoder, it is generally applicable to methods which require a FIFO-like structure

for synchronisation. Despite this advantage, tailoring the compressed test set and tailoring

the compression method increase the volume of test data stored on the ATE. Hence, these

methods bring forth a trade-off between the synchronisation overhead and the amount of
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memory required on the ATE. To solve this problem in the following section a distribution

architecture to test multiple cores is proposed. In contrast to the interleaving architecture

from [122], the new architecture doesnot require changes to the on-chip decoders, and is

scalableandprogrammable.

4.2.2 Distribution architecture for multiple core test

Testing multiple cores using onlyone ATE channelimplies exploiting the clock cycles

when the decoder corresponding to a core is not capable of processing data. For example,

when using the MinTest [131] test set for the s13207 full scan ISCAS89 [132] benchmark

circuit, and applying VIHC withmh = 8, the compressed test set is 38123 bits. However,

the TAT for α = 2 is of 89646 ATE clock cycles. Hence, there are 51523 ATE clock

cycles in which the decoder is not processing data, or there are 51523dummybits in the

tailored compressed test set stored on the ATE. Exploiting these clock cycles, for multiple

core test when one ATE channel is used, leads to merging the test sets into one composite

test set, using one decoder per core and adding the necessary, core and decoder, selection

hardware. The above are illustrate using the following example.

Example 4.2 Assume a system composed out of two cores (Core0 andCore1) and their

corresponding decoders (dec0 anddec1), with the test sets given byT0
D andT1

D in Fig-

ure4.11(a). Both test sets have been compressed using the codes given in Figure4.8(a)

and tailored for a frequency ratio ofα = 2 (T0
t andT1

t in Figure4.11(a)). It can be ob-

served that, in order to reduce the synchronisation overhead, both test sets require three

dummy bits. Using only one ATE channel the test data can be send to the cores by

careful selection of the decoder which receives data. This is illustrated generically in

Figure4.11(b)with the distribution unit. The unit is receiving and sending data to the

selected decoder at the ATE operating frequency. The details of the unit will be detailed

later in this section. Using only one ATE channel, the data sent to the distribution unit,

referred to as the composite test set, has to correspond to the selected decoder. The pro-

cess of generating the composite test set (TC) and the distribution’s unit functionality are

detailed next. As noted in the beginning of the section, testing multiple cores using one

ATE channel is possible if the dummy bits within the tailored compressed test set are

exploited. Hence, starting with the tailored compressed test sets, the composite test set is

generated as illustrated in Figure4.11(c). Firstly, the bits from the first test set are copied
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Figure 4.11. Distribution architecture for two core test

into TC up to the firstdummybit. At this point, the next test set is chosen,T1
t (bold is used

to represent the data fromT1
t ), and the bits up to the first dummy bit are copied intoTC.

To illustrate the implications in the distribution’s unit functionality when the changing of

the test set occurs, a timing diagram is presented in Figure4.11(d). Each decoder has

been represented with the code identifier (CI) and the pattern generator (PG) in the figure.

It can be seen that at the 4th on-chip clock cycleCI1 becomes active. Hence, instead of

sending a dummy bit to decoderCI0 as in the case of the tailored test set, useful test data

is sent to decoderCI1. Since, the test data fromT1
t has been added toTC, CI1 will receive

the correct compressed test bits. While switching of the test sets based on the occurrence

of the dummy bits is usually performed, there are some exceptions which have to be ac-

counted for. For example, bit stream “1D 011 1D” in the tailored compressed test set

for T0
t was copied intoTC without the first dummy bit. This is due to the fact that when
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first codeword 1 from the above bit stream is received byCI0, the pattern generator does

not generate any more data, and therefore it can commence the generation of the pattern

immediately after the codeword has been identified (clock cycle 14 in Figure4.11(d)).

Note that this is contrary to Figure4.9 (clock cycle 13), where the pattern generator was

still busy generating the pattern corresponding to a previous codeword, and therefore the

dummy bit was inserted in theT0
t . In general, if |Li |−wi+1·α

α is negative then there is no

need to insert the dummy bit intoTC. It is important to note that, if the number of bits

copied intoTC are not enough to account for the number of dummy bits from the previous

test set, and if there are no more test sets available, then dummy bits are inserted intoTC.

Timing diagrams illustrating all the ATE data stream stops for both compressed test sets,

and the changing of the active decoder for the next time frame of interest are given in

AppendixC. In addition, the schematic for the distribution architecture and a gate level

timing diagram for this example are also provided.

The distribution architecture which can make use of the composite test set as generated

above is given for the general case ofk cores in Figure4.12. The distribution architecture

comprises: alog2k bit counter, ak to 1 multiplexer, a log2k to k decoder and ak bit register

(prog reg). The counter drives the log2k : k decoderand thek : 1 mux. Theeni output of

the log2k : k decoderis 1 if the counter has the appropriate value enabling the decoder

deci . The synchronisation elements (sync elem) illustrated in the figure, represent blocks

of logic which gate theFSM clkof the corresponding decoder as follows: if the decoder

is enabled, theFSM clk is transmitted; otherwise, theFSM clk is low. Alternatively, in

order to completely disable the decoder after the pattern has been generated one may also

consider gating thedec clksignal (this is illustrated withadd. gatingin Figure4.12).

This however is not necessary since, as illustrated in Figure3.8(c) (see Page51), the

“load control FSM” will remain in stateS1 unless the FSM clock is 1. With the FSM

clock gated, the pattern generator will load a new pattern only after the decoder has been

enabled again and a new code has been identified.

After reset, the counter is selecting decoderdec0. As long as theATE syncsignal is

high,dec0 processes the data from thedatain. Once theATE syncis set to low, the counter

will increment enabling the next decoder which has theATE syncline high to process data

from the ATE. It should be noted that theATE syncis set low when the pattern generator

is still busy processing the previous pattern and can not commence the generation of the

new one. This state corresponds to the changing of test sets as illustrated in Example4.2.
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Figure 4.12. Distribution architecture for multiple core test

To summarise, for a system withk cores, employing this architecture implies the fol-

lowing steps. Firstly, each core’s test set is compressed such that the compression ratio,

area overhead and TAT meet the system’s constraints. Secondly, for the decoders which

haveαmax greater than the available frequency ratio, the tailored compressed test sets are

determined. Finally, the tailored compressed test sets are merged together into a compos-

ite test set (TC) as illustrated with Example4.2. If there are test sets which do not require

tailoring, and dummy bits have to be inserted intoTC, then the distribution architecture

can be extended with one more decoder. This decoder corresponds to the test sets which

do not require tailoring. When all the decoders connected to the distribution architecture

are busy, then the data can be redirected to this separate decoder, and thus no dummy

bits are required. It should be noted that, the size ofTC is lower bounded by the sum of

the sizes of the initially compressed test sets and upper bounded by the sum of the sizes

of the tailored compressed test sets. This is because, if no dummy bits are inserted into

the composite test set, the size of the composite test set is given by the sum of sizes the

initially compressed test sets. If however, dummy bits are required, then the number of

dummy bits is always smaller than the sum of the dummy bits in the tailored compressed

test sets.
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Since the distribution architecture exploits the notification signals from the VIHC de-

coder, it does not have to explicitly control each decoder, but rather disable them when

appropriate. This leads toscalability. Therefore, the architecture can handleany number

of VIHC decoders of any group size. An additional advantage of the proposed architec-

ture isprogrammability . This is achieved by using theprog regregister. If some cores

have finished the test faster than the others, then the decoders corresponding to these

cores are no longer needed. To disable these decoders, the register can be loaded with

the appropriate value. It is important to note that, these two features,scalability and

programmability , are missing from the interleaving architecture proposed in [122, 134].

Furthermore, multiple cores must be assigned to the same decoder in order to exploit the

interleaving architecture [122, 134], thus increasing the length of the scan chains in the

SOC, which can lead to excessive power dissipation.

While both architectures can be used to test multiple scan chain cores, similar to

the case of multiple core test, the interleaving architecture [122, 134] imposes the same

restrictions (see Section4.1.2). In addition, care must be taken to ensure that the scan

chains’ lengths are equal. It is important to note that the scalability feature of the proposed

architecture has important advantages in reduced pin count test. For example, all the cores

in a system can be compressed to achieve maximum compression, and after the composite

test set is constructed, with virtually no synchronisation overhead andone ATE channel

the entire system can be tested. As explained previously, the interleaving architecture

[122] does not have this feature, and hence, more interleaving architectures are required

in order to fully exploit the compressed test sets. An additional important advantage of

the proposed distribution architecture is that in combination with a parallel decoder it

provides data to the core under test at on-chip test frequency; this, while using only one

ATE channel. Hence, the architecture has the potential to bridging the gap between ATE

bandwidth availability and SOC test bandwidth requirement.

4.3 Experimental results

To validate the efficiency of the proposed methods, experiments have been performed on

the full-scan version of the largest ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits [132] using the MinTest

[131] test sets. The experiments have been executed on a Pentium III 500MHz worksta-

tion with 128 MB DRAM. Details about the tools and the benchmark circuits used in the
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Circuit mh |TE| Tailored|TE| (bits)
(bits) α = 2 α = 4

cmp set cmp set

s5378 4 13983 16554 17703 13983 13983
8 13575 21892 18705 13622 15080
16 12604 34952 17668 17547 13740

s9234 4 21494 25730 27144 21494 21494
8 21494 29888 25931 21494 21494
16 21151 44736 27334 22610 21785

s13207 4 53523 88997 90322 53523 53523
8 38123 93496 89646 54419 55146
16 32444 107008 90920 53862 55229

s15850 4 32326 45405 47123 32326 32326
8 27922 50500 47196 32137 34195
16 27666 66904 49070 33940 35266

s35932 4 19813 28952 20050 19813 19813
8 15730 48376 20021 24751 15881
16 13585 88120 19908 44060 15641

s38417 4 103470 123525 129395 103470 103470
8 92610 171060 119297 101568 94355
16 86012 279648 118989 140134 92777

s38584 4 90730 121347 127263 90730 90730
8 82003 139336 129604 89993 97081
16 80392 193416 127849 97590 92377

Table 4.1. Tailoring compression method vs. tailoring compressed test set

experiments are given in AppendixF. The algorithms to tailor the compression method,

and to tailor the compressed test sets have been implemented for VIHC. In addition, in

order to provide a comparison between the two architectures for multiple core test (the

interleaving architecture [122, 134] and the proposed distribution architecture), the gen-

eration of the composite test set for the two architectures has been also implemented. It

should be noted that, since the synchronisation overhead is removed, the results reported

in this section represent both volume of test data (VTD) and test application time (TAT).

Tailoring the compressed test set The comparison between tailoring the compression

method and tailoring the compressed test set is given in Table4.1. The table lists the

circuit, the group size (mh), the volume of test data (|TE|) obtained after compression, the

size of the test set after tailoring the compression method (cmp) and after tailoring the

compressed test set (set), when the group size is 4, 8 and 16. Tailoring the compression
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min= 273854
Method Tailored|TC| (bits) % overhead

α = 2 α = 4 α = 2 α = 4
cmp 450510 332150 39.21 17.55
set 446528 320231 38.67 14.48

distr 293851 279837 6.80 2.13

Table 4.2. Comparison for S1

method and the compressed test set has been performed for frequency ratios equal to 2

(α = 2) and 4 (α = 4). As illustrated in Section4.2.1, tailoring the compression method

will lead to large test sets especially when the ratio betweenmh and α is large. For

example, in the case of s35932 formh = 16 andα = 2, tailoring the compressed test set

(column 5) will lead to a reduction of 77% when compared to tailoring the compression

method (column 4). Similarly, forα = 4 andmh = 16 a 64% reduction is obtained, when

the two methods are compared. While there are cases when tailoring the compression

method leads to smaller test sets than tailoring the test set, the difference is on average of

less than 5%.

Distribution architecture The usage of the distribution architecture (distr) is illus-

trated next. Two experimental setups are considered: systemS1comprising all the circuits

from Table4.1 andS2 comprising 2x s5378, 2x s9234, 2x s13207 and 2x s38584. The

first system (S1) has been chosen to illustrate the potential of the proposed distribution

architecture to provide test data to all the cores in a SOC and to illustrate the trade-off

reduction between the VTD and synchronisation overhead introduced by tailoring the

compression methodcmpand tailoring the compressed test setset. The second system

(S2) has been chosen to illustrate the scalability of the proposed distribution architecture

when compared to the interleaving architecture from [122, 134]. Both systems are tested

using one ATE channel, with frequency ratios ofα = 2 andα = 4. The results for system

S1andS2are presented in Table4.2and4.3, respectively.

For systemS1, Table4.2illustrates the results obtained using the three methods (cmp,

set anddistr) for the two frequency ratios. It should be noted that forcmpandset, for

each circuit, the best result reported in Table4.1 has been chosen in computing the total

test set size forS1, whenS1 is tested one core at a time and the synchronisation overhead

eliminated. For example, for core s5378, forα = 2, cmp= 16554 andset= 17668. As

also noted in Section4.2.1, cmpandsetbring forth a trade-off between reducing the syn-
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min= 293182
Method Tailored|TC| (bits) % overhead

α = 2 α = 4 α = 2 α = 4

inter 483162 39.32
distr 310105 302337 5.45 3.02

Table 4.3. Comparison for S2

chronisation overhead and VTD. Therefore, the minimum test set forS1, when one core

at the time is tested (min), and the increase in VTD, are also illustrated in Table4.2. The

minimum test set has been computed by summing up the minimum|TE| from Table4.1

column 3, e.g., for core s5378 the chosen test set size has been 12604. Fordistr, the

compressed test sets obtained using a group size of 16 has been chosen for each core. It

can be observed from Table4.2 that in order to testS1, one core at a time and reduce the

synchronisation overhead, tailoring the compression method (cmp) obtains larger test sets

than tailoring the compressed test set (set). For example,setobtains a 3% reduction over

cmpfor α = 4. The trade-off between the VTD and synchronisation overhead becomes

obvious when the values obtained forcmpandsetare compared to theminvalue. For ex-

ample, there is 39% and 38% increase in VTD whencmpandsetare compared tomin for

α = 2. However, employing the distribution architecture (distr) the VTD can be reduced.

For example, forα = 2, 34.77% and 34.19% reductions are obtained when compared

to thecmpandset approaches. Similarly, forα = 4, reductions of 15.74% and 12.61%

are obtained when compared to thecmpandset approaches. Note that, the sizes of the

composite test sets used in conjunction with the distribution architecture are only 6.80%

and 2.13% larger thanmin for the circuits inS1 for α = 2 andα = 4 respectively. Thus,

employing the distribution architecture there is virtually no trade-off between reducing

the synchronisation overhead and the VTD. Since the entire system can be connected

to the distribution architecture without any restrictions, the proposed solution can easily

fit into a design and test flow without any further modifications to the test and interface

equipment, e.g. ATE or DIB. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure4.12(see Section4.2.2),

the architecture is driven using only one data input. Hence, the distribution architecture

provides an easy integration to the IEEE 1149.1 standard [36] for test data compressed

SOC testing.

In the following the second experiment is detailed. As noted in Section4.1.2, the

interleaving architecture proposed in [122, 134] imposes certain constraints on how the

cores are connected to the system, i.e., all the cores’ test sets must be compressed with
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Golomb using the same group size, the number of the decoders driven by the architecture

is restricted to the group size and the length of the test sets for each decoder should be

approximately equal. To conform with these requirements and to illustrate the scalability

of the proposed distribution architecture, a group size of 4 has been considered for the

interleaving architecture. Hence, the architecture drives 4 decoders of group size 4. The

assignment of the cores to decoders is as follows: 2x s5378 and 2x s9234 to one decoder,

2x s13207 to the second decoder, 1x s38584 to the third decoder and the 1x s38584 to

the forth decoder. This is done to obtain approximately equal length test sets for each

decoder. For the distribution architecture a group size of 16 has been used for all the

cores, as in the previous comparison, since the distribution architecture does not impose

any constraints on the decoder corresponding to a core. It is important to note that this

experiment shows the scalability of the proposed approach and the benefits derived from

it. Also note that when the same compression ratio is obtained by both Golomb and

VIHC, and when all the requirements are fulfilled both, the interleaving architecture and

the distribution architecture will yield the same TAT. Since, the interleaving architecture

[122, 134] is based on the serial Golomb decoder, it does not exploit the frequency ratio.

Hence, the size of the test set does not change with the frequency ratio. As illustrated in

the table, the distribution architecture (distr) yields smaller test sets than the interleaving

architecture (inter). For example, reductions of 35.81% and 37.42% in VTD are obtained

for α = 2 andα = 4. Hence, when cores come with different decoders and different

group sizes, the proposed distribution architecture does not require any modifications to

the decoders fully exploiting them. This is contrary to the interleaving architecture which

requires that the same group size is used for all the cores, and that the compressed test sets

are combined to yield almost equal test sets per decoder. In addition, the CUTs are driven

with the on-chip test frequency, contrary to the interleaving architecture which uses the

ATE operating frequency.

Therefore, in addition to the features which allow an easy design flow integration,

the proposed distribution architecture also reduces volume of test data when compared

to previous methods for synchronization overhead reduction. Moreover, because when

no the synchronization overhead is reduced, the VTD data on the ATE gives the TAT

in ATE clock cycles, the reduction in VTD also leads to reduction in TAT. Furthermore,

high-speed test is facilitated due to driving of the cores at the on-chip test frequency.
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4.4 Concluding remarks

This chapter has proposed a method to reduce the synchronisation overhead by exploit-

ing the frequency ratio in test data compression environments. The proposed solution

comprises two steps,tailoring the compressed test setfor a given frequency ratio, and

the usage of thedistribution architecture for multiple core test. It has been shown that

tailoring the compressed test set obtains similar and smaller test sets than tailoring the

compression method without any changes to the on-chip decoder. In addition, the dis-

tribution architecture provides a complete system test solution since it is scalable and

programmable and it is easy integrable in the design flow since no restrictions are im-

posed on the system integrator. Therefore, in this chapter, a complete scenario for testing

SOCs is provided with low pin count test, low storage requirements and low TAT without

any constraints or changes to the test or interface equipment, e.g., ATE or DIB, when

single scan chains cores are targeted.



Chapter 5

Test data reduction through elimination

of useless test data

In the previous two chapters test data compression and the synchronisation problems

raised by test resource partitioning have been addressed. In this chapter a complementary

approach to test data compression is proposed which reduces the memory requirements of

the ATE through elimination of theuseless test data. Useless test data is identified as one

of the contributors to the total amount of test data, comprising the padding bits necessary

to compensate for the difference between the lengths of different chains in multiple scan

chains designs. Althoughuseless test datadoes not represent any relevant test informa-

tion, it is often unavoidable, and it is the cause of the trade-off between the test bus width

and the volume of test data in multiple scan chains-based cores. Ultimately this trade-off

influences the test access mechanism (TAM) design algorithms leading to solutions that

have either short test application time (TAT) or low volume of test data (VTD). Therefore

the objective of this chapter is to provide a new test methodology, which, by employing

wrapper scan chain (WSC) partitioning in core wrapper design and efficiently exploiting

new design for test (DFT) automatic test equipment (ATE) features, is capable of reducing

the VTD in core based SOCs.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section5.1 introduces the

useless memory problem for multiple scan chain designs, and Section5.2 illustrates how

it scales to core wrapper design. Section5.3 describes the new test methodology, and

Section5.4 provides an analysis of the effects of WSC partitioning on VTD and TAT.

Sections5.5and5.6provide experimental results and conclusion respectively.
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Figure 5.1. Useless memory allocation

5.1 Useless memory allocation (UMA)

Two main factors which drive the cost of testing complex SOCs are the TAT and VTD.

Viewed from a core level perspective, a common solution to reduce TAT is to use multi-

ple scan chains-based embedded cores. However, due to various design constraints (e.g.,

routing overhead and scan path length) the multiple scan chains are not always balanced,

i.e., not all the scan chains have equal length. In order to reduce on-chip control when

feeding embedded cores’ multiple scan chains, the test vectors are augmented with “don’t

care” bits to account for the differences between the scan chains’ lengths. This is ex-

emplified in Figure5.1, where for three scan chains of lengths 3, 6 and 4 the test tools

“pad” the scan patterns, with “don’t cares”, to make them of equal length1. These “don’t

cares” are shown asXs in the figure. Therefore, due to unbalanced scan chains, thevol-

ume of test datacomprisesusefultest data (the scan chain data) anduselesstest data (the

padded data). For example when minimum test time is attained for core Module6 of sys-

tem p93971, from the ITC02 benchmarks [135], the amount of test data is 915.42k, of

which useful test data is 517.06k while useless test data is 398.36k. Hence, the useless

test data represents 44% of the total amount of test data. Since this useless test data is

explicitly allocated within the ATE memory, it will be referred to as useless memory al-

location (UMA). The UMA for one test vector represents the number of bits required to

make the scan chains of equal length.

As emphasised in Chapter1, VTD is an emerging concern for testing complex SOCs

[4, 9] since it influences directly the ATE memory requirements, and hence, the cost. In

this chapter, the VTD is reduced by reducing the UMA. This is achieved by efficiently

exploiting the memory management support of the new generation ATEs.

Memory management support comes with ATEs that implement “sequencing-per-pin”

[136], i.e., the capability of controlling a pin, or a group of pins, individually. The relevant

1It should be noted that, unless stated differently, the term scan chain refers to fixed-length scan chain,
i.e., the size of the scan chain cannot be changed by the system integrator
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sequencing-per-pin tester’s feature is the ability to make a larger number of transfers on a

group of pins while others remain unchanged. The minimum number of pins in a group is

referred to as pin-group granularity. For example, if a sequencing-per-pin ATE has 64 pins

and the pin-group granularity is 32, then it can control separately the number of transfers

on two groups of 32 pins. Intuitively, the greater the number of groups, the greater would

be the control on the ATE.

While sequencing-per-pin is an expensive extension for functional testers, the recently

advocated design for test (DFT) ATEs present the same feature, however, with the advan-

tage of reduced cost [12]. This is because, DFT ATEs do not need all the functional

sequencing-per-pin tester’s features “behind” each pin. In this paper, this ATE feature

is referred to as reconfigurable memory pool (RMP) [12]. Note that this is contrary to

conventional ATEs which are capable of performing only sequencing-per-vector – all the

ATE channels transfer data at the same rate. With reference to the previous example, a

sequencing-per-vector ATE will transfer data on all the 64 pins.

Since the UMA is a result of the unequal length of the scan chains, approaches which

aim at balancing the scan chains [85, 137] also reduce the UMA. However, these require

internal scan chain modifications and they do not take into account the inputs and the

outputs of the core. As the IEEE P1500 standard requires that each core has a wrapper,

and, since, depending on the business model, the system integrator is often restrained

from modifying the core’s internal structure [4], the approaches [85, 137] may not always

be applicable in core-based SOC test. This limitation is overcome in this chapter by

viewing UMA as a byproduct of core wrapper design. While previous core wrapper

design algorithms aimed at minimising the TAT [56], or minimising the test bus width

and the TAT [57], in this chapter, core wrapper design is exploited to reduce the UMA.

It will be shown how the UMA problem scales from multiple scan chain designs to core

wrapper designs, and how the UMA can be reduced in core-based SOCs by efficiently

exploiting the memory management capabilities of the new generation ATEs.

5.2 Core wrapper design, UMA and the ATE

This section provides a brief overview of core wrapper design, and illustrates the relation-

ship between WSC partitioning, UMA and the ATE.
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Core wrapper design, which is equivalent to constructing WSCs, was shown to be

an NP− hard problem [56]. Given a core, the WSCs are composed from the inputs,

the outputs and the internal scan chains. An input WSC (WSCi) refers to the part of

the WSC which comprises the core’s inputs and the internal scan chains. Similarly, the

output WSC (WSCo) refers to the part of the WSC which consists of the core’s outputs

and the internal scan chains. Since there exists a one-to-one association between the

test bus lines and the WSCs, the TAT of the core will be a function of the WSC’s length:

τ(c) = (1+max{wsci ,wsco})∗nv+min{wsci ,wsco} [56], wherewsci / wsco are the length

of the maximum input/ output WSC respectively, andnv is the number of test vectors in

the test set for corec. It should be noted that for the remainder of this chapter it is

considered that the TAT is a function of onlymax{wsci ,wsco}, since the last member of

the above formula has a small influence on the overall TAT.

Exploiting the reconfigurable memory pool (RMP) ATE feature implies dividing the

WSCs into disjoint partitions such that the ATE can control the number of transfers on

each partition. The number of WSCs in a partition, also referred to throughout the chapter

as the partition’s cardinality, is a multiple of the pin-group granularity. Due to the one-

to-one association between the WSCs and the ATE channels, the number of transfers on

each partition (the depth of the corresponding ATE channels) is given by the length of the

maximum WSC in the partition, also referred to throughout the chapter as the partition’s

length. In addition, while the RMP feature allows a different number of transfers on each

partition, the greater the number of partitions, the more complex is the control on the

ATE. Hence, to efficiently exploit the RMP ATE feature, the depth of the ATE channel,

the number of partitions and the pin-group granularity have to be accounted for.

Having illustrated the link between WSC partitioning and the RMP ATE feature, the

following section exemplifies the relationship between UMA and core wrapper design.

Section5.2.2illustrates the control requirements for the ATE when WSC partitioning is

considered with the core wrapper design.

5.2.1 UMA and core wrapper design relationship

As noted previously, in order to efficiently exploit the ATE RMP features, the number of

partitions and the pin-group granularity have to be accounted for. These two are illustrated

using Example5.1.
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Figure 5.2. Alternative core wrapper design solutions with equal TAT

Example 5.1 For a core with 4 inputs, 4 outputs, and 4 internal scan chains of length 5, 8,

11 and 12 respectively, Figure5.2shows two possible core wrappers for a test bus width

of 4. Since max{wsci ,wsco}, for the two core wrapper designs, are equal the two solu-

tions are equivalent with respect to TAT. The four WSCs (WSC1,WSC2, WSC3 andWSC4)

are marked in Figures5.2(a)and5.2(b)respectively. The WSCs representation for Fig-

ure5.2(a)is given in Figure5.3(a), and the corresponding ATE memory bitmap (AMB) is

shown in Figure5.3(b)– AMB1. The “I”s and “O”s in the WSC representation and AMB,

denote the inputs, respectively the outputs of the core. Because the inputs are loaded

last, they are shown at the end of the memory bitmap. For the second wrapper design,

(see Figure5.2(b)and its WSC representation in Figure5.4(a)) the AMB is illustrated in

Figure5.4(b)– AMB2. The main difference betweenAMB1 andAMB2 is that the latter

could be split into a smaller number of partitions with WSCs of equal length, i.e.,AMB1,

has 3 partitions:p1 = {WSC1}, p2 = {WSC2} andp3 = {WSC3,WSC4}, whileAMB2 has

2 partitions: p1 = {WSC1,WSC2} and p2 = {WSC3,WSC4}. Since conventional ATEs

cannot benefit from WSC partitioning, both core wrappers will have the same memory

requirements. For a DFT ATE with RMP, assuming a per-pin granularity, i.e., the group

of pins has the cardinality of 1, the UMA can be eliminated in both cases. However, the

control overhead should not be neglected. Analysing the first core wrapper solution it

becomes clear that the control overhead is greater due to the larger number of partitions

which have to be controlled. In addition, since the number of WSCs differ from one core

to another, the number of obtained partitions varies as well, and thus, the number of pa-

rameters required to characterise the AMB shape are core dependent. In contrast, since

AMB2 is shaped such that it can be easily split into two partitions (p1 = {WSC1,WSC2}
and p2 = {WSC3,WSC4}) it reduces the number of parameters required to characterise
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its shape to 3, i.e., the length of the longest partition, the difference between the length

of the two partitions and the cardinality of partitionp1. Furthermore, if the test set is

divided into two test sets (TS1 andTS2, see Figure5.4(b)), one per partition, then the

memory management is very simple and equally applicable to any AMB which has the

shape illustrated in Figure5.4(b) (see Section5.2.2). Thus, the sought core wrapper

design solution is one which reduces the UMA using a minimum number of partitions.

Therefore, it is considered that the first case introduces the useless memory as illustrated

in the figure. An additional important point is the fact that the partitions are formed

from consecutive WSCs. As illustrated in the above example,p1 = {WSC1,WSC2} and

p2 = {WSC3,WSC4}. This is justified as follows. Since the WSCs are connected to the

ATE channels when the partitions are not composed out of consecutive WSCs, the ATE

will have to provide an interface, which maps the test data stored in the ATE memory to

the ATE channels corresponding to the correct WSCs. This, will then lead to a core de-

pendent solution and will require an additional ATE interface. Therefore, only partitions

composed out of consecutive WSCs are considered.

As noted in Section5, the testers can control separately only groups of pins of a given

size, e.g., 2, 4, 8, 16. In the best case scenario per-pin granularity is available, however,

if this is not the case, the pin-group granularity (g) can also affect the UMA. To illustrate

this, consider Figure5.4(b)where in order to reduce the UMA, two partitions of size 2
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were created. Hence, a tester pin-group granularity smaller than, or equal to, 2 is required.

If the tester pin-group granularity is greater (e.g., 4) then no partitioning is possible, hence

the memory requirements cannot be reduced. Therefore, with the increase in ATE pin-

group granularity, the UMA tends to increase.

It should be noted that, for the wrapper designs discussed in this chapter, all the parti-

tions are loaded in parallel using the same clock and the ATE deploys data on the partitions

at different moments. This will be further detailed later on in this section. Hence, if the

number of inputs is greater than the number of outputs, then the ATE memory will have

to account only for the UMA caused by the input scan chains as explained in Example5.1

and Figure5.3. However, if the number of inputs is smaller than the number of outputs,

then thewsci can be smaller thanwsco and, in order to ensure that all the data has been

shifted out from the output WSCs, the ATE memory has to account for the difference

between thewsci andwsco. This is another source of UMA, as explained in the following

example.

Example 5.2 The second source of UMA, caused by the difference in WSC size when

wsci < wsco, is illustrated in Figure5.5. Figure5.5(a)gives the WSC representation of a

core with 3 inputs, 4 outputs and 2 internal scan chains of length 9 and 10 respectively. An

optimum WSC design with respect to TAT, leads towsci = 11 andwsco = 12. Since the

responses have to be unloaded from the output WSC onto the test bus, the ATE memory
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has to account for the differencewsco−wsci (Figure5.5(b)). This problem could be easily

solved by using the repeat fill feature of some ATEs and adding special “scan op-codes” to

account for the repeat [138]. However, if the number of repeats is not considerable, then

adding the extra scan op-codes does not provide a viable solution [138], as it increases

the memory requirements instead of reducing them. Furthermore, in order to provide a

uniform solution for both cases, whenwsci ≥wsco andwsci < wsco, the WSCs should be

constructed such that the shape from the Figure5.4(b)is obtained. This can be achieved if

the inputs are rearranged such that the length of thewsci is equal towsco (see Figure5.6(a)

and its WSC configuration in Figure5.6(b)). In this case, since there is only one test bus

that connects the core under test to the TAM and only one clock is used to drive all the

WSCs, storing the test data for the longest WSC in the ATE memory will be satisfactory

to load/unload the data from all the WSCs in the core under test. Therefore, reducing

UMA when the number of core’s outputs is greater than the number of core’s inputs,

requires that the number of outputs are taken explicitly into consideration in the design of

the input as well as the output WSCs. It should be noted that previous core wrapper design

algorithms [56, 57] make a clear distinction between the input and output WSCs design

phases. Also note that, since the TAT is a function of max{wsci ,wsco}, considering the

number of outputs to drive the input WSCs construction will not affect the TAT.

5.2.2 UMA and ATE test vector deployment

The UMA reduction, illustrated with Examples5.1 and5.2, is due to partitioning of the

WSCs and division of the test set according to the WSC partitions. As the length of the

two partitions differ, the ATE will have to account for this difference when deploying the

two test sets. This is illustrated next for the test sets given in Figure5.4(b). Based on

the partitions’ length, the intervals at which the ATE deploys the test vectors are shown

in Figure5.7 (di f f = 4 is the difference between the length of the two partitions and
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maxwsc= 12 is the length of the longest partition). For the first 4 clock cycles, the data is

read from test setTS2 and deployed on partitionp2. For the remainingmaxwsc−di f f = 8

clock cycles, data from bothTS1 andTS2 is loaded onto partitionsp1 andp2 respectively.

It should be noted that having only one clock driving all the WSCs for the first 4 clock

cycles the data loaded on the test bus lines corresponding to partitionp1 represents “don’t

cares”. This is allowed since valid test data is required at the input WSCs ofp1 only after

the 4th clock cycle.

Since the core wrapper design is an intermediate step in SOC test, theproposed ap-

proach does not incur any extra overhead. Hence, the modifications on the ATE are the

onlychanges implied by the proposed approach. These can be achieved at the expense of

an external module [38] to support custom ATE behaviour employed when IEEE P1500

compliant SOCs are tested.

5.3 Novel test methodology for UMA reduction

It has been exemplified in the previous section that WSC partitioning in conjunction with

the ATE deployment procedure lead to UMA reduction. In this section a new test method-

ology is given which comprises two components:(i) a core wrapper design which ac-

counts for WSC partitioning and considers the number of outputs to drive the WSC’s

construction; and(ii) a generic ATE deployment procedure which exploits the features

of the core wrapper design ensuring correct test set deployment. The core wrapper de-

sign is illustrated in Section5.3.1and the ATE deployment procedure is introduced in

Section5.3.2.

5.3.1 Wrapper design algorithm for reducing UMA

Prior to providing the new core wrapper design problem, which accounts for UMA, two

recently proposed approaches [56, 57] are analysed. Since the core wrapper design prob-

lem was shown to beNP−hard, several heuristics have been proposed such as: Largest

Processing Time (LPT), MultiFit and Combine in [56], and Best Fit Decreasing (BFD)

[57]. Both, the Combine and MultiFit heuristics [56] employ the First Fit Decreasing

(FFD) heuristic [56] to assign scan chains to WSCs. The FFD [56] assigns a scan chain to

the first WSC which will not lead to an overflow on the maximum WSC capacity. Hence,
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it tends to unequally distribute the WSCs’ lengths, thus leading to UMA. The BFD heuris-

tic [57] aims to equal all the WSC lengths such that the minimum number of WSCs are

used, however, since TAT minimisation is the primary design objective, it does not ex-

plicitly target the reduction of UMA. For example, when applied to the core considered

in Example5.1, both algorithms lead to the core wrapper design shown in Figure5.2(a).

Hence, these heuristics lead to the UMA marked in Figure5.3(b)as they do not target

minimum WSC partitioning and minimum UMA. There are two interesting conclusions

described in [56] and [57]: the minimum TAT for a core is lower bounded by the length

of the longest scan chain, and there exists a range of test bus widths for which the TAT

does not change. In addition, as shown in the previous section, there are alternative core

wrapper design solutions which do not incur any penalties in TAT but which can be ex-

ploited to reduce UMA. The new core wrapper design problem, when minimum number

of partitions, UMA and TAT are considered, can be formulated as follows:

mUMA Given a core with n inputs, m outputs, s scan chains{S1,S2, . . . ,Ss}, and a test

bus width of w, find the minimum number of partitions (np) and a wrapper design for the

core such that both TAT and UMA are minimised

It should be noted that themUMA problem isNP−hard. This can be easily shown

by assuming that the number of partitions equals the test bus width. In this particular

case, there is no UMA and the problem reduces to the core wrapper design problem as

presented in [56] and [57], which was shown to beNP−hard. However, as illustrated

in Example5.1 and as shown later in Section5.3.2, the number of partitions influences

the complexity of the ATE program. Hence, finding the minimum number of partitions is

important. Therefore, in the following, a new core wrapper design algorithm is proposed

which accounts for the minimum number of WSC partitions, minimum TAT and minimum

UMA. In contrast to previous heuristics [56, 57], which always aim at minimising the

TAT taking into account only the number of inputs or only the number outputs for WSC

construction, in order to reduce the UMA, the proposed algorithm uses the number of

outputs to drive the design of both the input and the output WSCs (see Example5.2 in

Section5.2). The proposed heuristic can be divided into two parts, an algorithm which

manages the WSC partitioning, and an algorithm which constructs the WSCs for each

partition such that UMA is minimised. As also justified in the previous section (see

Example5.1), only partitions composed from consecutive WSCs are considered.
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Algorithm 5.1 - mUMA
INPUT : C,w

OUTPUT : WSCi , WSCo

for np = 1 tow do
1. while exists partitionsP = {pk} do
2. WSC= mA(S,P)
3. WSCo = mA(m,P,WSC)
4. if m> n then setcap= max{WSCo}
5. else setcap= 0
6. WSCi = mA(n,P,WSC,cap)
7. if uma= 0 then break
8. elserecord uma

done

mUMA heuristic The heuristic illustrated in Algorithm5.1 gives an iterative solution

to themUMA problem. The algorithm firstly generates the WSC partitions and secondly

it constructs the core wrapper for the obtained partitions. The algorithm takes as input

the core and the test bus width. The partitionsP are generated such that∑np
k=1 |pk| =

w where pk ∈ P . For example whenw = 4, the set of iterated partitions is{P} =

{{4},{1,3},{2,2},{3,1},{1,1,2},{1,2,1},{2,1,1},{1,1,1,1}}. Where the numbers

represent the length of the partition. For example, fornp= 3 andP = {1,1,2} there are

three partitions of length|p1|= 1, |p2|= 1 and|p3|= 2. As also justified in the previous

section (see Example5.1), for eachP, only the case when the partitions are composed out

of consecutive WSCs is considered (e.g.,p1 = {1,2} is a valid partition, whilep2 = {1,3}
is an invalid partition). This will reduce the search space and will simplify the ATE test

vector deployment procedure, as described in Section5.3.2. In general for aw, there are

2w−1 distinct partitions [139]. For eachP, an algorithm to generate the WSCs, calledmA

(Algorithm 5.2), is applied to the internal scan chains (step 2), the outputs (step 3) and the

inputs (step 6) of coreC. If the number of outputs is greater than the number of inputs, the

maximum capacitycap is computed (step 4). This will be used to drive the construction

of the input WSCs, hence contributing to UMA reduction as shown in Example5.2 (see

Section5.2). If the UMA for the newly designed wrapper is 0 (step 7), the algorithm is

halted, otherwise, the UMA is recorded. When all partitions from setP for a givennp

have been processed and no solution withUMA = 0 was found, then the number of par-

titions is increased. The algorithm finishes whennp= w or UMA = 0. If the algorithm

finishes and there is no solution such that UMA is 0, the solution with the minimum UMA

and minimum number of partitions is chosen. The UMA is computed using equation (5.3)

(see Section5.4). Considering the ATE pin-group granularity as a constraint in the above
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Algorithm 5.2 - mA
INPUT : S, P,WSCinit , cap

OUTPUT : WSC

sort S descending
setWSC= WSCinit

for all Si ∈ Sdo
1. setWSCmin = min{WSCj}
2. setWSCmax= max{WSCj}
3. for all pk ∈ P do
4. assignSi to first WSCj such thatuma(pk) is minimized
5. if Si assigned then break
6. if WSCmax+Si ≤ capthen assignSi to WSCmax break
7. done
8. if Si not assigned then assignSi to WSCmin

9. sort WSC

algorithm implies filtering the partitions setP such that each partition’s length is divisible

by the ATE pin-group granularity. Alternatively, one could generate the partitionsP such

that each partition’s length is divisible withg. For the remainder of this chapter paper

mUMA(np) will denote the mUMA heuristic when applied fornppartitions.

mA heuristic The Minimum Area (mA) heuristic used to generate the WSC of the core

wrapper is illustrated in Algorithm5.2. The algorithm assigns the internal scan chain

Si to thefirst wrapper scan chainWSCj such that the UMA (uma(pk)) on partition pk

is minimum (step 4) without affecting the maximum WSC length. The importance of

assigning the scan chain to the first WSC will be detailed in Section5.4. The UMA

on a partitionpk is computed using equation (5.3) see Section5.4. If there is no such

assignment, then if the length of the maximum WSC (WSCmax) added with the current

scan chainSi is smaller than the capacitycap (step 6), then scan chainSi is assigned to

WSCmax. This ensures thatwsci andwsco will have close to equal length, hence reducing

the UMA as illustrated in Example5.2(see Section5.2). It should be noted that this step is

performed only for the inputs, when the internal scan chains and the outputs are processed

thecap= 0 (see step 2 and 3 in Algorithm5.1). If the scan chainSi was not assigned to

partition pk then the next partition is chosen. IfSi was not assigned to any partition (step

8), then it is assigned to the WSC with the minimum length (WSCmin). After every scan

chain is assigned, the WSCs are sorted ascending (step 9). It is important to note that the

algorithm aims at generating a WSC representation like the one given in Figure5.4(b),

such that the control overhead on ATE is minimum. While alternative algorithms for

designing the core wrapper aiming at minimum UMA can be envisioned, care must be
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taken to ensure that reducing the trade-off between the UMA and test bus width will not

results into a trade-off between UMA and ATE control.

The complexity of Algorithm5.2 is given byO(s w+ s w log(w)), i.e., in the worst

case scenario therew partitions, and each scan chain has to be assigned to one; in addition

the reordering step is performed for each assignment. As illustrated in Algorithm5.1,

the mA algorithm is used first for the internal scan chains of the core (step 2), then for

the outputs (step 3) and then for the inputs (step 6). The inputs and the outputs are

considered as scan chains of length 1. Hence, the complexity of Algorithm5.1 is given

by O(2w−1 · (n+m+s) ·w · (1+ log(w))).

To achieve reduction in memory requirements by exploiting WSC partitioning, ATEs

need memory management support. ATE test vector deployment methods which account

for this requirement are detailed in the following section.

5.3.2 Test vector deployment procedure for reduced UMA

This section illustrates two possible implementations of the proposed test methodology

when different ATE features are considered. Firstly, an ATE test vector deployment pro-

cedure is given for the particular case ofnp= 2 partitions, and secondly, the “Split Timing

Mode” architecture is examined [140].

In order to fully exploit the new core wrapper design, the initial test set is divided into

a number of test sets equal to the number of partitions. The ATE program will deploy test

vectors from the different test sets at separate times. Hence, the increase in the number

of partitions will lead to a more complex ATE program (see Example5.1 in Section5.2).

However, if the number of partitions is limited to 2, the changes on the ATE are minor.

The pseudo-code for the ATE program for this particular case is discussed next.

Consider two partitionsp1 and p2 with the maximum WSC length for the two par-

titions wscp1 and wscp2 respectively. Since|p1|+ |p2| = w (this is how the partitions

are constructed, see Section5.3.1) andwscp2 >= wscp1 (the WSCs are ordered ascend-

ing after each iteration in themA heuristic, see Algorithm5.2 – step 9), lets define

maxwsc= wscp2 the maximum WSC,di f f = maxwsc−wscp1 the difference between the

length of the two partitions, andsp= |p1| the split point. Using this information, the

initial test set can be divided into two sets. The deployment of test vectors at differ-
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Procedure 5.3- test vector deployment
INPUT : maxwsc,di f f ,sp,nv,w,TS1,TS2

while (nv > 0) do
1. for (i = 0. . .maxwsc) do
2. if i > di f f then
3. load[1. . .sp] = read_mem(TS1,nv ·di f f + i,sp)
4. load[sp. . .w] = read_mem(TS2,nv ·maxwsc+ i,w−sp)
5. done
6. decnv

ent intervals can be easily achieved by supplying the ATE, in addition to the two test

sets (TS1 andTS2), with three parametersmaxwsc, di f f andsp. The pseudo-code for a

simple ATE procedure which accounts for the mentioned parameters is shown in Proce-

dure5.3. The procedure takes as inputs the two test sets (TS1 andTS2), the width of the

test bus (w), the number of patterns (nv), and the three parameters:maxwsc, di f f , andsp.

read_mem(TSi ,o f f set, length) denotes a procedure which reads a word oflengthbits

from the test set (TSi) from the position indicated byo f f set, andload[a. . .b] denotes the

loading of data on the ATE channels betweena. . .b. The procedure is detailed next.

Formaxwsc clock cycles, the test data fromTS2 is loaded onto the test bus. Since the first

partition is smaller than the second one, the ATE will read the test data forTS1 only after

di f f clock cycles. It should be noted that since all the WSCs are driven by the same clock,

the data loaded into the WSCs corresponding to the first partition represents don’t cares in

the firstdi f f clock cycles. This is allowed since valid test data is required in this partition

only afterdi f f clock cycles (see Example5.1 in Section5.2). It is important to note

that the three parameters suffice to characterize any core wrapper design withmUMA for

np= 2. Hence, the three parameters provide the benefit of independence between the test

control and the test data, which is the view put forth by the core test language (CTL) [54]

developed in parallel with the IEEE P1500 standard. In Section5.5 is shown that even

though fornp= 2 the UMA is not always 0, the particular case leads to a good solution

from the UMA standpoint, at the benefit of simplifying extra ATE requirements.

In this paragraph an interesting particular case when theSplit Timing Mode(STM)

[140] architecture is available is examined. The STM architecture has been used in [140]

for dual-frequency test. The basic idea behind this architecture is to configure a tester

as two independent virtual test systems using the same master clock [140], but providing

data to the chip under test at two different frequencies. The feature of interest in the inves-

tigated scenario is the fact that each virtual test system has its own memory and pattern
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generator [140]. This feature can be exploited, in the case of the proposed approach, as

follows. When the difference (di f f ) between the two partition’s length is considerable,

the test set corresponding to the shorter partition can be augmented with scan op-codes

for repeat fill [138]. These will, then, automatically generate the padded data for the

shorter partition. Hence, the test vector deployment procedure is no longer needed since

the deployment information is already included within the first test set.

5.4 Analysing wrapper scan chain partitioning trade-offs

Having illustrated the proposed test methodology, in the following a theoretical analysis

of WSC partitioning is given and the WSC partitioning, VTD and TAT trade-offs are

examined.

5.4.1 Theoretical analysis

Consider thatWSCj represents the length of the WSC corresponding to test bus linej,

andw represents the test bus width. Similar to multiple scan chain designs, WSCs also

have different lengths, hence, the memory depth of the corresponding ATE channels will

also differ. As illustrated in Figure5.1(see Section5.1) for multiple scan chain cores, the

UMA for one test vector represents the number of bits required to make the scan chains

of equal length. For wrapped cores this translates into:

UMA(w) = w · max
j=1,w

{WSCj}−
w

∑
j=1

WSCj (5.1)

i.e., the number of bits required to equal the WSCs for a given test bus width. Basically, it

is the difference between the maximum and minimum memory requirements for a given

test bus width.

If, however, the WSCs are partitioned intonp disjunctive partitions{p1, p2, . . . , pnp},

the UMA on a partitionpk is given by:

uma(pk) = |pk| ·max
j∈pk

{WSCj}− ∑
j∈pk

WSCj (5.2)

i.e., the number of bits required to equal the WSCs from a given partition. Hence, the
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total UMA is:

UMA(w,np) =
np

∑
k=1

uma(pk) =
np

∑
k=1

|pk| ·max
j∈pk

{WSCj}−
w

∑
j=1

WSCj (5.3)

Starting with an initial ad-hoc partitioning withnppartitions, the number of partitions

can be further increased through:(i) iterative partitioning – when one of the partitions

is further divided; or(ii) repartitioning – when a new partitioning with more partitions,

independent of the existing one, is performed. With respect to iterative partitioning, the

following lemma holds.

Lemma 5.1 For a wrapped core of test bus w and np disjunctive partitions such that

∑np
k=1 |pk|= w, iterative partitioning will reduce the memory requirements.

Proof: The proof given below is for the case when one partition is split in two. The

general case can be easily derived from it. Hence, for this particular case, and using (5.3),

the lemma translates into:

uma(pk)≥ uma(p
′
k)+uma(p

′′
k) (5.4)

where pk = p
′
k ∪ p

′′
k and p

′
k ∩ p

′′
k = ∅. To prove the above, consider, without loss of

generality, thatpk comprises{WSCj ,WSCj+1, . . . ,WSCj+q−1} andWSCj ≤WSCj+1 ≤
. . .≤WSCj+q−1. Consider also thatp

′
k comprises{WSCj ,WSCj+1, . . . ,WSCj+p′} andp

′′
k

comprises{WSCj+p′+1,WSCj+p′+2 . . . ,WSCj+q−1}. Thus, (5.4) becomes:

uma(p
′
k)+uma(p

′′
k) = |p

′
k| ·WSCj+p′ + |p

′′
k| ·WSCj+q−1− ∑

j∈pk

WSCj (5.5)

≤ (|p
′
k|+ |p

′′
k|) ·WSCj+q−1− ∑

j∈pk

WSCj

≤ uma(pk)

The general case, when the number of partitions increases with an arbitrary num-

ber (r), can be easily reduced to the above, i.e.,uma(pk) ≥ uma(p
′
k)+ uma(p

′′
k)+ . . .+

uma(pr
k). �
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Figure 5.8. Trade-off between test application time and memory requirements for core
Module26 of SOC p22810 [ 135]

Hence, when iterative partitioning is performed, thenUMA(w,np) ≥ UMA(w,np+

1) ≥UMA(w,np+ 2) ≥ . . . ≥UMA(w,w) = 0. Note that the above relation also holds

when repartitioning is done such that minimum UMA is obtained on each partition. If

repartitioning is done ad-hoc, increasing the number of partitions may not necessarily

lead to a reduction in UMA. It should be noted that the proposedmUMA heuristic (see

Section5.3.1performs repartitioning and aims at selecting the solution with minimum

UMA. Hence, the above relation holds for the proposedmUMA heuristic as also illus-

trated in the following section.

5.4.2 Volume of test data and test application time trade-offs

As illustrated with equation (5.1) in Section5.4.1, the memory requirements are depen-

dent on the test bus width. This implies that there is a trade-off between the VTD and

test bus width, and consequently, there is a trade-off between the VTD and TAT. These

trade-offs are analysed next.

The trade-off between VTD and test bus width is illustrated in Figure5.8, where

the memory requirements formUMA with np= 1,2 and 3 (Figure5.8(a)), and the TAT

(Figure5.8(b)) when the test bus width is varied between 1 and 31 are given for Module26

of SOC p22810 from the ITC02 benchmark circuits [135]. As can be seen in Figure5.8(a),

for np = 1 with the increase in test bus width, there is a variation of up to 1000k in

the memory requirements. Hence, the trade-off between test bus width and the memory
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requirements. However, fornp= 2 the variation is only of 200k. Thus, the inherent trade-

off between the VTD and the test bus width is reduced fornp= 2, and eliminated in most

of the cases fornp= 3, as can be seen in the figure. In order to keep the figure simple,

the plot fornp= 4 is not shown. In this case, however, there is no more trade-off between

test bus width and VTD. It can be seen in Figure5.8(b), that the TAT steadily decreases

with the increase in test bus width. However, due to the trade-off between the test bus

width and the VTD, fornp= 1, there is a trade-off between the VTD and the TAT. Since

increasingnp leads to reducing the trade-off between the test bus width and the VTD, it

also leads to reducing the trade-off between the VTD and the TAT. It is interesting to note

that the reduction in the variation of VTD is considerable when the number of partitions

increases fromnp = 1 to np = 2. Whennp > 2, the reduction is small. Therefore,

while using the number of partitions as a constraint can diminish the effectiveness of the

proposed algorithm, as long as at least two partitions are allowed the UMA reduction can

be significant. From the above example, the following can be derived:

Observation 5.1 Minimising the memory requirements and minimising the TAT can be

viewed as orthogonal problems if WSC partitioning is considered with the core wrapper

design.

Thus, if the RMP feature is available, using WSC partitioning in the core wrapper

design will allow simultaneous reduction in both TAT and ATE memory requirements.

Hence, considering WSC partitioning can also reduce the trade-off between TAT and

VTD in TAM designs.

The relation between the TAT obtained using the proposed core wrapper design and

the one obtained using the previously proposed BFD [57] core wrapper design is analysed

next.

Observation 5.2 For a given test bus width w, the core wrapper designs obtained with

the mUMA heuristic for np= 1 and np= w are identical with the ones obtained using

the BFD [57] heuristic when n≥ m.

This observation is justified by the following. The BFD [57] heuristic tries to equalise

the WSCs by assigning a scan chain to the WSC such that the length of the resulting WSC

is closest to the maximum WSC length. Hence, it tries to exploit “horizontally” the scan

chain to WSC assignment process. This is done to yield a minimum bus width core wrap-
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per2. ThemUMA heuristic (Algorithm5.1) exploits both “vertically” and “horizontally”

the scan chain to WSC assignment process, i.e., it tries to minimise the difference be-

tween the maximum and the minimum memory requirements for a partition (see equation

(5.2)). As shown in Algorithm5.2(step 4), a scan chain is assigned to thefirst WSC such

that UMA is minimised without an overrun on the maximum WSC. However, consider-

ing only 1 partition the UMA will be the same regardless of the WSC to which the scan

chain is assigned. Since after each run the WSC are sorted (see Algorithm5.2– step 9),

assigning a scan chain to thefirst WSC such that no overrun on the maximum WSC oc-

curs, is equivalent to assigning a scan chain to a WSC such that the length of the resulting

WSC is closest to the maximum WSC length. The latter is the strategy used in BFD [57].

Therefore,mUMA with np= 1 and BFD [57] will generate the same core wrapper. The

same reasoning is applicable fornp= w. In this case, there is no UMA. Hence, assigning

a scan chain to thefirst WSC such that no overrun on the maximum WSC occurs will

yield the same core wrapper design as the BFD [57] heuristic. Note that whenn < m and

np= 1 ornp= w, the TAT yielded bymUMA will equal the one given by BFD, since the

output WSCs are constructed in the same manner.

It is important to note that in general the values for the length of the maximum WSC,

which influence directly the TAT of the core, are comparable to the ones obtained by the

BFD heuristic [57]. This is because, in both approaches, the scan chains are assigned to

WSCs such that the current maximum WSC length is never exceeded. Hence, considering

WSC partitioning in the core wrapper design algorithm has small or no penalty in TAT

at the great benefit of significant reduction in memory requirements as will be shown in

Section5.5.

5.5 Experimental results

The experimental analysis has been performed on a Pentium II 366 MHz Linux worksta-

tion with 128 Mb of RAM using the largest ISCAS89 [132] and ITC02 [135] benchmark

circuits. Details about the tools and the benchmark circuits used in the experiments are

given in AppendixF. Exploiting wrapper scan chain (WSC) partitioning for reducing use-

less test data requires ATE with reconfigurable memory pool (RMP). As illustrated with

2It should be noted that in some cases, the FFD[57] WSC assignment heuristic obtains the same maxi-
mum WSC using a smaller number of test bus lines
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Core n/m s FFs nv mem wmax TAT

s5378 35/49 4 179 97 20758 6 4507
s9234 36/39 4 211 105 25935 5 5723
s13207 62/152 16 638 233 163100 20 9593
s15850 77/150 16 534 94 57434 21 3324
s35932 35/320 32 1728 12 21156 38 714
s38417 28/106 32 1636 68 113152 34 3656
s38584 38/304 32 1426 110 161040 39 5105

Table 5.1. Core specification for ISCAS89 [ 132] benchmarks

Lemma5.1, the UMA can be reduced by increasing the number of partitions, however,

this will then increase the control overhead on the ATE. In addition, the ATE pin-group

granularity may also influence the effectiveness of WSC partitioning. Using the cores’

specifications detailed in Section5.5.1, the above issues are investigated with the follow-

ing three experiments:

Experiment 1 illustrates the trade-off between ATE control overhead and UMA through

a comparison between the general case and the particular case of two partitions, for

themUMA algorithm, in Section5.5.2;

Experiment 2 outlines the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, in terms of mem-

ory requirements, when compared to conventional ATEs (with sequencing-per-

vector), in Section5.5.3;

Experiment 3 investigates the influence of the pin-group granularity on the performances

of the proposedmUMA and the importance of considering WSC partitioning within

the core wrapper design algorithm, in Section5.5.4.

It should be noted that for the first two experiments a per-pin granularity is assumed.

5.5.1 Core specifications

For the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, the specifications are given in Table5.1. The ta-

ble lists the circuit, the number of inputs/ outputs (n/ m), the number of internal scan

chains (s), the total number of internal scan cells (FFs), the number of test vectors (nv)

and the minimum memory required to store the test set computed asmem= (FFs+n)∗nv.

It should be noted that the scan chains have been chosen to be as equal as possible. For

example, for core s5378, three scan chains are of length 45, and one is of length 44.
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Core n/m/q s FFs nv mem wmax TAT w[57]
max TAT[57]

SOC p22810
Module1 28/56/32 10 1122 785 927870 11 102965 10 102965
Module21 115/76/64 10 1054 465 578925 12 87141 7 88073
Module26 66/33/98 31 11485 181 2108469 32 72981 30 86813
SOC p34392
Module2 165/263/0 29 8856 514 4636794 30 294064 16 294064
Module10 129/207/0 19 4731 454 2206440 20 236599 10 247974
Module18 175/212/0 14 6555 745 5013850 15 544579 10 544579
SOC p93791
Module6 417/324/72 46 23789 218 5292604 47 114317 47 114317
Module20 136/12/72 44 7450 210 3185728 46 75893 43 110921
Module27 30/7/72 46 3026 916 2865248 49 63272 46 63272

Table 5.2. Core specification for ITC02 [ 135] benchmarks

For each circuit,wmax represents an upper bound on the test bus width considered in

the experiments. In order to ensure that the entire solution space is explored, with re-

spect to core wrapper design, the values forwmaxhave been computed using the formula3

wmax= dmax{n,m}+∑s
i=1Si

1/s·∑s
i Si

e. It should be noted thatwmax, as computed above, will guaran-

tee minimum TAT, however, it will not always represent the minimum test bus width for

which the minimum TAT is obtained. The TAT given in the table is obtained forwmax as

computed above.

From the ITC02 benchmark circuits [135] the systems p22810, p34392 and p93791

have been considered. While all the ITC02 benchmark systems have been taken into ac-

count in the performed experiments, only these three are reported as they better exemplify

the variation in memory requirements. This is mainly due to the large number of scan

chains and the scan chain length distribution. It should be noted, however, that the results

for the other systems are within the range of the reported results in this section. For each

system, the three modules with the largest memory requirements were considered. The

specifications for the considered cores are given in Table5.2, the detailed specification

can be found at [135]. In addition to the information given for the cores in Table5.1, in

Table5.2the number of bidirectional pins (q) is given as well. It should be noted that, for

the core wrapper design, the bidirectional pins (q) were added to both inputs and outputs

as suggested in [56]. To illustrate the fact that thewmax formula provided in [57] (referred

to asw[57]
max) does not always yield the minimum TAT, the last two columns in Table5.2

give the maximum test bus width for which the minimum TAT is obtained based on the

3It should be noted that the formula given in [57] for wmaxaccounts only for flexible-length scan chains,
and when extended to fixed-length scan chains it does not guarantee the upper bound. For further details
regardingwmax see AppendixD.
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mUMA mUMA for np= 2
Core wmax P mem UMA Et P mem UMA Et

s5378 6 2-4 20758 0 0.01 2-4 20758 0 0.01
s9234 5 1-4 25935 0 0.02 1-4 25935 0 0.02
s13207 20 4-16 163100 0 0.13 4-16 163100 0 0.13
s15850 21 3-1-17 57434 0 0.31 3-18 57528 94 0.17
s35932 38 1-5-32 21156 0 0.85 6-32 21168 12 0.79
s38417 34 2-32 113152 0 0.19 2-32 113152 0 0.19
s38584 39 4-3-32 161040 0 2.01 7-32 161480 440 0.76

Table 5.3. mUMA for wmaxwith ISCAS89 [ 132] benchmark circuits

formula from [57]. For example, in the case of Module20 from SOC p93791, the formula

from [57] yields w[57]
max = 43, however, the TAT is not minimum for this test bus width,

but rather forwmax= 46. Also, the fact that thewmax formula introduced above does not

always represents the minimum test bus width can be observed in the table. For example,

in the case of Module27 from SOC p93791, theTAT andTAT[57] are equal, however, the

w[57]
max = 46 and thewmax= 49.

5.5.2 Experiment 1: Trade-off between ATE control and mUMA

As illustrated in Section5.2, the number of partitions affects the UMA and at the same

time influences the control required on the ATE. In this experiment the performances of

themUMA heuristic for the general case and the particular case ofnp= 2 partitions are

compared.

For the two benchmark sets ISCAS89 (see Table5.1) and ITC02 (see Table5.2), the

results are reported in Table5.3and Table5.4respectively. The tables list the length of the

partitions, the memory requirements, the UMA, and the execution time (Et in seconds)

needed to complete themUMA algorithm for a test bus width ofwmax, for both: the

general case (columns 3 – 6), and for the particular case with only two partitions (column

7 – 10). It is interesting to note that even though for two partitions the UMA is not zero

in all of the cases, it is still very small. For example, in the case of core s38584 (see

Table5.3), the increase in memory requirements is 0.27%, while in the case of Module26

from SOC p22810 (see Table5.4) the increase in memory requirements is 4.04%. On

average, the increase in memory requirements for the particular case ofnp= 2 is of less

than 5%. This justifies the usage of the proposed heuristic for the particular case with two

partitions, since minimum or close to minimum memory requirements are obtained with

minor changes on the ATE (see Section5.3.2). The execution time (Et) is insignificant,
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mUMA mUMA for np= 2
Core wmax P mem UMA Et P mem UMA Et

SOC p22810
Module1 11 1-6-4 927870 0 0.04 10-1 973400 45530 0.04
Module21 12 1-1-7-3 573345 0 0.09 11-1 638910 65565 0.05
Module26 32 1-3-6-22 2108469 0 0.86 10-22 2197340 88871 0.11
SOC p34392
Module2 30 7-8-15 4636794 0 0.44 14-16 4687680 50886 0.42
Module10 20 9-3-5-3 2206440 0 1.23 9-11 2591886 385446 0.20
Module18 15 1-3-6-2-1-1-1 5013850 0 4.13 5-10 5431050 417200 0.08
SOC p93791
Module6 47 1-46 5292604 0 0.09 1-46 5292604 0 0.09
Module20 46 1-6-16-23 3185728 0 2.57 8-38 3303872 118144 0.35
Module27 49 3-46 2865248 0 0.08 3-46 2865248 0 0.08

Table 5.4. mUMA for wmaxwith ITC02 [ 135] benchmark circuits

e.g., for the general case it is up to 4 seconds and for the particular case of two partitions it

is under 1 second. Having shown that the particular case of two partitions yields minimum

or close to minimum UMA, for the remainder of the experiments this particular case will

be considered for further comparisons. In the following the overall performance of the

proposed test methodology is compared with the case when a conventional ATE is used.

5.5.3 Experiment 2: UMA(np= 2) vs. conventional ATE

Although based on Lemma5.1 (see Section5.4.1), the VTD can be reduced when par-

titioning is considered, it is interesting to know how much reduction can be obtained.

For this purpose a conventional ATE, and an ATE with RMP are considered. For the

former, two core wrapper designs (First Fit Decreasing (FFD) [56], Best Fit Decreasing

(BFD) [57]) have been used, while for the latter themUMA(2) has been employed. To

provide a common ground for the comparison it has been imposed that for all the cases

the TAT is the same and the test bus has been varied between 4 andwmax. As noted in

Observation5.2, BFD [57] andmUMA(1) obtain the same TAT. In addition, for the per-

formed experiments, it was found that the TAT obtained usingmUMA(2) will equal the

TAT obtained using BFD. This can be explained by the fact that both approaches assign

the scan chains to WSCs such that the current maximum WSC length is never exceeded.

Therefore, there are no TAT penalties when compared to [57]. To also ensure that the

TAT obtained with FFD [56] equals to the one obtained with BFD, the FFD algorithm

was used considering the capacity given by the maximum WSC determined with BFD.

It should be noted that, although this might give the impression of a disadvantage with
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FFD [56] BFD [57] mUMA for np= 2
Core Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

s5378 22116 26190 23457 22116 26190 23457 20758 20855 20782
s9234 26250 33075 27972 26250 33075 27972 25935 25935 25935
s13207 184070 272610 193367 184070 272610 198693 163100 165430 163394
s15850 64296 68244 65638 64296 93060 68593 57434 57998 57552
s35932 24576 25920 24728 24576 40176 27542 21156 22656 21470
s38417 118456 124848 122675 118456 215016 142889 113152 116416 113714
s38584 190300 242000 201674 190300 300080 209569 161040 173800 163891

Table 5.5. Memory requirements comparison for ISCAS89 benchmark circuits [ 132]
using mUMA for np= 2

respect to [56], it will actually lead to reduction in memory requirements when employ-

ing the FFD heuristics and comparing it to BFD. This is because, in some cases the BFD

heuristic requires more WSCs to obtain the same TAT as the FFD heuristic. Hence, dis-

carding the empty WSCs for the core wrapper design produced by FFD, will reduce the

memory requirements. It is important to note that, due to the variation ofw between 4

andwmax, the entire core wrapper design solution space is explored and therefore the TAT

can be considered as a reference point in the comparison.

As illustrated in Section5.4.2for different test bus widths there are different mem-

ory requirements. Therefore, the three core wrapper designs have been employed for

w = 4,wmax, and their minimum (Min), maximum (Max) and average (Avg) memory re-

quirements over all TAM widths have been computed. The results are reported for the

three core wrapper design methods in the case of ISCAS89 benchmarks circuits [132] in

Table5.5, and in the case of ITC02 benchmarks circuits [135] in Table5.6. In the case of

the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, for the FFD and BFD approaches, the minimum (Min),

the maximum (Max) and the average (Avg) memory requirements over all test bus widths

are given in columns 2 – 4 and 5 – 7 in Table5.5 respectively. The results for the pro-

posedmUMA for np= 2 are reported in columns 8 – 10 in the same table. Note that the

difference between minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) memory requirements is con-

siderably greater in the case of the FFD and BFD methods than in the case of the proposed

core wrapper design algorithm. For example, for core s13207, in the case of both FFD and

BFD, the maximum memory requirements are 32.47% greater than the minimum memory

requirements, hence, the trade-off between VTD and test bus width. This is contrary to

the proposed approach where the increase is only 1.42%, which leads to trade-off reduc-

tion. The reduction in minimum, maximum and average memory requirements over the
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Figure 5.9. Memory requirements reduction for ISCAS89 benchmark circuits [ 132]
using mUMA for np= 2

two previous approaches, FFD and BFD, are given in Figures5.9(a)and5.9(b) respec-

tively. For example, in the case of circuit s38584, the maximum memory requirement is

reduced by 28.18% when compared to FFD and by 42.08% when compared to BFD. The

average memory requirement for s38584 is reduced by 18.73% when compared to FFD

and 21.80% when compared to BFD. Overall, the proposed test methodology achieves

average and maximum memory requirement reduction of up to 22.05% and 45.86% re-

spectively.

For the ITC02 benchmarks circuits [135], the results are reported in Table5.6. Once

again, note the difference between the minimum and maximum memory requirements

in the case of the FFD and BFD methods. For example, for core Module20 from SOC

p93691, in the case of FFD (columns 2 – 4 in Table5.6), the maximum memory require-

ments are 36.30% greater than the minimum memory requirements. Similarly, for BFD

(columns 5 – 7 in Table5.6), the maximum memory requirements are 36.68% greater

than the minimum memory requirements. Hence, the trade-off between the test bus width

and the memory requirements. For the proposedmUMA with np = 2, the variation in

memory requirements for the considered core are of less than 4%. Hence, the trade-off

between the test bus width and the memory requirements is considerably reduced. Fi-

nally, the reductions in minimum, maximum and average memory requirements when

compared to the FFD [56] and BFD [57] approaches are given in Figures5.10(a)and

5.10(b)respectively. It can be observed that the reductions, in maximum and average
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FFD[56] BFD[57] mUMA for np= 2
Core Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

SOC p22810
Module1 928 1181 1056 928 1518 1124 906 951 917
Module21 560 760 663 560 1014 714 560 624 568
Module26 2081 3061 2417 2081 3105 2523 2059 2186 2104
SOC p34392
Module2 4578 7955 4947 4578 8583 6142 4528 4578 4537
Module10 2189 2531 2441 2189 4602 3016 2155 2531 2335
Module18 4952 5454 5207 4952 7956 5819 4896 5304 5056
SOC p93791
Module6 5171 9154 6016 5171 9580 6637 5169 5178 5170
Module20 3111 4885 3673 3111 4914 3806 3111 3226 3125
Module27 2798 4544 3308 2798 4675 3442 2798 2816 2802

The memory requirements are given in Kilobytes.

Table 5.6. Memory requirements comparison for ITC02 benchmarks circuits [ 135] using
mUMA for np= 2

memory requirements, are considerable. For example, in the case of core Module27 from

SOC p93691, the maximum memory requirements are reduced by 38.03% and 39.76%

when compared to the two previous approaches (FFD and BFD) The reduction in average

memory requirements over all test bus widths is 15.31% and 18.60% when compared to

the FFD and BFD heuristics. Overall, the reduction in maximum memory requirements

is up to 46.67%, while the reduction in average memory requirements is up to 26.13%.

Based on the above results, it can be clearly seen that, considering WSC partitioning

in the core wrapper design process reduces the trade-off between test bus width and mem-

ory requirements and consequently, as also illustrated in Section5.4.2, between memory

requirements and TAT.

5.5.4 Experiment 3: ATE pin-group granularity constrained WSC

partitioning

In this section two issues are investigated. Firstly, the implications of the pin-group gran-

ularity on the performances of the proposedmUMA , and secondly, the importance of

considering WSC partitioning within the core wrapper design algorithm. It is impor-

tant to note that in the framework of the proposed test methodology, WSC partition-

ing has been considered as a step within the core wrapper design algorithm. However,

WSC partitioning could also be seen as a post processing step. To provide a compar-
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Figure 5.10. Memory requirements reduction for ITC02 benchmark circuits [ 135] using
mUMA for np= 2

ison for these two cases, WSC partitioning has been considered as a post processing

step for the FFD [56] and the BFD [57] heuristics. WSC partitioning has been imple-

mented on top of the experimental setup illustrated in Section5.5.3 as follows. For

a given test bus (w), granularity (g) and np = 2, there are(w
g − 1) possible solutions

to the partitioning problem, e.g., whenw = 12 andg = 4 there are 3− 1 = 2 possi-

ble solutions:sol1 = {p1 = {1,2,3,4}, p2 = {5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12}} andsol2 = {p1 =

{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}, p2 = {9,10,11,12}}, where the numbers enclosed within brackets

represent test bus lines. For all these solutions the UMA has been computed and the one

with the minimum UMA has been chosen. The UMA values for FFD and BFD when the

post processing step is considered, for a granularityg, are denoted byFFDg andBFDg

respectively. The UMA values for themUMA heuristic when applied fornp= 2 and a

granularityg are denoted bymUMAg(2).

To summarise, for an ATE with a given granularity, for the same test bus width and the

same TAT a comparison betweenmUMAg(2), FFDg andBFDg has been performed. Due

to the large amount of results, in the following forg = 4 andg = 8, two cores, Module20

and Module27 from SOC p93791 [135] are considered. For the two cores, four core wrap-

per design scenarios,mUMA(2), mUMAg(2), FFDg andBFDg, have been performed

using test bus widthsw = 4,wmax. It should be noted that only test bus widths wherew is

divisible with g have been used. The results forg = 4 are plotted in Figures5.11(a)and

5.11(b), for the two cores. Forg= 8 the results are plotted in Figures5.11(c)and5.11(d).

Additional results are provided in AppendixD.
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(a) Module20 of SOC p93791 [135] with g = 4
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(b) Module 27 of SOC p93791 [135] with g= 4
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(c) Module20 of SOC p93791 [135] with g = 8
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(d) Module 27 of SOC p93791 [135] with g= 8

Figure 5.11. ATE pin-group granularity and WSC partitioning

With respect to the first issue, the influence of the ATE pin-group granularity on the

performances of themUMA algorithm, it can be seen in the figures that the influences are

small. For example, in Figure5.11(a)for Module20 andg= 4,mUMA(2) andmUMA4(2)

have the same performance for test bus widths up tow = 40. In Figure5.11(b), for

Module27, it can be observed that the difference betweenmUMA(2) and mUMA4(2)

is less than 100k. Similarly in Figure5.11(d)for g = 8. For Module20 withg = 8 in

Figure5.11(c), the difference between themUMA(2) andmUMA8(2) is up to 200k.

Having illustrated the influence of ATE pin-group granularity on the proposed algo-

rithm’s performances, in the following the difference between considering WSC parti-

tioning as a post processing step and as a step within the core wrapper design is illus-

trated. As noted previously, for this purpose, theFFD andBFD core wrapper algorithms

have been extended with a post processing WSC partitioning step. Throughout the per-
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formed experiments it has been observed that considering WSC partitioning as a post

processing step yields memory requirements which are lower bounded by the ones ob-

tained using WSC partitioning within the core wrapper design (mUMA ). This is best

illustrated with Figure5.11(a)for Module20 wheng = 4. It can be seen in the figure

that whilemUMA4(2) has almost constant memory requirements, the memory require-

ments forFFD4 andBFD4 vary considerably, and they are almost always greater than

mUMA4(2). Similar behaviour can be observed in Figure5.11(b)where, whileBFD4

tends to be closer tomUMA4(2), FFD4 has greater memory requirements forw from 26

to 36. Wheng = 8, the performances of the algorithms tend to become similar, how-

ever,mUMAg(2) obtains always the lowest memory requirements among the three ATE-

constrained core wrapper designs.

5.6 Concluding remarks

This chapter analysed the test memory requirements for core based SOCs and identi-

fied useless memoryas the source for the trade-off between test bus width and volume

of test data in multiple scan chains-based cores. A new test methodology has been pro-

posed, which based on employing wrapper scan chain partitioning in core based designs

and exploiting ATE memory management features can obtain considerable reduction in

useless memory. Extensive experimental analysis, on the ISCAS89 and ITC02 bench-

mark circuits, has been conducted to evaluate the proposed methodology. Thus, the work

presented in this chapter demonstrates that with the advent of the new generation ATEs,

which allow greater flexibility and provide memory management capabilities, method-

ologies complementary to test data compression can be used to reduce the volume of test

data, and hence the cost of testing complex SOCs.



Chapter 6

Integrated test solution for

core-based System-on-a-Chip

In the previous three chapters the volume of test data and the synchronisation overhead

have been addressed. This chapter provides an integrated test solution for core-based

SOCs which combines the approaches proposed in Chapters3, 4 and5. This is achieved

by an integrated test data compression and core wrapper design methodology. The com-

pressed test data can be transferred from the automatic test equipment (ATE) to the

on-chip decompression architecture using onlyone test pin, thus providing an efficient

reduced pin count test (RPCT) methodology for multiple scan chains-based embedded

cores. In addition to reducing the volume of test data, the proposed solution decreases

the control overhead, test application time and power dissipation during scan. Since it

is based on the distribution architecture provided in Chapter4 (see Figure4.12) it also

eliminates the synchronisation overhead between the ATE and the SOC. Moreover, it is

scalable and programmable and, since it can be considered as anadd-onto a test access

mechanism (TAM) of a given width, it provides seamless integration with any design flow.

Thus, the integrated core wrapper design and test data compression solution is an efficient

low-cost test methodology for SOCs.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The following section gives

preliminaries for this chapter and outlines the motivation behind this work. Section6.2in-

troduces the new test data decompression architecture, outlines its features and illustrates

how the proposed methodology can be easily integrated into the design flow. Section6.3

and6.4give experimental results and conclusions respectively.
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6.1 Preliminaries and motivation

As emphasised in Chapter1, the cost of test is related to the volume of test data (VTD)

[9], the test application time (TAT) [14], the channel capacity [15], the cost of automatic

test equipment (ATE) [13], and, in core based SOCs, core redesign [4]. In addition, with

the large number of gates and high chip frequency, high power dissipation during test can

also considerably affect yield [141, 142], and thus cost.

It has been illustrated in Chapter4, that test data compression (TDC) can reduce

the VTD, the TAT and the number of pins required for testing, without imposing any

constraints on the ATE and using only one test pin. While this yields an effective solution

when single scan chain cores are comprising the chip, for cores with multiple scan chains

(MSCs) the solution has limited applicability due to its increased area overhead. In this

chapter, a TDC solution is proposed which, in addition to reducing the VTD, TAT and

number of test pins, with no synchronisation overhead, can also reduce power dissipation

when cores with MSCs are targeted.

The remainder of this section is organised as follows. Firstly, in Section6.1.1, power

dissipation during scan is introduced. Secondly, in Section6.1.2, TDC approaches which

target cores with MSCs are analysed with respect to the compression ratio, area overhead,

test application time and power dissipation. Finally, in Section6.1.3, the main idea behind

the proposed test data compression architecture is outlined.

6.1.1 Power dissipation during scan

While scan based design is the foundation on which most design-for-test (DFT) tech-

niques are based, one major disadvantage of this design technique is that with the increase

in scan chain length and frequency ratio, the power dissipation during scan becomes a

problem [141, 142, 4, 38, 143]. This is due to the switching activity incurred while load-

ing the test data into the scan chain (see AppendixA). To reduce power dissipation during

scan, test set dependent and test set independent approaches have been proposed. The for-

mer derive methods for reducing the scan power dissipation based on the properties of the

test set [142]. The latter guarantees power reduction by using small frequencies while

shifting and reducing the number of active scan cells [143, 144] in the core.
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With respect to TDC, reducing scan power has been addressed only from a test set

dependent perspective. For example, the approaches in [145, 146] considered power dis-

sipation as a parameter of the test set, hence, they manipulate the test set such that the

power dissipation is reduced. This is possible due to the “don’t care” bits within the test

set which can be mapped to ensure minimum switching activity within the scan chain.

Because switching activity in the scan chain can be correlated with the power dissipation

of the chip [147], reducing the switching activity also reduces the chip power dissipated

during scan. While the two methods [145, 146] can reduce the scan power during scan-in,

if scan-out power is also considered, then scan latch reordering (SLR) has to be performed

[148] in order to contain the total power dissipation. Since, SLR requires knowledge about

the core’s internal structure, it cannot be performed by the system integrator, and hence

it implies core redesign. In the considered core based environment core redesign leads to

cost increase. Hence, a solution which guarantees total power reduction during scan from

the system integrator’s perspective has to be non-intrusive and test set independent. As

noted above, such a solution implies the usage of a slow clock or the exploitation of scan

chain partitioning [143, 149, 150]. Since the architecture proposed in this chapter uses

wrapper scan chain selection, it has an added benefit of reducing the power dissipation

during scan. This will be further detailed in Section6.2.

6.1.2 TDC for multiple scan chains cores

Testing multiple scan chains cores using TDC methods, can be performed by either(a) ex-

tending single scan chain based methods [119, 121, 122, 123] to multiple scan chains, or

(b) using methods specifically proposed for multiple scan chains designs [116, 114, 107].

In the following these two categories are analysed.
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Extending single scan chain approaches(a) to multiple scan chains (MSC) designs

can be done using one decoder per scan chain. As already illustrated in Chapter4 for

multiple core test, if the distribution architecture is employed, the VTD, the TAT and

the synchronisation overhead can be reduced at the expense of a simple on-chip unit.

When extended to cores with MSCs, the architecture will resemble the one in Figure6.1.

Firstly, due to the employment of the distribution architecture not all decoders will be

active at the same time, and therefore, not all the scan chains will be active at the same

time. Thus, the switching sources in the circuit are reduced, and therefore also the power

dissipation. Despite this advantage, the applicability of this method to MSCs cores is

somewhat limited due to the large area overhead and excessive control required by the

decoders. This control is caused by the fact that the scan chains are fed independently

(hence, for each scan chain one counter is required to ensure that the entire scan chain is

filled); and due to differences between test data in different scan chains, the rate at which

each scan chain is filled differs (hence, a global control unit would be required to apply the

test vector to the MSC core). Hence, while this approach has the potential to reducing the

VTD and TAT (as illustrated in Chapter4) and, as also noted above, the power dissipation

during scan, it has the disadvantage of considerable area overhead.

To somewhat mitigate the area overhead problem, in [151] an alternative architecture

has been proposed (see Figure6.2), which instead of using one decoder per scan chain,

employs a shift register of the length equal to the number of scan chains. This shift

register is loaded by the decoder, and when the shift register is full its content is loaded

into the scan chains. This process is repeated until the test vector has been loaded. To

account for the above, two counters are also required. Hence, this approach has smaller

area overhead than using one decoder per scan chain, and it can also reduce the average

scan power dissipation. However, the disadvantage of this approach is that it destroys the
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properties exploited by compression methods based on variable-length input patterns: the

runs of ’0’s. This is because, in order to ensure that the correct values are shifted into the

scan chains, the test set is rotated, i.e., the rows in the initial test set become columns,

with each column corresponding to a scan chain. To illustrate the above, the method has

been applied to the s38417 ISCAS89 [132] benchmark circuit using the FDR [123] coding

method for 8 and 16 scan chains. The results show that the volume of test data is actually

increasingby 18.89% and 21.15% respectively when compared to compressing the initial

test set for the single scan chain core. Hence, the architecture does not provide a viable

solution for MSC cores.

Methods which are specifically proposed for MSCs cores exploit the spareness of care

bits in the test set [116, 114, 107], i.e., the fact that the number of care bits within the test

is small, usually< 10%. This allows the usage of an on-chip decompression architecture

as illustrated in Figure6.3, i.e., the use of a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) and an

XOR Network. Since it is based on an architecture with linear properties, one disadvantage

of this scheme is that it can run into linear dependencies1, i.e., the architecture is not

capable of generating the required output at any given time. Hence, while attaining TAT

and VTD reduction, due to linear dependencies the scan chain load has to be interrupted.

To account for this case, a special gating signal is required (load in Figure6.3). While

these methods lead to small area overhead, VTD and TAT, they encounter limitation when

applied to core based SOCs. This is because they are embedded into automatic test pattern

generation (ATPG) programs in order to guarantee the small number of care bits. ATPG

requires information about the core structures, which may not be always available in core

based SOCs. In addition to the above, due to driving all the scan chains at a time, these

schemes may also lead to high scan power dissipation even though they are using the slow

external ATE clock to drive the on-chip scan chains.

1For further details on linear dependencies the reader is referred to AppendixE
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To summarise, the MSC decompression architectures [151, 116, 114, 107] driveall the

scan chains in a clock cycle. Hence, high switching activity is caused during scan, which

can lead to the destruction of the chip [143, 4]. In addition, with the emerging IEEE

P1500 [51] standard, solutions for core based test should account for the core wrapper as

well. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to propose an integrated methodology which

can be seamlessly incorporated into the design flow, based on extending single scan chain

TDC method to multiple scan chains.

Using one decoder per scan chain has the benefit of reducing the power dissipation,

however, at the expense of high area overhead. It has been shown in Chapter5 that the

mUMA heuristic can generate core wrapper designs which can be easily characterised

using a small number of parameters. In addition, the distribution architecture proposed in

Chapter4 is generic enough to be extended for different needs. Based on these two, the

architecture proposed in this chapter will resemble the one in Figure6.4. It can be seen

in the figure that the synchronisation overhead is eliminated and the architecture is an

add-on to a given TAM. How, core wrapper design (from Chapter5) and the distribution

architecture (from Chapter4) can be combined is illustrated next.

6.1.3 Exploiting core wrapper design for control overhead reduction

It has been shown in Chapter5 that using partitioning in core wrapper design reduces the

amount of useless test data. In addition, using themUMA core wrapper design heuristic

(see Section5.3.1 on Page95) the core wrapper can be characterised using a small a

number of parameters. Furthermore, for a given number of partitions and a given test bus

width no other parameters are necessary to characterise the core wrapper design. This is

exemplified next.
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Example 6.1 Consider a core with 3 inputs, 6 outputs and 3 scan chains of length 4, 8

and 9 flip-flops (FFs). A core wrapper designed using themUMA heuristic, proposed

in Chapter5, is given in Figure6.5(a)for a test bus width ofw = 3. The wrapper scan

chains (WSCs) are marked in the figure, and the WSC representation is illustrated in Fig-

ure 6.5(b), with the input and output WSCs (WSCi
1 andWSCo

1) marked forWSC1. As

noted in Section5.2(see Page89), the length of the partition is given by the longest input

WSC, and the height of the partition (its cardinality) is given by the number of WSCs in

the partition. For the considered example, the core wrapper can be characterised using

the cardinality of the two partitions (p1 = 1 andp2 = 2), and the length of the two par-

titions (l ip1
= 6 andl ip2

= 9) as shown in Figure6.5(c). The i from the previous notation

stands for the input WSC. Corresponding to the two partitions, the test set is divided as

shown in Figure6.5(c)into TS1 andTS2. While in Chapter5, WSC partitioning and the

above parameters have been used to provide an ATE test set deployment procedure, in

this chapter they will be used to reduce the control overhead when extending single scan

chains TDC methods to MSCs, as follows. Firstly, in order to reduce the high number

of decoders required when extending single scan chain approaches to MSCs, instead of
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using one decoder per WSC, one decoder per partition is used. Secondly, only the neces-

sary control imposed by the parameters mentioned above will be added for the introduced

decoders as detailed next. Since the WSCs in one partition have near equal length,one

counter can be used to ensure that each WSC in one partition is fully loaded. In addition,

to account for the number of WSCs in one partition againonecounter is required. There-

fore, ensuring the correct load of all the WSCs in one partitiontwo counters are needed.

In the considered example, the number of outputs are greater than the number of inputs.

This, as also illustrated in Section5.2.1(see Example5.2 on Page93), leads to having

the output WSC’s length greater then the input WSC’s one. For the considered example,

WSCo
1 = 9 andWSCi

1 = 6. Since, WSCs have to be, not only correctly loaded, but also

correctly unloaded, one more counter is required to ensure that the data is unloaded from

WSCo before new data is loaded. Therefore, in the worst case scenario,threecounters are

required per partition. The importance of the extra counter is explained with the following

example.

Example 6.2 To illustrate the importance of considering the case when the number of

outputs are greater than the number of inputs, in this example, a single scan chain core

is considered. Figure6.6 illustrates a single scan chain core with 5 flip flops (FFs), 3

inputs and 6 outputs. The core is tested in a single scan chain mode using an on-chip

decoder as the source, and a single input signature register (SISR) [36]2 as the sink. The

“scan in” (si) and the “scan out” (so) are connected to the source and the sink as noted

in the figure. In order to shift in the test stimuli, 8 clock cycles are required, however

to shift out the test responses 11 clock cycles are required. For the difference of 3 clock

cycles, the on-chip decoder has to shift inuselessdata. As shown in Chapter5, for MSC

cores, depending the width of the TAM, up to 45% of the total amount of data sent to a

2While various techniques can be used to compact the test responses from the core, in this chapter it is
assumed that a SISR is used
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core can be useless test data. This is also true for single scan chain cores. For example,

for the s38584 ISCAS89 benchmark circuit with 38 inputs and 304 outputs, using the

MinTest [131] dynamic compacted test set comprising 136 vectors, the amount of useless

test data is 36176 bits, which will increase the size of the compressed test by 32.40%.

Thus, although a compression method can be used to compress this useless test data, the

obtained volume of compressed data will clearly be greater than compressing only the

initial test set. Therefore, in order to refrain from compressing useless test data, a counter

is used to stop the decoder for a number of clock cycles equal with the difference between

the number outputs and the number inputs (see Figure6.6).

To summarise, in order to ensure correct loading of the WSC two counters per parti-

tion are required (see Example6.1), in addition, in the case when the number of outputs

are greater than the number of inputs, one more counter is required (see Example6.2).

As noted in Chapter5 (see Section5.3.1on Page95) the mUMA heuristic will aim at

equalising the longest input and output WSC, hence, the counter which accounts for the

difference between the input and output WSC is needed only for the first (shorter) parti-

tion.

For the remainder of this chapter,l ipk
and lopk

will denote the input and the output

length of partitionpk respectively. It should be noted that, while themUMA algorithm

can be used to create more than two partitions, for the remainder of the chapter it will

be considered that two partitions with WSCs of equal length, and thus two test sets, are

created. It is also important to note that while changing the cardinality of the partitions

affects the amount of useless test data, the maximum WSC length, which determines

the TAT, is not changed. Hence, with no TAT penalties, the width of the partitions can

be changed even after the TAM architecture is designed using a mixed wrapper/TAM

optimisation solution [57].

Based on the above observations the following section introduces the new test data

decompression architecture for low-cost SOC test.

6.2 Extended distribution architecture

Let’s consider a corec, and that themUMA algorithm was used to construct two partitions

of cardinalityp1 and p2. Because of the properties of themUMA algorithm, the WSCs
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on one partition can be considered of equal length. The extended distribution architecture

is illustrated in Figure6.7. For two partitions (p1 and p2 in the figure), the architecture

comprises two extended decoders (xDec1 andxDec2), two multiplexers and two SISR.

The extended decoder (xDec) is illustrated in detail in Figure6.8. It should noted that

while for the remainder of this chapter thexDistr is illustrated for the variable length

input Huffman coding (VIHC) scheme (see Chapter3), it is applicable to any parallel on-

chip decoder. Also note that the notations introduced in Chapters3 and4 are reused. For

example,dec clkdenotes the on-chip test clock used to drive the control and generator

unit (CGU) part of the VIHC decoder3; FSM clkdenotes the clock used to drive the Huff-

decoder part of the VIHC decoder;data indenotes the data input from the ATE;scan clk

is the clock generated by the CGU to drive the scan chains, anddata outdenotes the

CGU data output. Also,α denotes the frequency ratio between the on-chip test frequency

( fchip) and the ATE operating frequency (fate).

xDecis a VIHC decoder augmented with counters, which accounts for the correspond-

ing partition length and cardinality (l ipk
andpk) and the difference between the output and

input WSC (lopk
− l ipk

) if needed, as noted in the previous section. Note that this isonly

for the two partitions (p1 andp2) andnot for every WSC. The main idea behindxDecis

to decompress test data for one WSC at a time. Because the distribution architecture (see

Section4.2.2on Page77) allows multiple core test, the extended distribution architecture

(xDistr) will facilitate decompression of test data for the two partitions. Hence, there are

maximum two WSCs (one WSC in each partition) receiving data at any time. This leads

to reducing TAT when compared to single scan chain test (see Section6.3), and at the

3For more details regarding the VIHC decoder the reader is referred to Section3.3.1(see Page49).
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same time, to reducing power dissipation as detailed later in this section. To ensure WSC

selection the core wrapper is augmented with onelog2(pi) : pi decoder(decin the figure)

for each partition. The functionality of thexDecand thexDistr are illustrated next.

Let’s consider that anxDec is attached to partitionp1 as shown in Figure6.8. Upon

reset, the counterlog2(p1) cnt is set to 0, the counterlog2(lop1
− l ip1

) cnt is set to the

differencelop1
− l ip1

, and the counterlog2(l ip1
) cnt is set tol ip1

. Thelog2(p1) : p1 decoder,

part of the extended core wrapper (xWrapper), will selectWSC0. Let’s assume thatl ip1
=

lop1
, hence theis_zero line from the log2(lop1

− l ip1
) cnt will be high allowing the scan

clock from the decoder to decrement thelog2(l ip1
) cnt. When this counter reaches the

value 0, thelog2(p1) cnt is incremented and the next WSC is processed. At this point,

the log2(lop1
− l ip1

) cnt andlog2(l ip1
) cnt will be reloaded with the initial values (lop1

− l ip1
)

andl ip1
respectively, and the process is repeated untillog2(p1) cnt will reach the valuep1.

When all the WSC lines have been processed, the decoder is disabled for the first partition

until xDec2, for the second partition has filled its WSCs. When both partitions have their

WSCs filled, the test vector is applied and the process is repeated until the test set is

completed. Similar to the distribution architecture, when onexDecraises theATE sync

line notifying that it cannot process data, the otherxDecwill be activated. This process

and the construction of the test set which accompanies thexDistr will be detailed with

Example6.3. As noted with Examples6.1and6.2, the data has to be unloaded from the

WSCs into the SISR. This is done simultaneously with the loading of data into the WSCs.

If lop1
> l ip1

, then the counterlog2(lop1
− l ip1

) cnt will ensure that all the data is unloaded

into the SISR before any new data is loaded. To account for this case two multiplexers,

M1 andM2, in the figure, are required.M1 will ensure that the SISR will receive a clock

even when the decoder is disabled, andM2 will force theATE syncline low, such that no
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data is sent by the distribution unit during this period. It should be noted that the counter

log2(lop1
− l ip1

) cnt is driven with the on-chip test clock, hence the number of external

clock cycles required to account for the difference is given byd lop1
−l ip1
α e. Since the counters

which control the data flow inxDeccan be programmed, thexDecis programmable, and

therefore, the samexDistr can be reused for testing any core connected to a TAM where

the tuple (p1,p2) is identical. The extension ofxDistr to the case (p1,p2) varies among

different cores is given in Section6.2.1.

It is important to note that when compared to the number of counters and the control

overhead required to test MSC cores using one decoder per scan chain, the proposed

approach provides a considerable reduction in control overhead and area overhead. For

example, consider a core with 16 scan chains, each of them is fed by a different decoder.

Because the rate at which the data is fed into the scan chains differs, each scan chain

requires its own counter. Hence, 16 on-chip decoders and 16 counters are required to feed

data into the MSC core. In contrast, assuming two partitions of 8 scan chains each, the

proposed approach requiresonly 2 decoders and 6 counters. Hence, the reduction in area

and control overhead is obvious.

Employing the above architecture requires several steps. Firstly, the core wrapper

design algorithm is performed, and the WSC configuration is obtained. From the WSCs

the initial test set is split into two test sets, and each test set compressed. The compressed

test sets are then tailored for the frequency ratio. Finally, the composite test set is created.

The creation of the composite test set is similar to the one for the distribution architecture

(see Section4.2.2on Page77). However, accounting for the case when the number of

outputs are greater than the number of inputs and imposing the constraint that after one

partition is filled no more data is loaded until the test vector is applied, leads to some

differences as exemplified next.

Example 6.3 Consider the core wrapper given in Figure6.5(see Example6.1Page121).

For the three WSCs, in Figure6.9(a)the test vector (TD) and the association between the

WSCs and the corresponding test vector bits is given. Having the WSCs the following step

is test set mapping. This is illustrated in Figure6.9(b)whereTS1 andTS2 are constructed

from TD. Since partitionp1 is composed out ofWSC1, the corresponding bits (01 0000)

are copied intoTS1. Similarly for TS2 corresponding to partitionp2, which is composed

out ofWSC2 andWSC3. For the compression of these two test sets, the VIHC dictionary
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given in Figure6.9(c)is employed4. Note thatmh = 4, and that the spaces within the test

sets are to illustrate the division in runs of ’0’s of length smaller or equal to 4.TS1 and

TS2 are compressed and tailored5 for a frequency ratio ofα = 2. The compressed and

tailored test sets are noted withTSt
1 andTSt

2 in Figure6.9(b). The codewords in the two

test sets are delimited through spaces. When, generating the composite test set (TC) for

the distribution architecture (see Section4.2.2Page77) the tailored compressed test set

TSt
1 is chosen first. In this case however, this is not possible due to the fact that thexDec1

corresponding toTSt
1 has firstly to ensure that the WSCs are correctly unloaded. Since the

difference between theWSCo
1 andWSCi

1 (see Figure6.5(b)) is 3, and the frequency ratio

is α = 2, xDec1 will be disabled for two ATE clock cycles. Hence, when the composite

test set forxDistr is constructedTSt
2 has to be chosen. The bits fromTSt

2 are copied into

TC up to the first dummy bit (D) or until the partition is full. In the considered scenario

both conditions are fulfilled forTSt
2. This is due to the fact thatTS2 has 18 bits – which is

the total amount of data to be loaded intop2 for one test vector. With the second partition

full, xDistr will switch to the first partition, and hence the composite test set must include

bits from the first tailored test set. Having switched toTSt
1 the bits are copied intoTC

until the partition is full or a dummy bit is encountered. In this case, the partition is full

after the second codeword. With both partitions full, the test vector can be applied and the

process repeated. It should be noted that the data is fed intoxDistr and into the extended

decoders atfate and the scan data is generated atfchip.

It has been shown in [143] that the power dissipated during scan can be reduced if

the number of active scan cells are reduced. For this purpose, in [143], the scan chain

has been partitioned into a number of equal length scan chains and the time periods when

these scan chain partitions are active are non-overlapping. The approach proposed in this

section has a similar behaviour. Due to WSC selection, only one WSC in a partition

can be active at any time. Having two partitions, in the worst case scenario, from the

power dissipation perspective, two WSCs are active at any time. Hence, when compared

to single scan chain scenarios, instead of having the entire scan chain active only two

WSCs are active. Therefore, the proposed architecture achieves power reduction when

compared to single scan chain designs. When compared to testing embedded cores with a

single scan chain, the proposed architecture imposes some extra area overhead, however,

4For further details on the VIHC scheme, the reader is referred to Section3.2on Page41
5The reader is referred to Section4.2.1(see Page74) for details regarding tailoring the compressed test

set for a given frequency ratio.
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Figure 6.9. Composite test construction for xDistr

it inherently reduces the synchronisation overhead with the ATE due to the employment

of the distribution architecture and it reduces power dissipation during scan6.

When compared to the architecture proposed in [151], which requires test set rotation

and hence it destroys the runs ’0’s in the test sets (see Section6.1.2), due to WSC selection

the proposed approach is capable of maintaining the test set properties hence leading to

volumes of test data which are smaller than the once for single scan chain designs. In

addition, due to shifting data only into maximum two WSCs at any time, the proposed

approach is also capable of reducing peak scan power unlike [151].

6.2.1 TAM add-on decompression architecture

While thexDistr does provide flexibility with respect to testing MSC embedded cores,

the approach requires that all the cores connected to thexDistr to have the same number

6An analytical analysis of the power reduction is given in AppendixE
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Figure 6.10. TAM add-on decompression architecture (add-on-xDistr)

of scan chains in a partition. This restriction is eliminated by introducing a multiplexer as

illustrated in Figure6.10.

Let’s consider a TAM of width 10 and two cores connected to this TAM. The first core

has two partitions of 4 and 6 WSCs respectively, and the second core has two partitions

of 6 and 4 WSCs respectively. Extending thexDistr in this case requires the usage of

xDecs for partitions of cardinality 6 and the addition of one multiplexer as illustrated in

Figure6.10. Depending on the tested core the multiplexer will select the last 2 lines from

the first xDecor the first two lines from the secondxDec. This extension will enable

the xDistr unit to work as anadd-onto a TAM of a given width. Hence, the proposed

architecture can be inserted into the designafter the core wrapper and the TAM have been

designed. ThexDistr architecture with the above mentioned extension will be further on

referred to asadd-on-xDistr.

As it is common to have SOCs with more than one TAM, it is shown next how an

entire system can be tested usingonetest pin by employing the proposedadd-on-xDistr

architecture. It was stipulated in [121], that if the ATE operating frequency equals the

SOC test frequency,k cores can be tested by having each core sample data once ink clock

cycles. This approach is extended in the following, providing a conceptual architecture

for SOC test using theadd-on-xDistrarchitecture.

The proposed conceptual architecture is given in Figure6.11considering a SOC with

4 TAMs, each TAM connected to anadd-on-xDistr. The selection logic has been omitted

for clarity. Note that in the envisioned conceptual architecture, the general case ofn

partitions is considered. Therefore, each TAM will be connected at the inputs with an

add-on-xDistrcapable of handingn partitions, and at the outputs withn SISRs and the

corresponding multiplexers. Eachadd-on-xDistrsamples data once in 4 clock cycles, and
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Figure 6.11. Conceptual architecture for SOC test

the xDecs part of theadd-on-xDistrgenerate the data to scan channels at the SOC test

frequency. Hence, the effective frequency ratio, between the frequency at which the data

is sampled by thexDecand the frequency at which the data is generated by thexDec, is 4.

Thus, the parallel on-chip decoder part ofxDecwill still be able to exploit the frequency

ratio. From the design flow integration perspective, this step can be performed last, after

theadd-on-xDistrunits have been designed for each of the SOC TAM’s, as shown in the

following section.

6.2.2 Design flow integration

In order for TDC methods to be fully exploited, they should be seamlessly integrable

into any embedded core-based SOC design flow. The design flow integration issues are

discussed in this section.

As illustrated in the previous section, the proposedxDistr architecture can be extended

into anadd-onlike structure for any TAM width. This implies that the architecture can

be easily introduced after the core wrapper and TAM have been designed. To illustrate

the above, Figure6.12shows the modified design flow. As it can be seen in the figure,

the TDC extension to the design flow is enteredafter the core wrapper design (CWD

in the figure) and TAM design have been performed. At this point, the TAMs and the
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core wrappers (CW in the figure) have been defined. Considering two partitions per core,

thexDistr is simulated with each core taken separately. In order to simulate the current

configuration, the steps described in the previous section are followed (i.e., based on the

partitions the test sets are determined; the test sets are compressed and tailored for the

frequency ratio; and the composite test set is created). If the volume of test data (VTD)

constraints are not met, then the cardinality of the partitions is changed and the simulation

is performed again. It should be noted that changing the cardinality of the partitions does

not influence the TAT of the core but only the amount of useless test data. Hence, the TAT

of the TAM design will not be influenced. When the VTD constraints are met, the required

resources are allocated and the core wrappers are extended with the required decoders as

illustrated in the previous section. At this point the initial design flow is reentered.

It has been experimentally observed that usually the best solution is found if the two

partitions’ cardinality is very close to the half of the TAM width. This is because if the

test sets’ lengths, obtained after the partitions have been created, do not have similar sizes

then the composite test set can increase due to a large number ofdummybits. Using test

data compression, the proposed solution reduces the ATE bandwidth requirements and

the volume of test data. Furthermore, exploiting core wrapper design features, it reduces
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control and area overhead and provides a seamless integration with the design flow. In

addition, it reduces the power dissipation during scan and it eliminates the synchronisation

overhead. Hence, the proposed solution provides a low-cost test methodology for core

based SOC test. Experimental comparisons with single scan chain and multiple scan

chains TDC methods are given in the following section.

6.3 Experimental results

To validate the efficiency of the proposed test methodology two types of comparisons

have been performed:(i) a comparison with the VIHC based single scan chain test data

compression (TDC) method, using the MinTest [131] dynamically compacted test set;

(ii) a comparison with a variant of theXOR-network[114] based architecture. In order

to provide the flexibility with respect to the care bit density required by theXOR-network

based approach, for the second experiment the Atalanta [152] ATPG tool has been used.

In both cases the experiments have been performed on the largest ISCAS89 circuits [132]

using a Pentium III 500 MHz Linux workstation with 256 Mb RAM. Details about the

tools and the benchmark circuits used in the experiments are given in AppendixF.

6.3.1 Comparison with single scan chain TDC

Two experiments using ISCAS89 benchmark circuits are detailed in this section. Firstly,

for a given TAM width and a given core, the optimum partitions’ cardinality for which

minimum composite test set size is obtained has been determined. And, secondly, a com-

parison between VIHC applied to single scan chain cores and the proposed xDistr, using

equal cardinality partitions, for two fictive systems has been performed.

The specification of the ISCAS89 circuits are listed in Table6.1. For each circuit, the

number of inputs/outputs (n/m), the number of scan chains (s), the total number of FFs

(FFs) and the minimum and maximum scan chain lengths (after the assignment of FFs to

scan chains) are listed. It should be noted that the scan chains have been chosen to be as

equal as possible. For example, for core s5378, three scan chains have the length equal to

45 and one scan chain length equals 44. For the experiments two frequency ratios have

been considered:α = 2 andα = 4.
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Core n/m s FFs minsc/maxsc

s5378 35/49 4 179 44/45
s9234 36/39 4 211 52/53
s13207 62/152 16 638 39/40
s15850 77/150 16 534 33/34
s35932 35/320 32 1728 54/54
s38417 28/106 32 1636 32/33
s38584 38/304 32 1426 44/45

Table 6.1. Core specification
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Figure 6.13. Composite test set size vs. p1 cardinality

It has been shown in Section6.2that the proposedxDistr reduces both the area and the

control overhead by efficiently exploiting the core wrapper design features of themUMA

heuristic proposed in Chapter5. Furthermore, since no more than two WSCs can be active

in any scan cycle, the power dissipation during scan is also reduced. Moreover, since the

proposed architecture also reduces the synchronisation overhead, the volume of test data

(VTD) in bits is equivalent to the TAT in ATE clock cycles.

Optimum partition’s cardinality As noted in Section6.2, the volume of test data de-

pends on the partitions’ cardinality. This is best illustrated in Figure6.13, where the

variation in composite test set size with the cardinality of the first partition is shown for

core s35932 for a test bus of 32 whenα = 2 andα = 4. It becomes clear from the figure

that the minimum value is in the neighbourhood of 16, i.e., when the two partitions’ cardi-

nality are equal. The same behaviour can be observed for the other ISCAS89 benchmark

circuits. These results are given in Table6.2. The maximum TAM width for cores s5378

and s9234 has been considered 8, while for s13207 and s15850 it has been considered

24. This is because further increasing the TAM width will not lead to any TAT reduction

and hence the cores will not be attached to a wider TAM. For the other cores, the parti-
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TC

Circuit w part l i
p1
− l i

p2
lo
p1
− lo

p2
α = 2 α = 4

s5378 4 2-2 50-57 57-57 13898 12941
8 4-4 9-45 12-45 16405 13614

s9234 4 2-2 61-63 62-63 21664 21081
8 4-4 9-53 10-53 25881 21578

s13207 4 2-2 159-198 197-198 59273 41932
8 4-4 80-99 99-99 59137 41585

5-3 81-99 99-99 59675 41561
16 9-7 40-50 49-50 54795 39250

8-8 40-50 49-50 59510 41881
24 12-12 40-40 40-40 70430 48542

11-13 40-40 40-40 71350 46826
s15850 4 2-2 135-171 171-171 34855 28454

8 4-4 67-86 85-86 34933 28463
16 9-7 35-43 43-43 34332 29830

8-8 33-43 43-43 34980 28488
24 12-12 33-34 33-34 38586 32696

10-14 33-34 33-34 41033 31124
s35932 4 2-2 432-512 512-512 16526 14336

8 5-3 216-256 256-256 16555 14480
4-4 216-256 256-256 16609 14479

16 9-7 108-128 128-128 16082 14348
8-8 108-128 128-128 16679 14577

24 15-9 54-108 72-108 15957 14072
12-12 54-108 63-108 18134 15174

32 18-14 54-64 64-64 16404 14687
16-16 54-64 64-64 17105 15048

s38417 4 2-2 409-436 435-436 92167 87110
8 4-4 204-218 218-218 92522 87321
16 8-8 102-109 109-109 93102 87781

9-7 102-109 109-109 93469 86870
24 16-8 53-102 58-102 90965 86813

12-12 51-102 51-102 107866 93511
32 17-15 51-55 54-55 91849 87225

16-16 51-55 54-55 93233 88354

s38584 4 2-2 356-433 432-433 98133 83761
8 4-4 178-217 216-217 98164 83799

5-3 178-217 216-217 98273 83572
16 9-7 89-109 108-109 93302 82487

8-8 89-109 108-109 98351 84088
24 16-8 47-89 64-89 91239 81546

15-9 45-89 62-89 93624 81427
12-12 45-89 56-89 109458 88123

32 18-14 45-55 54-55 93695 82869
16-16 44-55 54-55 101337 87442

Table 6.2. xDistr composite test set

tions and the composite test sets have been determined for TAM widths between 4 and

32. For each core and for every TAM width (w), the partitions which yield the minimum

composite test set for aα = 2 andα = 4, and the case when both partitions are equal, are
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reported. The table lists the core, the test bus width (w), the partitions cardinality (part)

and length of the longest input and output wrapper scan chain (WSC) for the two parti-

tions (l ip1
− l ip2

andlop1
− lop2

). The VTD obtained for each of the cases is given in columns

6 and 7. The values marked with bold in these columns represent the minimum VTD for

the corresponding partition and frequency ratio.

As it can be observed in the table, for most cases, choosing two partitions of equal

cardinality yields a good result. This leads to the conclusion, that while thexDistr can

be extended to account for different partition cardinality for different cores, this may not

always be required. Hence, to further shorten the duration of the design flow, with small,

or no, penalties in VTD, the solution with two partitions of equal cardinality can be chosen

as a default solution, or as a good starting point if further VTD reduction is required. To

exemplify the above consider the case of circuit s38417 with a TAM width equal to 32,

where the partitions’ cardinality for minimum composite test set size whenα = 2 and

α = 4 is 17-15. The equal cardinality partition,16-16has an increase in volume of test

data of 1.48% in the case whenα = 2, and 1.27% in the case whenα = 4. Thus, choosing

the equal cardinality partition of16-16 provides a viable solution for this circuit. The

simulation times, comprising compression of the test sets corresponding to each partition;

tailoring the two test sets for the given frequency; and the generation of the composite test

set, ranged from 1 second for the circuits with small test sets to 9 seconds for the circuits

with large test sets, for each core for one configuration. Thus, the extra time needed to

perform the simulation step will have a small influence on the overall duration of the

design flow.

VIHC vs. xDistr To illustrate the amount of test data reduction when compared to sin-

gle scan chain cores two systems have been considered: the first one comprising s13207,

s15850, s35932, s38417 and s38584 attached to a 24 bit wide TAM and the second one

comprising s35932, s38417 and s38584 connected to a 32 bit wide TAM. The VIHC

method has been used to compress the initial test sets, and then the compressed test sets

have been tailored for a given frequency ratio. In addition, the difference between the

number of outputs and the number of inputs has been also taken into account as detailed

in Section6.1.3. The results are reported in Table6.3. It is important to note that, since

no more synchronisation overhead is imposed, the VTD given in this table is equivalent to

the TAT in ATE clock cycles. For the frequency ratiosα = 2 andα = 4, the table lists the
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TC

α = 2 α = 4
Circuit w init eq-parts red % init eq-parts red %

s5378 4 18445 13898 24.65 13784 12941 6.51
8 16405 12.43 13614 1.23

s9234 4 27474 21664 21.14 24019 21081 12.23
8 25881 5.79 21578 10.16

s13207 4 101540 59273 41.62 60657 41932 30.87
8 59137 41.75 41585 31.44
16 59510 41.39 41881 30.95
24 70430 30.63 48542 19.97

s15850 4 54091 34855 35.56 37759 28454 24.64
8 34933 35.41 28463 24.61
16 34980 35.33 28488 24.55
24 38586 28.66 32696 13.40

s35932 4 22196 16526 25.54 16793 14336 14.63
8 16609 25.17 14479 13.77
16 16679 24.85 14577 13.19
24 18134 18.30 15174 9.64
32 17105 22.93 15048 10.39

s38417 4 122850 92167 24.97 94757 87110 8.07
8 92522 24.68 87321 7.84
16 93102 24.21 87781 7.36
24 107866 12.19 93511 1.31
32 93233 24.10 88354 6.75

s38584 4 145937 98133 32.75 101489 83761 17.46
8 98164 32.73 83799 17.43
16 98351 31.80 84088 17.14
24 109458 24.99 88123 13.16
32 99166 32.04 84074 17.15

Table 6.3. Volume of test data comparison

volume of test data using a single scan chain core (init ) and using thexDistr architecture

with two partitions of equal cardinality (eq− parts). The reduction in VTD is on average

over 20% forα = 2. For example, it is 41.62% in the case of s13207 for a TAM width

equal to 4. Forα = 4, the reduction in VTD ranges from 1.23% in the case of circuit

s5378 for a TAM width equal to 8, to 31.44% in the case of circuit s13207 for a TAM

width equal to 8. Hence, considerable savings in VTD are achieved when compared to

single scan chain designs. It is important to note that for one core, over all TAM widths,

the VTDs are similar. For example, in the case of circuit s15850, the volume of test data

is of 34855 bits for TAM width 4, and of 38586 bits for TAM width 32. This implies that

the xDistr architecture can be attached to any TAM of any width without imposing any

restrictions on the existing TAM and still obtain considerable savings in the VTD. Hence,

when routing congestions do not allow a wide TAM the proposed architecture will be able

to ensure considerable reduction in TAT.
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TC

α = 2 α = 4
w Circuit init eq-parts red % init eq-parts red %

24 s13207 101815 71878 29.40 62492 51235 18.01
s15850 55235 41143 25.51 39171 35279 9.93
s35932 22512 21889 2.76 17215 18947 -10.06
s38417 125781 116614 7.28 98942 100950 -2.02
s38584 151357 117058 22.66 109940 96463 12.25

Total 456700 368582 19.29 327760 302874 7.59
32 s35932 22512 17499 22.26 17215 15477 10.09

s38417 125781 95656 23.95 98942 89496 9.54
s38584 151357 105938 30.00 109940 92297 16.04

Total 299650 219093 26.88 226097 197270 12.74

Table 6.4. add-on-xDistr for TAM of widths 24 and 32

Finally, the case when the cores from a system are connected to a TAM of a given

width is analysed. The two systems described at the beginning of this section have been

considered. The experimental setup for both systems is as follows: firstly, for all the cores

test set partitioning has been performed assuming equal cardinality partitions; secondly,

the test sets corresponding to each partition have been concatenated into one test set.

The resulting test set for each partition has been compressed using the VIHC method

and the resulting dictionary has been stored. Using this dictionary the composite test set

has been constructed for each core taken separately. Using one dictionary over all the

test sets will ensure the usage of one VIHC decoder to decompress all the test sets for

one partition. To provide an accurate comparison, the same experimental setup has been

used to compress the systems assuming single scan chain cores. The results are reported

in Table6.4. It should be noted that in some cases the test set obtained assuming one

scan chain per core is smaller than in the case of the proposed solution. For example,

for the s38417 circuit a 2.02% increase in the volume of test data can be observed. This

is because concatenating the different test sets can affect the overall pattern distribution

and hence the VIHC compression. However, the total amount of test data obtained using

the proposedxDistr, is still considerably smaller than using a single scan chain core test

approach. For example, in the case of the second system 26.88% reduction in the total

volume of test data is obtained forα = 2.

To give an estimation of the area overhead introduced by the proposedxDistr architec-

ture, the systems considered in the previous comparison have been synthesised using the

Synopsys Design Compiler [133]. The experimental setup is as follows: firstly, full scan

design for test has been performed on the cores; secondly, each core has been wrapped for
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Core n/m s FFs minsc/maxsc %cb

s5378 35/49 4 179 44/45 20.58 – 24.64
s9234 36/39 4 211 52/53 16.28 – 28.72
s13207 62/152 16 638 39/40 6.01 – 8.88
s15850 77/150 16 534 33/34 6.77 – 15.11
s35932 35/320 32 1728 54/54 2.80 – 59.36
s38417 28/106 32 1636 51/52 2.63 – 21.73
s38584 38/304 32 1426 44/45 3.23 – 17.19

Table 6.5. Core specification

a test bus width of 17. The proposedxDistr architecture has been synthesised for the two

TAMs. The test area overhead is of 2.8% in the case of the first system and 3.5% in the

case of the second one. It is important to note that thexDistr architecture has been imple-

mented entirely, including the programmability features and the SISRs, and the extensions

to the core wrappers have been also considered. Since thexDistr architecture (comprising

thexDecsand the SISRs) has fixed area overhead for a given test bus width, increasing

the number of cores connected to the test bus will have small impact on the overall test

area overhead. This is because adding a core to the proposedxDistr architecture basically

implies extending the core wrapper as detailed in Section6.2. Since the overhead of the

xWrapperwhen compared to the initial core wrapper is less than 2%, the greater the num-

ber of cores connected to axDistr, the smaller the chip area overhead penalty. It should

be noted that more than half of the area overhead is due to programmability, i.e., shadow

registers for the counters inxDec. Also note that when compared to the single scan chain

TDC method, the area overhead is approximately doubled. This, however, at the benefit

of reduction in VTD and power dissipation.

6.3.2 Comparison with multiple scan chain TDC

In this section a comparison between the proposedadd-on-xDistrand a variant of the

XOR-network[114] based architecture is given. To assess the two compression architec-

tures in a core based SOC environment three variables have been chosen: the care bit

density of the test set (%cb), the test bus width (w), and the frequency ratio (α). All the

TDC methods are at some extent dependent on the number of care bits in the test sets,

hence, varying the care bit density will influence the amount of compression attainable by

the two architectures. An important factor in reducing the TAT in core based SOCs is the

7Note that since no routing overhead has been considered, choosing a wider test bus will have minor
influence on the area overhead
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Figure 6.14. Test set size decrease with increase of %cb

width of the test bus [55]. As it will be seen in this section this influences the TAT and

the power dissipation when considered with the two compression architectures. Finally,

the frequency ratio is, on the one hand, a requirement for the add-on-xDistr architecture

(see Section6.2), and on the other hand, it has also an impact on the power dissipation

for this architecture. In order to provide the above experimental environment controlled

static compaction has been performed, followed by core wrapper design, and finally, the

two approaches have been applied and analysed.

The above steps have been performed on the largest ISCAS89 [132] benchmark cir-

cuits. The specifications of the circuits are given in Table6.5. Similar to Section6.3.1,

for each circuit, the number of inputs/outputs (n/m), the number of scan chains (s), the

total number of FFs (FFs), the minimum and maximum scan chain lengths (after the as-

signment of FFs to scan chains), and the range of considered care bit densities per test set

(%cb) are listed. To model the different care bit densities, Atalanta [152] has been used

to generate test sets comprising one test vector for each fault. Subsequently, controlled

static compaction has been performed using a simple greedy heuristic. The heuristic com-

pacted the test set such that if the test vectors had a number of care bits smaller than a

control valueB, then they were merged with compatible test vectors if the resulting num-

ber of care bits did not exceedB. Controlled compaction has been performed for values

of B = {50,100,150,200,250,300,400,800,1000,2000}. The variation of the initial test

set size with %cb is given in Figure6.14for core s38417. The system integrator could

employ such a controlled compaction scheme, since, as it will be seen next, substantial

reduction in VTD can be attained when combined with the two architectures.

As noted in Section6.1.2, one of the disadvantages of theXOR-networkbased ap-

proach is that it suffers from linear dependencies which can lead to temporal pattern lock-
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out, i.e., the inability to justify the bits required at the inputs of the wrapper scan chain

(WSC) at a given moment. In addition, care must be taken to avoid structural pattern

lockout, i.e., when the architecture is unable to justify the required bits, regardless of how

many cycles the WSC load is halted. Structural pattern lockout must be avoided as it can

affect fault coverage. For details regarding the implementedXOR-networkvariant, the

reader is referred to AppendixE.

Varying the care bit density (%cb), the test bus width (w) and the frequency ratio (α),

in the following the influences on the compression ratio, test application time, area over-

head and power dissipation are analysed. Note that only selected data is used to illustrated

the various advantages and disadvantages of the two architectures. More experimental re-

sults can be found in AppendixE. As noted in Section6.1.2, the XOR-network requires

two ATE channels, hence the number of bits representing VTD will be double the number

of clock cycles representing TAT. The add-on-xDistr requires only one ATE channel, and

therefore, the VTD equals the TAT, which is given in ATE clock cycles. In the figures

shown in this section “XOR-network(w)” denotes the XOR-network when used for a test

bus width ofw; and “add-on-xDistr(w,α)” denotes the add-on-xDistr when used for a test

bus width ofw and a frequency ratio ofα.

Compression ratio The variation in compression ratio with the increase in %cb is anal-

ysed in Figure6.15. For core s38417, Figure6.15(a)shows the influence of %cb on the

compression ratio when different values ofw are considered. Since the compression ratio

for the XOR-network is directly related to the percentage of temporal pattern lockouts

(%t pl), Figure6.15(b)shows their variation when %cb increases. It is interesting to note

that there is an improvement in compression ratio with the use of a greaterw, however,

the %t pl increases as well. This is due to a greater number of care bits which have to

be justified through the XOR-network whenw increases. At the same time, however, the

number of WSC loads decreases for greaterw’s, e.g., for core s38584 with %cb= 17.19,

there are 53599, 26923, 21983, 13585 WSC loads forw = 8, 16, 24, and 32 respectively.

Hence, as long as the decrease in the number of WSC loads is greater than the increase

in %t pl, there is an improvement in compression ratio when increasingw as illustrated in

Figure6.15(a). Figure6.15(c), shows the influence ofw and %cb for α = 6 on the com-

pression ratio attainable with add-on-xDistr. What is interesting to note here is that, even

though the compression ratio decreases when %cb increases, it is approximately constant
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(a) s38417: Compression ratio
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(c) s38417: Compression ratio

Figure 6.15. Compression ratio and temporal pattern lockout

for all the values ofw for a givenα. This is due to the runs of ’0’s based coding scheme

used with theadd-on-xDistrarchitecture and the fact that the proposed architecture does

not destroy these runs of ’0’s. The influence of the three variables on the TAT is analysed

next.

Test application time The TAT for the two architectures is analysed in Figure6.16.

Since in the case of the XOR-network, the VTD is twice the TAT, the VTD is also plotted

in the figure. Figure6.16(a)shows how VTD and TAT vary withw for core s35932. As

also noted previously, the compression attainable by add-on-xDistr is almost constant for

differentw’s for the sameα. On the other hand, the XOR-network has different VTDs and

TATs with the variation ofw. In this particular case the TAT obtained with XOR-network

is smaller than the one for add-on-xDistr whenw≥ 16, however, the VTD is greater. This

varies depending on the circuit,α and %cb. Two cases are illustrated with Figures6.16(b)

and6.16(c). For example, for core s35932 in Figure6.16(b), the TAT and VTD obtained
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Figure 6.16. Volume of test data and test application time

by add-on-xDistr forw = 32 andα = 6 are overall smaller than both the TAT and the

VTD obtained by XOR-network for the samew. While for core s38417 in Figure6.16(c)

for w = 32, the VTD and TAT obtained with add-on-xDistr is greater than both the VTD

and TAT obtained with XOR-network. Even though, the two architectures have different

behaviours whenw varies, ifα = 6 andw = 32 the TATs are similar. It is also interesting

to note that the TAT and VTD tend to have a steep fall for %cb in the first half of the

considered %cb interval. However, for the second half the curve is almost linear. This is

contrary to the compression ratio behaviour, which tends to decrease in a linear manner

(see Figures6.15(a)and6.15(c)). This is due to the steep decrease in the compacted test

set size as illustrated in Figure6.14. Therefore, the system integrator could consider using

controlled compaction to reduce TAT and VTD regardless of the employed compression

architecture. The analysis with respect to area overhead is given next.
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Area overhead To give an estimation of the area overhead variation withw, Synopsis

Design Compiler [133] has been used. The results for core s38584 in technology units for

the lsi10k library are tabulated below.

w = 8 16 24 32

XOR-network 370 698 1023 1570

add-on-xDistr 1886 1813 1813 1742

For the XOR-network based architectures, the area overhead is linearly dependent on

the size of the test bus. This is because, in order to ensure good TAT and VTD, the

XOR-network has been chosen with an average ofw/2 inputs driving one XOR-network

output. For add-on-xDistr, however, the changes are negligible. This is because by in-

creasingw, the size of the WSCs get smaller, and hence, the size of the counter which

accounts for the length of the partition decreases, while the size of the counter which

accounts for the cardinality (height) of the partition increases (see Section6.2).

Power dissipation The influences ofw and α on the power dissipation are analysed

next. Firstly it is interesting to note that due to the usage of maximum two WSCs at any

time, the add-on-xDistr architecture can considerably reduce power dissipation, especially

when the number of WSCs is large. This, despite the fact that the WSCs are driven by

the on-chip test frequency. Assuming the same switching probability and all the WSCs of

the same length, it can be easily derived that the power reduction factor8 when compared

to XOR-network ispr = w/(2∗α). This is illustrated in Figure6.17(a)for differentw’s.

Hence, while the add-on-xDistr has almost constant TAT and VTD for different values

of w, it can considerably reduce power dissipation when increasingw. Also, the power

reduction is guaranteed forw≥ 16. Forw= 8, reduction is attainable only forα≤ 4. An-

other notable observation is the power profile of the two architectures. This is illustrated

in Figure6.17(b). It can be easily seen that while the XOR-network has almost constant

number of transitions, the add-on-xDistr tends to have short periods of higher number of

transitions. These, however, considerably smaller than the XOR-network’s ones. This is

due to the WSCs inputs generated by the two architectures. The XOR-network generates

the WSCs inputs with almost random properties, hence the transition probability is high,

while the add-on-xDistr generates runs of ’0’s with lower transition probability.

8How this formula has been derived is illustrated in AppendixE.
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Figure 6.17. Power dissipation

To summarise, while the proposed architecture and theXOR-networkarchitecture ob-

tain often similar VTD, TAT, and power dissipation values, the main advantages of the

proposed architecture are:(i) easy design integration, due to almost constant TAT and

exploitation of the core wrapper design;(ii) reduced scan power even though the scan

chains are driven with the on-chip test clock, and not with a slow clock as in the case

of XOR-network; and (iii ) the architecture is self synchronous, requiring only one test

channel, unlike theXOR-networkwhich requires two test channels.

6.4 Concluding remarks

This chapter has analysed the TDC approaches for multiple scan chain cores and proposed

a new integrated solution which combines a new test data decompression architecture with

the features of the core wrapper design algorithm proposed in Chapter5. Using TDC, the

proposed solution reduces the ATE bandwidth requirements and the volume of test data.

Further, by exploiting the core wrapper design features, it decreases the control and area

overhead and provides seamless integration with the design flow. In addition, it reduces

power dissipation during scan and it eliminates the synchronisation overhead with the

ATE. Hence, the proposed integrated solution provides an effective low-cost methodology

for testing core based SOCs.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and future research

directions

With the ever increasing demand for smaller devices and the requirement for shorter times

to market, system-on-a-chip (SOC) becomes the driving force of the semiconductor indus-

try. However, due to embedding cores from different intellectual property (IP) vendors,

testing these SOCs can become the bottleneck of this new paradigm. In addition the high

complexity of the chips requires expensive test equipment which leads to high test costs.

Therefore, if the test issues raised by the SOC paradigm are not addressed, the advantages

of core based SOC design are diminished.

Based on a cost of test analysis, this dissertation has identified a number of factors

which need to be reduced in order to contain the cost of test. These include: the volume

of test data (VTD), the number of pins for test, the bandwidth and the cost of test equip-

ment. In addition, considering a core based SOC environment requires that the system in-

tegrator uses only basic core information and refrains from modifying the core’s internal

structure or test methodology. The above factors have been addressed and viable solutions

which contribute toward low-cost test in core based SOCs have been provided. The main

driver behind this dissertation has been test data compression, a test resource partitioning

scheme, which in addition to reducing the VTD can also reduce the bandwidth require-

ments. The efficiency of the proposed solutions has been demonstrated using academic

and industrial benchmarks. An analysis of the contributions presented in this dissertation

is given next.
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In Chapter3, a compression method called Variable-length Input Huffman Coding

(VIHC) has been proposed and using extensive experimental results shown that it can

improve the parameters of the test data compression environment (TDCE): the compres-

sion ratio, area overhead and test application time (TAT). This is achieved by accounting

for the multiple interrelated factors that influence the TDCE’s parameters, such as pre-

processing the test set, the size and the type of the input patterns to the coding algorithm,

and the type of the decoder. With small VTD and small TAT, the proposed solution for

test data compression/decompression reduces two of the three low cost test parameters:

VTD and bandwidth requirements. Hence, the proposed solution contributes toward low

cost SOC test. In addition to the above the VIHC decoder exploits the frequency ration

between the on-chip test frequency and the ATE operating frequency. This leads to de-

coupling the ATE from the device under test. This is due to the fact that the entire on-chip

decoder is driven only by on-chip test clocks, and the data synchronisation is performed

using an on-chip generated clock. This clock, has to be active only once in the ATE clock

cycle, easing the clock synchronisation between the chip and the ATE, hence decoupling

the ATE from the device under test.

Due to test resource partitioning in general, and test data compression in particular,

synchronisation between the ATE and the on-chip decoder is required. This is especially

important when the operating conditions of the on-chip decoder cannot be fulfilled as

illustrated in Chapter4. Hence, synchronisation overhead is introduced which reduces

the benefits of exploiting the frequency ratio between the on-chip test frequency and

the ATE operating frequency. This issue has been addressed and a reduced pin count

test method has been proposed which in addition to providing a complete scenario for

SOC test when multiple single scan chain cores are targeted, is generic, scalable and pro-

grammable. Hence, it is easy integrable in the design flow, as no restrictions are imposed

on the system integrator. Therefore, an efficient reduced pin count test solution has been

proposed, which leads to low VTD and low TAT without any constraints or changes to

the test or interface equipment when single scan chains cores are targeted.

Efficient usage of test resources becomes an important issue especially when these are

critical. This is the case for the ATE memory, which directly influences the cost of the

ATE. In Chapter5 the test data stored in the ATE memory is analysed, anduseless memory

is identified as the source for the trade-off between test bus width and VTD in multiple

scan chains-based cores. To eliminate this memory, in a resource efficient manner, a
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new test methodology has been proposed, which based on employing wrapper scan chain

partitioning in core wrapper designs and exploiting ATE memory management features

can obtain considerable reduction in useless memory. Hence, the proposed methodol-

ogy demonstrates that with the advent of the new generation ATEs, which allow greater

flexibility and provide memory management capabilities, methodologies complementary

to test data compression can be used to reduce the VTD, and hence the cost of testing

complex SOCs.

Finally, Chapter6 provides an integrated test methodology for core based SOC by

combining the solutions proposed in this work. The proposed methodology reduces the

ATE bandwidth requirements and the VTD. Furthermore, by exploiting the core wrapper

design features, it decreases the control and area overhead and provides a seamless in-

tegration with the design flow. In addition, it reduces power dissipation during scan and

eliminates the synchronisation overhead with the ATE. Therefore, the proposed integrated

solution provides an effective reduced pin count low-cost methodology for testing SOCs.

This research has shown that test resource partitioning facilitates a low-cost SOC test

methodology, however, as also emphasised throughout the dissertation, care must be taken

to ensure that all the factors which drive the cost of test are accounted for. If some of the

factors are ignored, solutions which lead only to a partial low-cost test strategy are devel-

oped. Therefore, the compression method proposed in Chapter3 aims at simultaneously

improving the TDCE parameters, and the distribution architecture proposed in Chapter4,

not only reduces the synchronisation overhead between the ATE and the SOC, but also

leads to TAT reduction. In addition, the novel test methodology, provided in Chapter5,

which targets useless memory reduction aims at reducing the VTD and minimising the

control overhead on the ATE. Finally, the integrated core wrapper design and test data

compression solution for core based SOC test, provided in Chapter6, facilitates reduc-

tion of VTD, TAT, synchronisation overhead, and power dissipation whilst it provides

seamless integration with the design flow.

Due to the reduction in feature size and the necessity to increase chip dynamics in

order to identify new faults, providing data at high speeds to the chip under test becomes

critical. This, however, by containing the total power dissipation of the chip in order to

avoid destructive testing. The methodologies proposed in this thesis provide a possible

scenario which accounts for the above requirements. However, due to the DFT depen-

dency on scan to deliver the test vectors, the volume of test data will continue to increase.
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To cope with this issue, and to maintain a high compression ratio, it is expected that area

overhead requirements for the VIHC scheme will increase. Also, due to the different fea-

tures of the test set, one can envision a programmable VIHC decoder which can be tuned

for best performances depending on the features of the test set. Therefore, it is anticipated

that the methods proposed in this dissertation, and validated on academic and industrial

benchmarks, will scale to large industrial designs with small penalties in area overhead.

7.1 Future research directions

Based on work performed in this dissertation, a number of future research directions

which will contribute toward low-cost test are briefly outlined next.

Improving test data compression through test set transformations As illustrated in

Chapter3, an efficient mapping and reordering algorithm can lead to significant improve-

ment in compression ratio due to enhancing the properties exploited by the runs of ’0’s

based compression schemes. In addition, an important conclusion from the comparison

performed in Chapter6 (see Section6.3.2on Page139) is that even if the test sets are

compacted there is still a considerable amount of compression. However, the two ar-

chitectures considered in the experiment suffer from reduced compression ratios when

the care bit density is considerably increased. This can be also attributed to the static

compaction heuristic used in Section6.3.2, since it does not account for any of the par-

ticularities of the two methods. Hence, the implications of test set transformations in

correlation with test data compression requires further investigation.

Programmable core wrapper and test access mechanism designIt has been shown

in Chapter5 that core wrapper design can be used in contexts different than the traditional

“minimising TAT”. Therefore, it would be interesting to assess the potential of consider-

ing, for example, programmable core wrapper designs, which can dynamically switch

between different wrapper scan chains configurations. In addition, as also illustrated in

Chapter5 tunning core wrapper design for different aims can lead to properties which can

further exploited. For the UMA problem targeted in Chapter5, the core wrapper prop-

erties have been exploited by the test vector deployment procedure. Therefore, it should

be investigated whether a more efficient way of exploiting core wrapper properties is to
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embed them into test access mechanism design algorithms.

Power conscious high speed test using low-cost testersAdvances in ATE technolo-

gies made available test infrastructures like low-cost DFT testers [12, 11, 153], which

are not only specifically build to exploit DFT features but also support multi-site test.

Multi-site test is a test technology which allows testing of multiple systems in parallel. In

order for this technology to be efficient, reduce pin-count aware DFT methodologies are

required. An increasingly important issue is the testing of high speed chips [4]. These

require data delivery at very high frequencies while containing the total power dissipation

during test. In addition, with the increased gap between ATE bandwidth availability and

SOC test speed requirements [14], providing data at high speeds to the SOC using a small

number of pins becomes a critical point in facilitating high speed test. Therefore there is

a conflict between the limited number of ATE pins and the high frequencies required for

high speed test. The test data compression methodology provided in this dissertation, by

driving the cores with the on-chip test frequency, has the potential to increase chip dy-

namics leading to at-speed structural test without the problems imposed by the traditional

slow/fast clock approach [154] and using a reduce pin-count strategy. Therefore extend-

ing test data compression to power conscious high speed test using low-cost testers, needs

further investigation.



Appendix A

Core level DFT

In this appendix core level design for test (DFT) is briefly introduced. To facilitate core

based SOC test, the core vendor must augment its IP with test features. The design process

which embeds test features into a core is referred to as DFT. The main purpose of DFT is

to increase the controllability, i.e., the ability to control the nodes within the circuit, and

the observability, i.e., the ability to observe the nodes within the circuit. Two well known

DFT methodologies are illustrated in this appendix: scan based DFT and built-in self-test

(BIST) based DFT.

Scan based DFT A core can be generically viewed as illustrated in FigureA.1(a). The

core in the figure hasn inputs notedi1 . . . in and m outputs notedo1 . . .om. The core

comprises the combinational logic (shown in the figure with the combinational logic

block (CLB)) and the sequential block (shown in the figure with the flip-flops (FF) –

FF1 . . .FFf f s). The outputs from the CLB into the FFs are also referred to as pseudo-

outputs (po); the outputs from the FFs into the CLB are referred to as pseudo-inputs (pi).

These are marked in the figure withpo1 . . . pof f s and pi1 . . . pi f f s respectively. While

there is control of the inputs and observation of the outputs of the core, there is no con-

trol or observation of the memory elements. Increasing the control and observation of

the memory elements is achieved mainly using scan based DFT. Scan based DFT implies

transforming the FFs in the figure into a chain of elements, in which each FF is replaced

with a scan flip-flop (SFF) or scan cell. The new core with embedded scan DFT is il-

lustrated in FigureA.1(b). The chain of SFFs is also referred to as a scan chain. There

are various types of scan cells, e.g., multiplexed scan cell, double latched scan cells, level
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Figure A.1. Scan based DFT

sensitive scan latches [36, 38]. The one illustrated in the figure and considered during

this dissertation is the multiplexed scan cell. The multiplexed scan cell comprises a mul-

tiplexer and a FF. The SFF has two data inputs: the pseudo-output and the scan input, and

two data outputs: the pseudo-input and the scan output; a control signal (tc) and the clock

signal (clk). The chain of SFF is constructed by connecting the scan output of one SFF

to the scan input of the following cell as illustrated in the figure. Applying a test vector

using scan based DFT implies three steps:(i) scanning-in the test vector (i.e., thetc is set

to 1, the data is loaded from the scan inputsi1 into the scan chain formed by SFFs inf f s

clock cycles);(ii) capturing the circuit response (i.e.,tc is set to 0, the data is loaded from

the pseudo-outputs of the CLB in 1 clock cycle); and(iii ) scanning-out the test responses

(i.e., similar to scan-in where the circuit responses are scanned-out). It should be noted

that the last step is performed simultaneously with the first step, where new control values

are loaded. The amount of time needed to perform the above procedure for all the test

vectors in a test set is referred to as test application time (TAT).

Scan forms the foundation on which most other DFT techniques are built. Scan based

DFT increases the controllability and observability of the device, making the core more

testable, at the expense of penalties in area overhead and performances. Considering

the area overhead and performance penalties as constraints leads to partial scan designs,

where only part of the FFs are transformed into SFFs [36, 38]. Since, with the increase

in the length of scan chains, the TAT increases as well another scan based DFT variant

is multiple scan chains (MSCs) based design [36, 38]. A MSC design is illustrated in
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Figure A.2. The long SSC was split intos smaller scan chains. In order to keep the

figure simple, the scan chains are represented as bars. In the figure the core hasn inputs,

m outputs ands scan chainsS1 . . .Ss. Each scan chain has its own scan-input and scan-

output. For example,si1 andso1 are the input and output for scan chainS1 respectively.

If all the scan chains have equal length, then they are referred to as balanced scan chains.

Otherwise, they are referred to as unbalanced scan chains. Having more scan chains, more

data can be loaded in parallel, and hence the TAT is reduced. It is assumed in this thesis

that cores come with both single and multiple scan chains DFT.

Another issue raised with scan based DFT is the scan power dissipation, i.e., the power

dissipated during shifting the data in and out from the scan chain. As can be seen in

FigureA.1 the output of the FF is connected directly to the pseudo-input of the CLB.

Hence, whatever data is loaded into the FF will be also available at the pseudo-inputs of

the CLB. If, for example, in two consecutive clock cycles, the data frompi1 is “0” and

then “1”, this will cause a transition, from “0” to “1”, at this pseudo-input which can cause

further transitions in the CLB. These transitions cause power dissipation in the CLB. Due

to the high number of circuit nodes where a transition can occur and due to the long scan

chains in complex designs, the scan power dissipation becomes an increasingly important

parameter which directly influences yield. This is because chip packaging was designed

considering functional requirements in mind, long periods of high switching activity will

lead to chip over heating, and hence, to destructive testing. The yield loss leads to cost

increase, since good chips are then thrown away. In the following paragraph BIST DFT

is addressed.

BIST based DFT The main idea behind BIST is to have a test pattern generator (TPG)

providing a set of test stimuli to the CUT, and a signature analyser (SA) computing a
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signature, or a good/bad decision, from the test responses. A typical BIST structure is

illustrated in FigureA.3. Both, the TPG and the SA are on-chip. The TPG generates,

for a number of clock cycles, a set of test stimuli with random properties. These are then

applied to the CUT, and the test responses are analysed using the SA. If the computed

signature differs from a fault free signature, then a fault was identified. The most common

BIST setup is to use a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) as a test pattern generator, and

a single input signature analyser (SISR) or a multiple input signature analyser (MISR)

as a SA [36, 38]. There are essentially two types of BIST DFT: scan based BIST and

embedded BIST DFT. Scan based BIST, uses the BIST methodology for the scan-inputs

and scan-outputs of the core. Embedded BIST uses the BIST methodology within the

core (mainly on the data-path of a design, i.e., the part of the design compounded of

adders, multipliers) and at its inputs and outputs. A core which comes with BIST can be

either “BIST-ready” or “BIST-ed”. The former implies that the core provider prepared

the core for BIST. The latter is a BIST-ready core where the TPG and SA are embedded

within the core. If not stated differently, BIST will refer to scan based BIST as introduced

above. With respect to the type of test applied to the core, BIST can be pseudo-random

or deterministic. The former implies that the TPG is allowed to run freely for a given

number of clock cycles; the latter implies that the TPG is controlled using techniques such

as “bit-flipping” [100, 155], “bit-fixing” [ 101], “re-seeding” [156] and “pattern-mapping”

[157] in order to generate deterministic test vectors [98, 104, 36, 38]. When the two are

combined, mixed-mode BIST solutions are derived. It should be noted that, unless stated

differently, the term deterministic BIST will also refer to mixed-mode BIST.
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VIHC decoder’s implementation

In this appendix gate level implementation details for the Variable-length Input Huffman

Coding (VIHC) scheme provided in Chapter3, including the synthesis and gate level

simulation processes, are given. The tools and their employment in the implementation

process are detailed below:

• firstly, the behavioural described VHDL code has been synthesised using Synopsys

Design Compiler [133] for the Alcatel 0.5µ technology library (MTC35000);

• secondly, the gate level VHDL has been simulated using the ModelSim HDL Sim-

ulation tool [158].

As noted in Section3.3.1, the proposed VIHC decoder has two parts: the Huffman

decoder (Huff-decoder) used to identify the Huffman code and the control and generation

unit (CGU) used to generate the current pattern and to synchronise with the Huff-decoder.

A schematic of the decoder comprising these two parts is given in FigureB.1. The two

units have been implemented and simulated for Example3.1 (see Page41). Hence, the

Huff-decoder has 4 states and the CGU has been designed for a group size of 4. The

decoder has been synthesised for a clock period constraint of 50ns. The simulation has

been performed for a clock period of 50 and 100ns. The frequency ratio (α) has been

considered 2.sys_clkrepresents the internal chip test clock andfsm_clkrepresents the

clock used to generate the clock for the Huffman FSM. The other signals in the figure

will be detailed as necessary. The Huff-decoder is illustrated in FigureB.2 and the CGU

in FigureB.3.
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Figure B.1. VIHC decoder

The Huff-decoder has been implemented using a Mealy FSM (i.e., the output of the

FSM is dependent on the current state and the input signal), which will guarantee that

the output of the FSM will be available in the samefsm_clkclock cycle. In the case

of the CGU, a normal counter has been used, and the load control FSM (see Figure3.8

on Page51) has been implemented using a Moore FSM (i.e., the output of the FSM

is dependent only on the current state), hence the output of the FSM will be available

only after one internal clock cycle. The counter has been driven using a non-overlapping

clock derived from the chip test clock. The load control FSM has been driven using a

clock delayed with 10nswith respect tosys_clk. This delay will guarantee that the load

control FSM will catch thefsm_clkon ’1’, hence changing the state fromS0 to S1 (see

Figure3.8(c)on Page51) when required.

In addition to the signals noted in Figure3.8 (see Page51) for the CGU, theo_xx

signals have been used to capture internal signals easing the simulation and debug process.

Also, in addition to the area overhead requirements given in Section3.3.1, three more

latches have been added to the design. One for thedin signal coming from the ATE into

Huff-decoder (see FigureB.1) and two for theis_codeandate_syncsignals in the CGU

unit (see FigureB.3). The first latch has been added to ensure that the output of the Huff-
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Figure B.2. Huff-decoder

decoder will not change whilstate_syncis low, hence guaranteeing that the CGU will

load the correct values once the current pattern has been generated. This latch is active

whensync_fsm_clkis ’1’. The other two latches have been added to eliminate glitches.

Glitches have been generated by the Huff-decoder whilst changing state and the counter

while decrementing. The former has been eliminated by inserting a latch for theis_code

signal active whenfsm_clkis ’0’, leaving enough time for the output of the Huff-decoder

to reach a stable state. For the latter, a latch was introduced on theate_syncsignal, also

active whenfsm_clkis ’0’, since the Huff-decoder must be halted only after the code has

been identified. Hence, while parallel decoders have the advantage of working in two

clock domains, the communication and synchronisation between these two domains must

be accounted for, and therefore the addition of these latches. The advantage of having the

two decoder units working in different clock domains is that it can decouple the ATE from

the on-chip decoder – i.e., thefsm_clksignal is the one that drives the entire architecture;

as long asfsm_clkis generated such that valid data is loaded into the decoder, data can be

generated to the on-chip core with the on-chip test frequency. This is further detailed with

the gate level timing diagram given next. Note that the schematics have been generated

with the Synopsys Design Compiler.
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Figure B.3. Control and generation unit (CGU)
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Figure B.4. Gate level timing diagram for the example given in Figure 3.2(d)

With the synthesised gate level design, a gate level simulation using ModelSim has

been performed. The gate level timing diagram is given in FigureB.4. The figure cor-

responds to the simulation when the chip test clock period is 50ns. To ensure that the

Huff-decoder is in a stable state after reset, the code “000” has been fed into it. This

brings the decoder in state “S0” (see Figure3.7 on Page51). After these three bits, the

compressed test set from Example3.1(see Page41) has been inserted. The first output bit,

corresponding to the referred example, is at the seventhfsm_clkcycle. The difference be-

tween the moment when the codeword was identified and when the first bit of the pattern

is generated is marked in the figure at 554nsand 650ns. It can be seen that the difference

between the two is 96nswhich is≈ 2 sys_clkcycles. Note that this corresponds to the

timing diagram given in Figure3.9 (see Page53) where the CGU generates data after

two on-chip clock cycles. It should be also noted that thesync_fsm_clk, the clock used to

drive the Huff-decoder, is low when the CGU is not capable of loading the binary code,

since it is busy generating the previous one. This is the time window between 1 and 1.5

us. Since in these clock cycles, the ATE is notified by theate_syncsignal to stop sending

data, a “X” was assumed ondin as illustrated in the figure. It can be also observed that

there are some glitches on theate_syncandis_specialsignals. These, however, will not

affect the functionality of the unit, since they happen after the data on these lines has been

used (i.e., the glitch onate_syncis on the falling edge offsm_clk, however, to affect the
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generation of thesync_fsm_clkit has to happen on the rising edge). Also plotted in the

figure are theo_load ando_statesignals from the CGU. These two are essentially the

driving mechanism behind the decoder, as they ensure the synchronisation between the

Huff-decoder and the CGU and correct pattern generation. Another important point is the

dependence of the architecture onfsm_clkand not on theate_clk. This leads to relaxing

the timing requirements on the ATE, since the data can be captured anywhere in an ATE

clock cycle.



Appendix C

Distribution architecture’s

implementation

Chapter4 proposed a distribution architecture for synchronisation overhead reduction. In

this appendix additional timing diagrams and the schematics for the distribution archi-

tecture are provided. The diagrams illustrated in FigureC.1 and FigureC.2 are for the

compressed test setst0 andt1 used in Section4.2(see Page73). These have been provided

to illustrate the occurrence of the stop clock cycles for the corresponding compressed test

sets.
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Figure C.1. Timing diagram to illustrate the stopping of the data stream for t0
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Figure C.4. The distribution unit

To illustrate the changing of the active code identifier (CI) when the pattern generator

(PG) is not capable of loading the newly detected code, a generic timing diagram for the

distribution architecture is given in FigureC.3considering the next time frame of interest

from Example4.2(see Section4.2.2on Page77)

Similar to AppendixB, the distribution architecture has been synthesised using Syn-

opsys Design Compiler [133] and the Alcatel MTC35000 technology library, and the gate

level design simulated using ModelSim [158]. The schematic for the distribution unit is

given in FigureC.4, and the gate level timing simulation in FigureC.5. The schematic

and the gate level simulation have been performed for the compressed test set given in Ex-

ample4.1(see Page75). The design has been synthesised for a clock period of 50nsand

simulated for clock periods of 50 and 100ns. The timing diagram illustrated in FigureC.5

is for a clock period of 50ns. The frequency ratio has been considered 2. The signal’s

notation is consistent with the one given in AppendixB. The dout_bus, scan_clk_bus,

ate_syncandfsm_clk_outare the outputs of the two decoders, noted with(0) and(1), in

the timing diagram, respectively. To ensure that all the decoders in the distribution archi-
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Figure C.5. Gate level timing diagram for the example given in Figure 4.11(d)

tecture reached a stable state before they start processing the composite test set, the signal

init_decodershas been added to the distribution architecture. For the considered example,

while this signal is active, all the decoders are receiving data. Similar to the AppendixB

the codeword “000” has been fed into the decoders. This is illustrated in FigureC.5 for

the first threefsm_clkcycles. Note that the changes in thefsm_clk_outlines, are consis-

tent with the generic timing diagram provided in FigureC.3(see the time frame between

1us and 1500ns for the first change infsm_clk_outconsistent with the change of active

decoders in FigureC.3at clock cycle 4).



Appendix D

Useless memory and test bus width

relationship

In this appendix useful explications and additional results are provided for Chapter5.

Firstly, the reasoning behind relaxing the upper bound on thewmax is given. Secondly,

an interesting particular case observed when the memory requirements obtained with

mUMA with np = 2 are greater than FFD [56]. Finally, more results are given to il-

lustrated the influence of pin-group granularity on the proposedmUMA whennp= 2.

D.1 Upper bound onwmax

1

As noted in Section5.5, the wmax determined using the formula provided in [57]

(w[57]
max = dmax{n,m}+∑s

i=1Si

max{Si} e) will not guarantee that the minimum TAT is obtained for a

core with fixed-length scan chains. In the above formula,s denotes the number of scan

chains,Si denotes the length of the scan chains, andn/m represent the number of in-

puts/outputs respectively. Note that, for the remainder of the section max{Si} denotes

maxj=1,s{Sj}, andw1
max denotesw[57]

max. Also note that unless stated differently the term

scan chains will refer to fixed-length scan chains, and it is assumed that the design has at

least one scan chain.
1Some of the findings in this section have been derived based on a correspondence with Vikram Iyengar,

the main author of [57]
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40FF
40FF

60FF

36FF

Figure D.1. Example of unequal scan chains

Considering a core with four scan chains of length 36,40,40 and 60, four inputs and

four outputs,w1
max= 3. However, it can be seen that a minimum TAT of 60 is obtained

for wmax= 4. Hence,w1
max does not guarantee minimum TAT. It should be noted that as

introduced in [57], w1
max was the minimum test bus width for which the minimum TAT is

obtained. For the experiments performed in Chapter5 it was more important to ensure

that the entire core wrapper solution space is explored, than to determinewmax such that

it is the minimum test bus width for which the minimum TAT is obtained. In addition,

the core wrapper design problem with fixed-length scan chains is NP-hard, hence, the

minimum test bus width core wrapper design solution which attains minimum TAT is also

NP-hard. Therefore, in the following the bounds forwmax are derived, i.e., the minimum

and maximum values ofw (test bus width) which ensure that minimum TAT is obtained.

It is clear that if flexible-length scan chains are available, then the bound given in [57]

is correct. Actually,w1
max denotes the lower bound for fixed-length scan chains, since it

represent the best case scenario for fixed-length scan chains. Hence,

w1
max≤ wmax≤ w2

max (D.1)

wherew2
max is the sought upper bound.

To determinew2
max, in the following the worst case scenario with respect to test bus

width is analysed. In the worst case scenario, the scan chains cannot be combined and the

resulted core wrapper will havesWSCs with the TAT given by max{Si}. The question is

how many more WSCs are required for the core’s primary inputs. Starting from the above

conditions,n primary inputs (assuming thatn≥m) must be distributed within the ’holes’

generated by thesWSCs. This is illustrated in FigureD.1 for the core specifications given

above, where the holes are marked with gray shades. The number of holes is given by the

difference between the rectangle’s area and the sum of scan chains.
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Let’s note

D = s·max{Sj}−
w

∑
j=1

Sj (D.2)

the number of holes. It is interesting to note thatD is actually the useless memory as

introduced for core wrapper designs in Section5.4.1. Hence, ifn ≤ D, then no more

WSCs are required to obtain the minimum TAT, which will then beminTAT = max{Sj}.

Hence,

w2
max= s,whenn≤ D (D.3)

However, ifn > D, thend n−D
max{Sj}e WSCs must be added, in order to ensure a minimum

TAT of minTAT = max{Sj}.

Hence,

w2
max= s+ d n−D

max{Sj}
e,whenn > D (D.4)

The above equation transforms as follows:

w2
max = s+ d n−D

max{Sj}
e ≤ s+

n−D
max{Sj}

+1 (D.5)

≤
n+∑w

j=1Sj

max{Sj}
+1

Hence, to summarise,

w1
max≤ wmax≤ s if max{n,m} ≤ D, (D.6)

w1
max≤ wmax≤

max{n,m}+∑w
j=1Sj

max{Sj}
+1 if max{n,m}> D.

Interesting to note that in the second case, if
n+∑w

j=1Sj

max{Sj} is an integer, thenwmax∈
{w1

max,w
1
max+1}, otherwisewmax= w1

max. As also noted in Section5.5, it was considered

thatwmax= dmax{n,m}+∑s
i=1Si

1/s·∑s
i Si

e since this formula comprises both cases.

D.2 UMA(np= 2) vs. conventional ATE

It was illustrated in Section5.5, that in some cases, the BFD [56] heuristic requires less

test bus lines than the FFD [57] heuristic to obtain the same TAT. Hence, if the empty

WSCs are not taken into account, the memory requirements are reduced. Throughout
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Figure D.2. Comparison between FFD [ 56], BFD [ 57] and mUMA with np= 2 for core
Module26 of SOC p22810 [ 135]

the performed experiments one core has been identified for which using FFD can lead to

smaller memory requirements than usingmUMA for np= 2. This is illustrated in Fig-

ureD.2 where the memory requirements are given for FFD [56], BFD [57] andmUMA

for np = 2. The figure shows that for test bus widths between 16 and 21, the memory

requirements obtained by discarding the empty WSCs after employing the FFD heuristic

are smaller than the ones obtained using the proposedmUMA heuristic fornp= 2. How-

ever, this is a particular case as it can be seen in the figure, which has been observed only

for Module26 from SOC p22810 [135]. Nevertheless, if the variation in memory require-

ments with the test bus width is compared, the proposedmUMA leads to less than 200k

memory requirements variation, while the FFD and BFD heuristics lead to variations of

up to 1000k. Hence, as also emphasised in Chapter5 considering WSC partitioning in

the core wrapper design process reduces the trade-off between test bus width and memory

requirements and consequently between memory requirements and TAT.

D.3 ATE pin-group granularity constrainted mUMA

Section5.5 (see Page105) showed that when ATE pin-group granularity is considered,

the performances of themUMA heuristic may be affected. In the following more exper-

imental data is presented to illustrate that the influence of pin-group granularity is small,

and in some cases negligible.

The results for the cores specified in Table5.1 and5.2 (see Section5.5 Page105)
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w = 8 w = 16 w = 32
Core min g = 4 min g = 4 g = 8 min g = 4 g = 8 g = 16

s13207 163333 164964 163100 164032 171488 – – – –
s15850 57434 57528 57434 57904 57904 – – – –
s35932 21216 22656 21156 21696 22656 21216 21216 21696 22656
s38417 113288 114784 113288 113696 114784 113152 113152 113152 115328
s38584 161700 172920 161040 164120 173360 161700 162800 170720 186560

Table D.1. ATE pin-group granularity constrained WSC partitioning for ISACS89 bench-
marks circuits [ 132]

w = 8 w = 16
Core min g = 4 min g = 4 g = 8

SOC p22810
Module1 953775 1039340 – – –
Module21 574275 574740 – – –
Module26 2148289 2169104 2193358 2215440 2215440
SOC p34392
Module2 4636794 4675344 4636794 4669176 4675344
Module10 2206440 2206440 2591886 2827512 2923760
Module18 5055570 5152420 – – –
SOC p93791
Module6 5292604 5408144 5292604 5408144 5408144
Module20 3186560 3186560 3186560 3186560 3354624
Module27 2865248 2879904 2865248 2912880 2923872

Table D.2. ATE pin-group granularity constrained WSC partitioning for ITC02 bench-
marks circuits [ 135]

are tabulated in TablesD.1 andD.2 respectively. The tables list, for each core, the min-

imum memory requirements (min) obtained usingmUMA for np= 2, and the memory

requirements obtained employingmUMA for np= 2 and considering different granular-

ities (g = 4,8 and 16) for test bus widths (w) of 8, 16 and 32. In the case of ISCAS89

benchmark circuits, cores s5378 and s9234 reach minimum TAT when using a test bus

width of 6 and 5 respectively (see Table5.1Page106). Therefore, they were not consid-

ered in this experiment. Also, a “–”, in the tables, indicates that the minimum TAT was

obtained for a smaller test bus width than the one given by the column header. Therefore,

the corresponding test bus widths were not considered in the experiments. Analysing the

results, it can be observed that the influence on the memory requirements is small. How-

ever, it tends to increase when the ATE pin-group granularity is increased. For example,

in the case of core s15850 in TableD.1, for a test bus ofw = 8, considering a granularity

of g = 4 will increase the memory requirements with only 0.16% when compared to the

minimum memory requirements obtained for this test bus width withmUMA for np= 2
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(columns 2 and 3 in the table). Similarly, in the case of core s38417 considering a test

bus ofw = 16 and a granularity ofg = 8, the memory requirements are increased with

1.32% when compared to the memory requirements obtained usingmUMA for np= 2

with no granularity constraint. It is interesting to note that for core s38417 for a test bus

of w = 32, there is no increase in memory requirements wheng = 4 or g = 8 are con-

sidered. A similar behaviour is observed for the ITC02 systems. For example, for core

Module10 from SOC p34392 (see TableD.2), considering a granularity ofg= 4 for w= 8

does not increase the memory requirements for this core. In general it can be observed

that with the increase in granularity, the volume of test data tends to increase. However,

this increase is usually small. This is best illustrated in FigureD.3, where the volume of

test data variation with the granularity for a test bus width of 32 is given. For Module27

from SOC p93791, for example, forw = 32, when the granularity isg = 4,8 or 16, the

increase in memory requirements is 3.57% when compared to the minimum memory re-

quirements for this test bus width obtained withmUMA for np= 2 (reported in the figure

for a granularity of 1). Hence, considering the ATE pin-group granularity constraint in

the core wrapper design has small or even no influence on the memory requirements.



Appendix E

Extended distribution architecture’s

implementation

Chapter6 proposed an integrated test solution for core based SOC. This appendix pro-

vides additional useful explications and experimental results. These include scan power

dissipation details in SectionE.1; the implementation details of theXOR-networkarchi-

tecture and addition results for the multiple scan chains (MSCs) comparison with the

proposedadd-on-xDistr, in SectionE.2; and implementation details and gate level timing

diagrams for thexDistr in SectionE.3.

E.1 Power dissipation during scan

Power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits is caused by four sources: the leakage current

(determined by the fabrication technology); the standby current, which is the DC current

drawn continuously fromVdd to ground; the short-circuit (rush-through) current, which is

due to the DC path between the supply rails during output transitions; and the capacitance

current, which flows to charge and discharge capacitive loads during logic changes [159].

The dominant source of power dissipation CMOS circuits is the charging and discharging

of the node capacitances and it is given by [159]:

P = 0.5·CL ·V2
dd ·E(sw) · fchip (E.1)
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whereCL is the physical capacitance at the output of the node, Vdd is the supply voltage,

E(sw) (referred to as the switching activity) is the average number of output transitions

per 1/ fchip time, andfchip is the clock frequency. The product ofE(sw) and fchip, which

is the number of transitions per second, is referred to as the transition density. In the

following it will be considered thatλ = 0.5·CL ·V2
dd for convenience.

As illustrated in AppendixA (see Page151), with respect to scanning of test data, the

switching activity is due to shifting values into the scan chain. Therefore, the number of

switches within the scan chain can be correlated to the power dissipation during scan as

follows. If ffs represents the length of the scan chain, then at any given moment, there

can be maximumffs scan cells switching due to the loading and unloading of scan data.

Hence, the maximum scan power is given by:

Pi = λ · ffs · fchip (E.2)

xDistr power reduction over single scan chain TDC In the following the reduction in

power dissipation obtained with thexDistr architecture over a single scan chain test data

compression (TDC) method, when both approaches drive the scan chain with the same

frequency is given.

As noted in Section6.2(see Page124), in the worst case scenario there are maximum

two wrapper scan chains (WSCs) active. Considering the total length of the scan chain

l , the length of the first partitionl1 and the length of the second onel2, the scan power

reduction is given by:

Pr =
Pssc

PxDistr
=

λ · l · fchip

λ · (l1 + l2) · fchip
=

l
l1 + l2

(E.3)

Assuming that there arew WSCs, all of lengthm, the power reduction is computed as

Pr = m·w
m+m = w

2 .

xDistr power reduction over XOR-network TDC To illustrate the reduction attain-

able using the proposedxDistr architecture over theXOR-networkarchitecture, consider

that the frequency ratio between the on-chip test frequency and the ATE operating fre-
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quency isα = fchip
fate

, and that both architectures drive a core wrapper havingw WSCs

of lengthm. As also emphasised in Section6.1.2, the XOR-networkarchitecture uses

the ATE clock (fate) to drive the core’s WSCs. Using the same reasoning as above, the

reduction in power dissipation is given by:

Pr =
PXOR−network

PxDistr
=

λ ·w ·m· fate

λ · (m+m) · fchip
=

w
2·α

(E.4)

E.2 XOR-network based architecture

The XOR-network architecture based on the method proposed in [114] is illustrated in

FigureE.1 for a core with 4 WSCs. The main idea behind the method is to use one data

signal to stream data intoSR, which will then justify through the XOR-network the care

bits into the WSCs. However, the architecture can run into temporal pattern lockout, i.e.,

the inability to justify the WSC care bits at a given moment – hence one control signal to

halt the WSC load temporarily is needed. Therefore, the architecture requires two ATE

channels. In addition, care must be taken to avoid structural pattern lockout, i.e., when

there are noSRvalues such that the XOR-network outputs will justify the correct care bits

into the WSCs – since this can affect fault coverage. To account for this problem and to

tune the method for the chosen core based SOC environment, the XOR-network has been

associated to a square matrixA(w,w) with det(A) 6= 0. In addition in the implemented

approach a shift register (SRin the figure) has been used, of sizew. The two combined,

guarantee that any pattern can be justified to the inputs of the WSCs regardless of the

care bit density. Hence, the implemented architecture can also be used from the system

integrator’s perspective at the system integration level in IP based SOCs. It is important to

note that the architecture implemented as illustrated above does not replicate the method

as proposed in [114], but rather it adapts its main idea and tunes it for core based SOC

test. Next the test data compression process implemented for the XOR-network based

architecture is detailed.

Firstly, to ensure that structural pattern lockouts are avoided, a prim polynomial of

degreew has been chosen, and the attached matrix (M) [38] has been constructed. Sec-

ondly, the matrix has been raised to the power ofw. The obtained matrix is now the

XOR-network attached matrix (A = Mw). The values to be shifted in theSRand the time
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Figure E.1. XOR-network based architecture [ 114]

intervals when theloadsignal needs to halt the load of data into the WSCs has been deter-

mined by solving the linear equations using Gauss-Jordan elimination when theSRvalues

represent unknowns, i.e.,SR×A = W, whereW represents the values to be loaded into

the WSCs. This process is illustrated in the following example.

Example E.1 Consider a 4-stage LFSR with the characteristic polynomial given byh(x)=

x4 +x3 +1. The corresponding attached matrix will be

M =


0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1


Raising the matrix to the power of 4 will give

A = M4 =


1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0


AssumeW1 = [10xx] andW2 = [00x0], the values to be loaded into the WSCs into two

consecutive load cycle, wherex stands for don’t care. The corresponding systems of

equations are then:

[
SR1

1 SR1
2 SR1

3 SR1
4

]
×


1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0

 =
[

1 0 x x
]
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[
SR2

1 SR2
2 SR2

3 SR2
4

]
×


1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0

 =
[

0 0 x 0
]

Solving the first system it can be found that there are multiple solutions. Let us con-

sider SR1 = [1100]. Starting from these initial values, after one shift the content of

SR= [SR2
1 110]. When theSRi values are inserted in the second equation it can be ob-

served that regardless of the value ofSR2
1 the system does not have a solution. Hence,

one more shift is required,SR= [SR2
1 SR2

2 11]. When the newSRi values are inserted in

the second equation the solution isSR2 = [1011]. Hence, starting fromSR1 two shifts are

required to justifyWS2 through theXOR-network.

To account for the above, a simple two step greedy heuristic has been implemented.

Firstly, the equations have been solved using Gauss-Jordan elimination. Secondly, the

smallest number of shifts fromSR1 to SR2 has been determined such that the care bits

in W2 are justified through the XOR-network. Using Gauss-Jordan elimination will give

an upper bound on number of shifts required to justifyW2 starting from anySR1, hence

reducing the computational time for this step. This is explained next. After the reduced

matrix corresponding to the second equation is obtained, the maximum bit position in

SR2 used in the reduced Gauss-Jordan matrix represents the maximum number of shifts

required to justifyW2 through the XOR-network. For the example given above, it can be

derived that, the maximum number of shifts from anySR1 to SR2 is 4. The actual number

of shifts was determined incrementally starting fromSR1, as shown in the example.

It should be noted that raising the attached matrix to the power ofw has been per-

formed to reduce the compressed test set size. While experiments have been performed

for different powers ofM, it has been found that choosingw leads on average tow/2

inputs controlling one output. This allows for increased control of the XOR-network

outputs hence reducing the VTD. For example, for a test set with 16.35% care bits for

core s38584 whenw = 16, using attached matricesM8 andM16 yielded compressed test

sets of sizes 239076 bits and 143106 bits respectively. Hence, consideringM16 as the

XOR-network matrix leads to clearly smaller test sets.
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Figure E.2. VTD and TAT for s13207

Additional experimental results In the following additional experimental results for

the comparison betweenXOR-networkarchitecture and the proposedadd-on-xDistrare

presented. FiguresE.2, E.3, E.4, E.5 illustrate the variation in VTD and TAT when the

care bit density (%cb) increases. Analysing the figures, it can be observed that in almost

all the cases the VTD values obtained with the proposed architecture are below the ones

of the XOR-network’s ones. The TAT’s however, can be also greater then the ones ob-

tained by theXOR-networkarchitecture. It should be noted though that theXOR-network

architecture uses two ATE channels whileadd-on-xDistruses one ATE channel. Hence,

the TAT per channel is comparable and even smaller than the one obtained by theXOR-

networkarchitecture. Also note that the spikes in the plotted data at the end of the consid-

ered %cb interval is due to the heuristic used for controlled compaction. It seems that for

certain cores the obtained test sets are larger in size but with a greater amount of specified

bits, when controlled compaction for high values ofB is performed (see Section6.3.2on

Page139).
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Figure E.3. VTD and TAT for s15850
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Figure E.4. VTD and TAT for s35932
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Figure E.6. The extended decoder (xDec)

E.3 Gate level implementation of add-on-xDistr

Similar to AppendixesB andC, theadd-on-xDistrarchitecture has been synthesised using

Synopsys Design Compiler [133] and the Alcatel MTC35000 technology library, and

the gate level design simulated using ModelSim [158]. The schematic for thexDec is

given in FigureE.6, and the schematic for theadd-on-xDistris given in FigureE.7. The

implementation illustrated in this section is for Example6.3(see Page127). The proposed

add-on-xDistr, in Chapter6, is programmable. Hence, it will require a programming

step. This is illustrated with the gate level timing diagram in FigureE.8. The signal’s

notation is consistent with the one given in AppendixB. To provide this programmability

feature shadow shift registers have been used. These are loaded while thedo_progsignal

is high. As also noted with the distribution architecture illustrated in AppendixC, the

decoders required initialisations. This is ensured with theinit_decoders. The functionality

of the proposedadd-on-xDistrafter this programming step is illustrated with the gate level

diagram in FigureE.9. For the example considered in Example6.3 (see Page127), the

first partition had to account for the difference between the outputs and the inputs. This

can be noted in the figure with thexdecoder_1/part_diffrow, where for the first 200ns, the

corresponding counter decrements to 0. Also to note that the correspondingate_sync(1)

signal is low, hence the second partition is active.
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Figure E.7. The extended distribution architecture (add-on-xDistr)
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Figure E.8. Gate level timing diagram for programming the add-on-xDistr for the ex-
ample given in Figure 6.9
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Figure E.9. Gate level timing diagram for the example given in Figure 6.9



Appendix F

Tools and benchmarks

This appendix describes tools and benchmarks used to generate the results in Chap-

ters3, 4, 5 and6. The appendix is organised as follows: in SectionF.1 the benchmark

circuits are briefly described, and in SectionsF.2 to F.5, flowcharts illustrating the imple-

mentation of the in-house tools, and their dependencies are given.

F.1 Benchmark circuits

Throughout the dissertation two types of benchmark circuits have been used: ISCAS89

[132] and ITC02 [135]. ISCAS89 are academic benchmarks, while ITC02 contain repre-

sentation of both academic and industrial circuits. The specifications of the benchmarks

are given in TablesF.1 andF.2 respectively. In TableF.1, for each of the ISCAS89 cir-

cuits the number of inputs (n), outputs (m), scan chains (s), the total number of flip flops

(FFs) and the minimum and maximum scan chain length (minsc/maxsc) are given. In

addition, the table also lists the length of the MinTest [131] dynamically compacted and

fully compacted test sets. The dynamically compacted test set has been used as input to

the compression algorithm, while the size of the fully compacted test set has been used

as reference, for the improvement in test application time (TAT) and volume of test data

(VTD) as shown in Chapter3 (see Section3.4).

The ITC02 benchmarks circuits are briefly specified in TableF.2. The table lists the

number of inputs (n), outputs (m), scan chains (s) and the total number of flip flops (FFs);

the minimum and maximum scan chain length (minsc/maxsc); the number of test vectors
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Core n/m s FFs minsc/maxsc MinTest[131]
dyn. comp fully comp

s5378 35/49 4 179 44/45 23754 20758
s9234 36/39 4 211 52/53 39273 25935
s13207 62/152 16 638 39/40 165200 163100
s15850 77/150 16 534 33/34 76986 57434
s35932 35/320 32 1728 54/54 28208 19393
s38417 28/106 32 1636 32/33 164736 113152
s38584 38/304 32 1426 44/45 199104 104111

Table F.1. Core specification for ISCAS89 [ 132] benchmarks

Core n/m/q s FFs minsc/maxsc nv mem

SOC p22810
Module1 28/56/32 10 1122 110/113 785 927870
Module21 115/76/64 10 1054 93/186 465 578925
Module26 66/33/98 31 11485 198/400 181 2108469
SOC p34392
Module2 165/263/0 29 8856 8/570 514 4636794
Module10 129/207/0 19 4731 16/519 454 2206440
Module18 175/212/0 14 6555 198/729 745 5013850
SOC p93791
Module6 417/324/72 46 23789 500/521 218 5292604
Module20 136/12/72 44 7450 132/181 210 3185728
Module27 30/7/72 46 3026 50/68 916 2865248

Table F.2. Core specification for ITC02 [ 135] benchmarks

(nv) used for testing and the amount of memory required (mem). These informations have

been derived from the ITC02 benchmark suite, which in addition to the three SOCs noted

in TableF.2 (p22810, p34392 and p93791 which represent Philips SOCs), comprises a

number of academic and industrial SOCs. Since limited information about the cores are

available, these benchmarks have been used only in Chapter5.

The detailed description of the p22810 SOC is given in the listing given on the next

page. As it can be observed, the SOC has 29 cores (Modules). Each module is described

by the level (i.e., how deep is the core in the hierarchy, level 0 representing the SOC), the

number of inputs (Inputs), outputs (Outputs), bidirectional pins (Bidirs), and scan chains

(ScanChains), and the scan chains lengths. In addition, for each module the number

of tests, the TAM and the patterns used for each test are also detailed. Based on these

informations, the specifications given in TableF.2have been determined. For a complete

description of the ITC02 benchmarks the reader is referred to [135].
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1 SocName p22810
2 TotalModules 29
3 Options Power 0 XY 0
4

5 Module 0 Level 0 Inputs 10 Outputs 67 Bidirs 96 ScanChains 0
6 Module 0 TotalTests 2
7 Module 0 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 10
8 Module 0 Test 2 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 89
9

10 Module 1 Level 1 Inputs 28 Outputs 56 Bidirs 32 ScanChains 10 : 130 111 111 110 110 110 110 110 110 110
11

12 Module 1 TotalTests 1
13 Module 1 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 785
14

15 Module 2 Level 2 Inputs 47 Outputs 33 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 0
16 Module 2 TotalTests 1
17 Module 2 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 12324
18

19 Module 3 Level 2 Inputs 38 Outputs 26 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 0
20 Module 3 TotalTests 1
21 Module 3 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 3108
22

23 Module 4 Level 2 Inputs 48 Outputs 64 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 0
24 Module 4 TotalTests 1
25 Module 4 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 222
26

27 Module 5 Level 1 Inputs 90 Outputs 112 Bidirs 32 ScanChains 29 : 214 106 106 105 105 103 102 101 101 101
28 100 93 92 84 84 75 75 73 73 73 73 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
29

30 Module 5 TotalTests 1
31 Module 5 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 202
32

33 Module 6 Level 2 Inputs 80 Outputs 64 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 0
34 Module 6 TotalTests 1
35 Module 6 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 712
36

37 Module 7 Level 2 Inputs 84 Outputs 64 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 0
38 Module 7 TotalTests 1
39 Module 7 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 2632
40

41 Module 8 Level 2 Inputs 36 Outputs 16 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 0
42 Module 8 TotalTests 1
43 Module 8 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 2608
44

45 Module 9 Level 1 Inputs 116 Outputs 123 Bidirs 32 ScanChains 24 : 122 105 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
46 100 99 96 96 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 32 24
47

48 Module 9 TotalTests 1
49 Module 9 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 175
50

51 Module 10 Level 1 Inputs 50 Outputs 30 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 4 : 99 98 10 2
52 Module 10 TotalTests 1
53 Module 10 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 38
54

55 Module 11 Level 1 Inputs 56 Outputs 23 Bidirs 71 ScanChains 8 : 88 87 86 84 69 69 68 38
56

57 Module 11 TotalTests 1
58 Module 11 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 94
59

60 Module 12 Level 1 Inputs 40 Outputs 23 Bidirs 71 ScanChains 11 : 82 82 64 64 64 64 64 63 63 62 42
61

62 Module 12 TotalTests 1
63 Module 12 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 93
64

65 Module 13 Level 1 Inputs 68 Outputs 149 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 4 : 104 96 48 32
66 Module 13 TotalTests 1
67 Module 13 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 1
68

69 Module 14 Level 1 Inputs 22 Outputs 15 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 3 : 73 4 1
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70 Module 14 TotalTests 1
71 Module 14 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 108
72

73 Module 15 Level 1 Inputs 84 Outputs 42 Bidirs 32 ScanChains 6 : 80 80 80 73 73 36
74 Module 15 TotalTests 1
75 Module 15 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 37
76

77 Module 16 Level 1 Inputs 13 Outputs 43 Bidirs 72 ScanChains 1 : 109
78 Module 16 TotalTests 1
79 Module 16 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 8
80

81 Module 17 Level 1 Inputs 223 Outputs 69 Bidirs 32 ScanChains 4 : 89 19 6 4
82 Module 17 TotalTests 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 25
83 Module 17 TotalTests 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 25
84

85 Module 18 Level 1 Inputs 53 Outputs 11 Bidirs 32 ScanChains 5 : 68 68 67 56 56
86 Module 18 TotalTests 1
87 Module 18 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 644
88

89 Module 19 Level 1 Inputs 38 Outputs 29 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 3 : 43 40 17
90 Module 19 TotalTests 1
91 Module 19 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 58
92

93 Module 20 Level 1 Inputs 45 Outputs 40 Bidirs 2 ScanChains 4 : 77 77 76 1
94 Module 20 TotalTests 1
95 Module 20 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 124
96

97 Module 21 Level 1 Inputs 115 Outputs 76 Bidirs 64 ScanChains 10 : 186
98 108 104 94 94 94 94 94 93 93
99

100 Module 21 TotalTests 1
101 Module 21 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 465
102

103 Module 22 Level 1 Inputs 54 Outputs 40 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 3 : 77 76 13
104 Module 22 TotalTests 1
105 Module 22 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 59
106

107 Module 23 Level 1 Inputs 31 Outputs 8 Bidirs 35 ScanChains 7 : 115 92 18 16 16 16 16
108 Module 23 TotalTests 1
109 Module 23 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 40
110

111 Module 24 Level 1 Inputs 73 Outputs 23 Bidirs 35 ScanChains 5 : 101 69 6 2 2
112 Module 24 TotalTests 1
113 Module 24 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 27
114

115 Module 25 Level 1 Inputs 58 Outputs 46 Bidirs 86 ScanChains 18 : 181
116 139 139 139 139 138 138 138 138 138 138 109 108 108 108 108 108 108
117

118 Module 25 TotalTests 1
119 Module 25 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 215
120

121 Module 26 Level 1 Inputs 66 Outputs 33 Bidirs 98 ScanChains 31 : 400
122 400 400 400 400 400 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399
123 399 399 399 399 334 334 333 333 333 279 279 278 198
124

125 Module 26 TotalTests 1
126 Module 26 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 181
127

128 Module 27 Level 1 Inputs 285 Outputs 94 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 1 : 34
129 Module 27 TotalTests 1
130 Module 27 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 2
131

132 Module 28 Level 1 Inputs 48 Outputs 43 Bidirs 0 ScanChains 5 : 100 99
133 99 79 40
134

135 Module 28 TotalTests 1
136 Module 28 Test 1 ScanUse 1 TamUse 1 Patterns 26
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F.2 Test data compression

The results provided in Chapter3 have been determined using the flow illustrated in Fig-

ureF.1. The inputs to the flow are the core, the compression method, and the parameters

(whether mapping and reordering should be performed, which is the group size and the

frequency ratio). Additionally, a test set can be also fed to the flow. Two in-house tools

have been developed to implement the operations of this flow. Firstly, the test set (either

determined based on the core’s information - as in the case of Chapter3, or received as

input) is prepared for compression. As also noted in Chapter3 this is performed through

mapping and reordering of the test set. Secondly, based on the group size, the mapped

and reordered test set is compressed. Further on, the flow follows a decompression and

simulation step. This step has been added to determine the TAT for a given frequency ra-

tio. For details about how the TAT is computed the reader is referred to Section3.3.2(see

Page52). In order to determine the area overhead imposed by the decoder, the Huffman

FSM is generated during compression in the Synopsys state table format. This is, then,

fed to the Synopsys design compiler together with a customisable VHDL implementation

of the control and generation unit (see Section3.3 on Page48). For details regarding

the VHDL implementation the reader is referred to AppendixB. Using the Synopsys

design compiler the area overhead has been determined. Additionally, the decompres-
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sion and simulation tool is also capable of generating the Huffman tree and the tailored

compressed test set. These are used in Chapters4 and6.

F.3 Synchronisation overhead

The results provided in Chapter4 have been determined using the flow illustrated in Fig-

ureF.2. The inputs to this flow are the cores fed to the distribution architecture and the

parameters used for compression (e.g., the group size, the frequency ratio). Two issues

are analysed in Chapter4: the difference between tailoring the compressed test set and

tailoring the compression method, and the distribution architecture. An in-house tool has

been developed to perform these experiments. Firstly, the core passes through the test

data compression (TDC) flow (see SectionF.2) and, then, the tailored compressed test set

is used to determine the composite test set for the distribution architecture containingk

cores. To also facilitate the comparison between tailoring the compression method and

tailoring the compressed test set, the Huffman tree generated by the TDC flow has been

tailored separately (tailor cmp. method in the figure), and the overhead with respect to the

minimum size test set (min. test set) has been determined (see Section4.1.2for further

information regarding tailoring of the compression method). The decoders obtained from

the TDC flow and the number of cores have been fed to a customisable VHDL implemen-

tation of the distribution architecture which has been then synthesised using Synopsys

design compiler (DC). This step has been performed manually. For details regarding the

VHDL implementation the reader is referred to AppendixC.
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F.4 Core wrapper design

The tool flow used to determine the results provided in Chapter5 is illustrated in Fig-

ureF.3. The inputs to this flow are the specifications of the core, the type of core wrapper

design, and parameters (e.g., the test bus width (w), the granularity (g), the number of

partitions (np)). Two in-house tools have been developed for the BFD and FFD heuristics

and themUMA heuristic respectively. If the core wrapper design method was either FFD

or BFD, these methods have been used, and depending on the group granularity, the post

processing step has been applied or not. When themUMA algorithm was used, firstly,

the partitions have been generated as outlined in Chapter5 (see Section5.3.1on Page95),

and, then, for the generated partitions themUMA algorithm has been used. Additionally,

a test set can be also fed into the algorithm, case in which the partition’s test sets can be

determined. These will be used in Chapter6. The configuration generated by this tool

flow contains the number of partitions, the length and cardinality of the partitions, and the

corresponding amount of UMA. It should be noted that, as detailed in Section5.3.1, when

g > 1, the partitions have been generated such that each partition’s cardinality is divisible

with g.

F.5 Integrated SOC test solution

As illustrated with the design flow given in Section6.2.2, the proposed integrated test

solution requires core wrapper design (CWD) and test access mechanism (TAM) design
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to be performed before entering the TDC extension. In FigureF.4, the tool flow which

implements the TDC extension to the design flow is illustrated. The inputs to the tool

flow are the core and the parameters (e.g., the frequency ratio, the group size, the test

bus width (w), there are only two partitions (np= 2)). Firstly, the core follows the CWD

flow illustrated in SectionF.4, then with the test sets associated to the two partitions (see

Section6.2 on Page124), the test data compression (TDC) flow is entered. Here, the

compression ratio (% cmp. ratio in the figure), the tailored compressed test set (tail. cmp.

test set in the figure), the test application time (TAT) are determined. Using the tailored

compressed test sets for the two partitions, the next tool will generate the composite test

set for the extended distribution architecture as detailed in Section6.2. If the transition

count for the proposed architecture is also required, then the compute transition count tool

is used, which using the frequency ratio, the Huffman tree, the core wrapper configuration

and the composite test set determines the average number of transitions in the scan chains.

Finally, when area overhead should be computed the core wrapper configuration and the

Huffman state table format file are fed into Synopsys design compiler. For details about

the VHDL implementation of the extended distribution architecture, the reader is referred

to AppendixE.

As noted in Chapter6.3, two experiments have been performed. The first one fol-

lows the above flow, while the second one required two more extensions (marked with
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dashed lines in FigureF.2). Firstly, to emulate different care bit densities, the Atalanta

[152] ATPG tool has been used. Atalanta has been applied on the ISCAS89 benchmarks

as detailed in Section6.3.2(see Page139). After the Atalanta test set has been obtained,

controlled static compaction has been applied using the control valueB. In order to per-

form the compression using the XOR-network method, a tool has been implemented using

the algorithm detailed in SectionE.2. Similarly to the extended distribution architecture,

the transition count and the area overhead have been determined using an in-house tool

and Synopsys design compiler respectively.
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